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A TOWN OF NATICK RESOLUTION
IN RECOGNITION OF

Natick’s Hazard Mitigation Plan
WHEREAS, A Town Hazard Mitigation Plan preserves the health, safety, and welfare of the citizens of
Natick and their property; and
WHEREAS, The 2018 Hazard Mitigation Plan is an update to the Hazard Mitigation Plan last adopted
by the Board of Selectman on July 12 2010; and
WHEREAS, The Town of Natick Hazard Mitigation Planning Committee, and along with its
contractor, the Horsley Witten Group composed the plan and held a series of advertised and noticed
public meetings from October 2016 through early 2018 on drafting the plan update; and
WHEREAS, Adoption of this plan is a federal requirement for the Town to be eligible for federal
hazard mitigation grants as a result of a disaster or major mitigation planning project; and
WHEREAS, FEMA Region 1 has completed its review of the 2018 Town of Natick Hazard Mitigation
Plan and approved it subject to approval by the Board of Selectmen; and
WHEREAS, Board of Selectmen approval will allow the Town to meet its local hazard mitigation
planning requirements pursuant to 44 C.F.R. Section 201 (the Disaster Mitigation Act),
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Board of Selectmen of the Town of Natick do hereby
accept and approve the Town of Natick 2018 Hazard Mitigation Plan as presented and outlined by
the Community and Economic Development Department.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, we have hereunto set our hands and caused the Seal of the Town of Natick to
be affixed on this __________________.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

Amy K. Mistrot, Chair
________________________________________________________

Susan G. Salamoff, Vice Chair

________________________________________________________________________________________________

Michael J. Hickey, Jr., Clerk
__________________________________________________

Jonathan Freedman

__________________________________________________

Richard P. Jennett, Jr.
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Section 1 Introduction
1.1

Overview

Each year in the United States, disasters take the lives of hundreds of people and injure
thousands more. Nationwide, taxpayers pay billions of dollars annually to help
communities, organizations, businesses, and individuals recover from disasters. These
monies only partially reflect the true cost of disasters, because additional expenses to
insurance companies and nongovernmental organizations are not reimbursed by tax
dollars. Many disasters are predictable, and much of the damage caused by these events
can be alleviated or even eliminated.
Hazard mitigation is defined by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) as
“any sustained action taken to reduce or eliminate long-term risk to human life and
property from a hazard event.” The results of a three-year, congressionally mandated
independent study to assess future savings from mitigation activities provides evidence
that mitigation activities are highly cost-effective. On average, each dollar spent on
mitigation saves society an average of $4 in avoided future losses in addition to saving
lives and preventing injuries (National Institute of Building Science Multi-Hazard
Mitigation Council 2005).
Natural hazard mitigation planning is the process of determining how to reduce or
eliminate the loss of life and property damage resulting from natural hazards such as
floods, earthquakes and hurricanes. Hazard mitigation means to permanently reduce or
alleviate the losses of life, injuries and property resulting from natural hazards through
long-term strategies. These long-term strategies include planning, policy changes,
programs, projects and other activities.
This plan update was prepared pursuant to the requirements of the Disaster Mitigation
Act of 2000 (Public Law 106-390) and the implementing regulations set forth by the
Interim Final Rule published in the Federal Register on February 26, 2002 (44 CFR §201.6)
and finalized on October 31, 2007 (hereafter, these requirements and regulations will be
referred to collectively as the Disaster Mitigation Act). While the act emphasized the
need for mitigation plans and more coordinated mitigation planning and implementation
efforts, the regulations established the requirements that local hazard mitigation plans
must meet in order for a local jurisdiction to be eligible for certain federal disaster
assistance and hazard mitigation funding under the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief
and Emergency Act (Public Law 93-288). Because the Town of Natick is subject to many
kinds of hazards, access to these programs is vital.
Information in this plan update will be used to help guide and coordinate mitigation
activities and decisions for local land use policy in the future. Proactive mitigation
planning will help reduce the cost of disaster response and recovery to the community
and its property owners by protecting critical community facilities, reducing liability
exposure, and minimizing overall community impacts and disruption. The Town of
Natick has been affected by hazards in the past and is thus committed to reducing future
disaster impacts and maintaining eligibility for federal funding.
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The Town of Natick’s 2010 Plan was developed as part of a regional approach conducted
by The Metropolitan Area Planning Council (MAPC). This 2018 plan update represents
a local jurisdiction plan that will serve as a stand-alone document relative to just the
Town of Natick (with references to the State Hazard Mitigation Plan for consistency).
The Town received a FEMA grant under the Pre-Disaster Mitigation (PDM) Program to
develop a local hazard mitigation plan update.
1.2

What Hazard Mitigation Can Do for the Town of Natick

A primary benefit of hazard mitigation is that preventative measures taken now can
significantly reduce the cost of post-disaster cleanup tomorrow. In addition, mitigation
actions conducted before hazards occur greatly reduces the impact and costs associated
with the aftermath of a hazard event. By planning ahead, Natick will minimize the
economic and social disruption that can result from floods, snowstorms, and hurricanes
and other natural disasters.
The adoption and implementation of this plan update will assist Natick in remaining
eligible to receive assistance from FEMA in both pre- and post-disaster assistance such
as: FEMA’s Community Rating System (CRS), FEMA’s Pre-Disaster Mitigation Program
(PDM), Flood Mitigation Assistance (FMA) Program, and FEMA’s Post-Disaster Hazard
Mitigation Grant Program (HMGP).
Natick’s Mission Statement

1.3

The purpose of the Natick Hazard Mitigation Plan is to preserve and enhance the quality
of life, property values, and resources by identifying all potential natural hazards in
Natick and mitigating their effects to reduce the loss of life, as well as, losses of
economic, historical, natural, and cultural resources.
1.4

Goals

The Natick Local Hazard Mitigation Committee (LHMC) met to evaluate the existing
goals from the 2010 Plan and determined that more broad-brush goals applicable to the
entire Town would be more appropriate. The new goals of the Natick Hazard Mitigation
Plan are to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Protect the public health, safety and welfare.
Reduce both public and private property damages caused by hazard impact.
Minimize social distress and economic losses/business disruption.
Provide an ongoing forum for the education and awareness of natural hazard
mitigation issues, programs, policies, projects and resources.
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1.5

Planning Process

A hazard mitigation plan should be considered a living document that must grow and
adapt, keeping pace with a community’s growth and change. The DMA of 2000 places
high priority on the continuation of the planning process after the initial submittal,
requiring communities to seek and receive re-approval from FEMA in order to remain
eligible for assistance. The evaluation, revision and update process is also a means to
create an institutional awareness and involvement in hazard mitigation as part of daily
activities.
The Town of Natick, with the assistance of the Horsley Witten Group, Inc. (HW)
developed this update/stand-alone Hazard Mitigation Plan. The Natick LHMC from the
2010 Plan was again, re-energized and re-organized to provide a broad spectrum of local
knowledge and experience to complete this 2018 plan update.
Members of the Natick LHMC include:
 James Errickson, Director Community and Economic Development
 Victoria Parsons, Conservation Agent/Planner
 Jeremy Marsette, Director Public Works
 Mark Coviello, Town Engineer (retired)
 Bill McDowell, Town Engineer (current)
 John Digiacomo, Assistant Town Engineer
 James Hicks, Police Chief
 Brian Lauzon, Police Lieutenant/Executive Officer
 Richard White, Fire Chief
 James White, Director Public Health
 Craig Pereira, Consultant – Horsley Witten Group, Inc.
The Horsley Witten Group, Inc. conducted a series of meetings from October 2016
through early 2018 with the Natick LHMC, municipal officials, the community, and
representatives of the MEMA. The public workshops were held in an open public forum
and in accordance with M.A.G.L. c. 30A, Sections 18 - 25 in complying with the
requirements of the Federal Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000 (DMA 2000).
A Kickoff Meeting was conducted with Massachusetts Emergency Management Agency
(MEMA) personnel Sarah White – Hazard Mitigation grants Supervisor (via telephone),
Sherry Leung - Lead Hazard Mitigation Contract Specialist and David Woodbury –
Hazard Mitigation Grants Coordinator, the Natick LHMC, and Project Consultant on
October 26, 2016 to review the hazard mitigation planning process and establish the
grant reimbursement documents/schedule.
A project webpage was designed and hosted on the Town’s municipal website to
announce the project, inform and engage the community before, during and after plan
development, and to serve as a repository of project documents, presentations, and
summaries. A PDF of the Project webpage layout is included in Appendix B.
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A series of Municipal Interviews (in-person, telephone and email correspondence) were
conducted early in the update process for the development of the 2010 Plan Report Card
(Table 1-1), identification of accomplishments since the 2010 Plan, and preliminary
identification of mitigation measures for consideration in the plan update.
In-Person Interviews:
 James Errickson, Director Community and Economic Development
 Jeremy Marsette, Director Public Works
 Mark Coviello, Town Engineer
 James Hicks, Police Chief
 Brian Lauzon, Police Lieutenant/Executive Officer
 Richard White, Fire Chief
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Table 1-1
2010 Plan Report Card (2018 Update), Natick, Massachusetts

Mitigation Measure

Location

Ownership

Natural Hazard

Primary
Problem/Effect

Risk
HMitigation Objective
Historical
P- Potential

2017 Status

HIGH PRIORITY MITIGATION MEASURES
Identify access to
drainage system off
Route 9 for survey,
draining and
cleaning of lines
completely to prevent
neighborhood
flooding (2010 Plan
Mitigation Action
#1).
Conduct
improvements
(concrete repairs and
tree removal) to
Charles River Dam
(2010 Plan
Mitigation Action
#2A).

Dean Rd./Mercer Public
Rd./Strathmore
Rd.

Flooding, Wind Public and Private
Storm,
property damage.
Hurricane,
Ice/Snow Storm,
Nor' easter

Decreased potential
for neighborhood
flooding; Reduced
liability for private
property damage;
Public safety

H

Ongoing.
Relocate to
Capacity section
of Plan.

Charles River
Dam

Public

Flooding, Wind
Storm,
Hurricane,
Ice/Snow Storm,
Nor' easter,
Earthquake

Public and Private
property damage;
Loss of life and
infrastructure

Decreased potential
for dam failure;
Reduced liability for
private property
damage; Public
safety

P

Ongoing.
Relocate to
Capacity section
of Plan.

Develop Emergency
Action Plan for
Charles River Dam
(2010 Plan
Mitigation Action
#2B).

Charles River
Dam

Public

Flooding, Wind
Storm,
Hurricane,
Ice/Snow Storm,
Nor' easter,
Earthquake

Public and Private
property damage;
Loss of life and
infrastructure

Decreased potential
for dam failure;
Reduced liability for
private property
damage; Public
safety

P

Completed.
EAP updated in
2016.

Table 1-1
2010 Plan Report Card (2018 Update), Natick, Massachusetts

Mitigation Measure

Location

Charles River
Develop
Dam
Maintenance
Program for Charles
River Dam (2010
Plan Mitigation
Action #2C).

Ownership

Natural Hazard

Primary
Problem/Effect

Risk
HMitigation Objective
Historical
P- Potential

2017 Status

Public

Flooding, Wind
Storm,
Hurricane,
Ice/Snow Storm,
Nor' easter,
Earthquake

Public and Private
property damage;
Loss of life and
infrastructure

Decreased potential
for dam failure;
Reduced liability for
private property
damage; Public
safety

P

Not Completed,
carry forward.
Formal
Operations and
Maintenance
plan to be
developed.

Conduct
improvements/
alterations to
existing stone arch
bridge over Charles
River (2010 Plan
mitigation Action
#2D).

Charles River at
Pleasant Street

Public

Flooding, Wind
Storm,
Earthquake

Public and Private
property damage;
Loss of life and
infrastructure

Decreased identified
drainage and
pavement issues;
Reduced liability for
private property
damage; Public
safety

P

In Progress.
Design plans
completd in
2016,
construction
scheduled to
start Spring
2017, and
completed by
fall 2017.

Upgrade older
drainage pipes (2010
Plan Mitigation
Action #3A).

Town-wide,
although
specifically West
Natick

Public

Flooding, Wind
Storm,
Hurricane,
Ice/Snow Storm,
Nor' easter

Public and Private
property damage;
Loss of life and
infrastructure

Decreased identified
drainage and
pavement issues;
Reduced liability for
private property
damage; Public
safety

H

Ongoing.
Relocate to
Capacity section
of Plan.

Table 1-1
2010 Plan Report Card (2018 Update), Natick, Massachusetts

Mitigation Measure

Location

Develop
Maintenance
Program for older
drainage
infrastructure (2010
Plan Mitigation
Action #3B).

Town-wide,
although
specifically West
Natick

Town-wide
Upgrade drainage
system record
keeping system (2010
Plan Mitigation
Action #4).

Conduct feasibility/
engineering study to
earthquake-proof
municipally-owned
buildings (2010 Plan
Mitigation Action
#5).

Ownership

Natural Hazard

Primary
Problem/Effect

Risk
HMitigation Objective
Historical
P- Potential

2017 Status

Public

Flooding, Wind
Storm,
Hurricane,
Ice/Snow Storm,
Nor' easter

Public and Private
property damage;
Loss of life and
infrastructure

Decreased identified
drainage and
pavement issues;
Reduced liability for
private property
damage; Public
safety

P

Not completed.
Maintenance
and work order
system to be
developed as
part of new MS4
permit (effective
July 2017).

Public

Flooding, Wind
Storm,
Hurricane,
Ice/Snow Storm,
Nor' easter

Public and Private
property damage;
Loss of life and
infrastructure

Decreased identified
drainage and
pavement issues;
Reduced liability for
private property
damage; Public
safety

P

Not completed.
Consolidate
with measure
above…to be
developed as
part of new MS4
permit.

Earthquake

Economic/social
hardship; Loss of
life/property

Public safety;
Minimize
economic/social
damge; Expedited
evacuation

H and P

Not completed,
carry forward.

Johnson School, Public
Coolidge Garden,
Elliot School,
Court House

Table 1-1
2010 Plan Report Card (2018 Update), Natick, Massachusetts

Mitigation Measure

Location

Ownership

Natural Hazard

Primary
Problem/Effect

Risk
HMitigation Objective
Historical
P- Potential

2017 Status

MEASURES TO ENSURE COMPLIANCE WITH NFIP
Acquire prioritized
open space parcels
for increased flood
storage/protection
(2010 Plan
Mitigation Action
#6A).

Land on Lower
Private
Pond (intersection
of Speen
St./Route 135),
National Guard
ammunition
depot, Land along
Charles River
(South Natick).

Flooding, Wind Public and Private
Storm,
property damage.
Hurricane,
Ice/Snow Storm,
Nor' easter

Decreased potential
for neighborhood
flooding; Reduced
liability for private
property damage;
Public safety

P

Ongoing, carry
forward.
Coordinate with
2012 Natick
Open Space and
Recreation Plan.

Develop Open Space Town-wide
Management Plan
for increased flood
storage/protection
(2010 Plan
Mitigation Action
#6B).

Public and
Private

Flooding, Wind Public and Private
Storm,
property damage.
Hurricane,
Ice/Snow Storm,
Nor' easter

Decreased potential
for neighborhood
flooding; Reduced
liability for private
property damage;
Public safety

P

Not completed.
Consolidate
with measure
above.

Town-wide
Improve GIS
capacity for wetlands
mapping (2010 Plan
Mitigation Action #7)

Public and
Private

Flooding, Wind Public and Private
Storm,
property damage.
Hurricane,
Ice/Snow Storm,
Nor' easter

Decreased potential
for neighborhood
flooding; Reduced
liability for private
property damage;
Public safety

H

Ongoing.
Relocate to
Capacity section
of Plan.

Table 1-1
2010 Plan Report Card (2018 Update), Natick, Massachusetts

Mitigation Measure

Location

Ownership

Natural Hazard

Primary
Problem/Effect

Risk
HMitigation Objective
Historical
P- Potential

2017 Status

Conduct Feasibility Town-wide
Study of Stormwater
Utility for
infrastructure
upgrades and
maintenance (201
Plan Mitigation
Action #8).

Public

Flooding, Wind Public and Private
Storm,
property damage.
Hurricane,
Ice/Snow Storm,
Nor' easter

Decreased potential
for neighborhood
flooding; Reduced
liability for private
property damage;
Public safety

H

In Progress.
Relocate to
Capacity section
of Plan.

Town-wide
Create a
comprehensive
response protocol for
adverse weather
events for all Town
departments (2010
Plan Mitigation
Action #9).

Public

All Hazards

Improved
coordination and
response

H

Ongoing.
Relocate to
Capacity section
of Plan.

H

Completed.
Town has Code
Red System,
social media,
town website,
and traditional
media in place.

Disjointed
communication
before, during and
after events.

MEDIUM PRIORITY MITIGATION MEASURES
Town-wide
Investigate
feasibility of Townwide communication
system, including
UHF, radio, web,
EOC, etc. (2010 Plan
Mitigation Action
#10).

Public

All Hazards

Disjointed
communication
before, during and
after events.

Improved
coordination and
response

Table 1-1
2010 Plan Report Card (2018 Update), Natick, Massachusetts

Mitigation Measure

Location

Replace culvert and Highland
discharge at railroad Avenue/Middle
Street
tracks at Highland
Ave./Middle St. (2010
Plan Mitigation
Action #11).

Replace culvert and
develop maintennce
plan at Sunkaway
Area at Route 9
(2010 Plan
Mitigation Action
#12).

Sunkaway Area
at Route 9

Mechanic Street
Establish drainage
Industrial Park
criteria for the
review of new
developments/project
s at Mechanic St.
Industrial Park
(2010 Plan
Mitigation Action
#13).

Ownership

Natural Hazard

Primary
Problem/Effect

Risk
HMitigation Objective
Historical
P- Potential

2017 Status

Public

Flooding, Wind Public and Private
Storm,
property damage.
Hurricane,
Ice/Snow Storm,
Nor' easter

Decreased potential
for neighborhood
flooding; Reduced
liability for private
property damage;
Public safety

H

In Progress.
Capital
Improvement
funds approved
to complete
Drainage
Master Plan.

Public

Flooding, Wind Public and Private
Storm,
property damage.
Hurricane,
Ice/Snow Storm,
Nor' easter

Decreased potential
for neighborhood
flooding; Reduced
liability for private
property damage;
Public safety

H

Not completed,
carry forward.
Coordinate with
State DOT
(under their
purview).

Private

Flooding, Wind Public and Private
Storm,
property damage.
Hurricane,
Ice/Snow Storm,
Nor' easter

Decreased potential
for neighborhood
flooding; Reduced
liability for private
property damage;
Public safety

H

Completed.
Done in 2015.

Table 1-1
2010 Plan Report Card (2018 Update), Natick, Massachusetts

Mitigation Measure

Location

Ownership

Natural Hazard

Primary
Problem/Effect

Risk
HMitigation Objective
Historical
P- Potential

2017 Status

Establish additional
mutual aid
agreements for
tanker truck use for
increased firefighting capacity
(2010 Plan
Mitigation Action
#14A).

Town-wide

Public and
Private

Earthquake, Fire Interrupted response; Accelerated response;
Private and Public
Reduced liability for
property damage.
private property
damage.

P

Completed.
Mutual Aid
Agreements in
place with
Framingham
and Wellesley.

Purchase additional
tanker truck for
increased firefighting capacity
(2010 Plan
Mitigation Action
#14B).

Town-wide

Public and
Private

Earthquake, Fire Interrupted response; Accelerated response;
Private and Public
Reduced liability for
property damage.
private property
damage.

P

Completed.
Capacity is
adequate.

Develop emergency
backup hydrant
drafting plan for
increased firefighting capacity
(2010 Plan
Mitigation Action
#14C).

Town-wide

Public and
Private

Earthquake, Fire Interrupted response; Accelerated response;
Private and Public
Reduced liability for
property damage.
private property
damage.

P

Completed.
Department can
draft from any
surface water
supply in an
emergency.

Table 1-1
2010 Plan Report Card (2018 Update), Natick, Massachusetts

Mitigation Measure

Continue intermunicipal agreement
with Framingham for
the maintenance of
Beaverdam Brook
within Natick (2010
Plan Mitigation
Action #15).

Location

Ownership

Beaverdam Brook Public
(Burning Tree
Road drainage
area)

Natural Hazard

Primary
Problem/Effect

Flooding, Wind Public and Private
Storm,
property damage.
Hurricane,
Ice/Snow Storm,
Nor' easter

Risk
HMitigation Objective
Historical
P- Potential
Decreased potential
for neighborhood
flooding; Reduced
liability for private
property damage;
Public safety

2017 Status

P

Ongoing.
Relocate to
Capacity section
of Plan.

LOW PRIORITY MITIGATION MEASURES
DPW Yard at
Continue
Windsor Street
maintenance of
Windsor St. at DPW
Yard culvert (2010
Plan Mitigation
Action #16).

Public

Flooding, Wind Public and Private
Storm,
property damage.
Hurricane,
Ice/Snow Storm,
Nor' easter

Decreased potential
for neighborhood
flooding; Reduced
liability for private
property damage;
Public safety

P

Ongoing.
Relocate to
Capacity section
of Plan.

Jennings Pond
Dam

Public

Flooding, Wind
Storm,
Hurricane,
Ice/Snow Storm,
Nor' easter,
Earthquake

Decreased potential
for dam failure;
Reduced liability for
private property
damage; Public
safety

P

Ongoing.
Relocate to
Capacity section
of Plan.

Conduct
improvements to
Jennings Pond Dam
(2010 Plan
Mitigation Action
#17A).

Public and Private
property damage;
Loss of life and
infrastructure

Table 1-1
2010 Plan Report Card (2018 Update), Natick, Massachusetts

Mitigation Measure

Develop
Maintenance
Program for the
Jennings Pond Dam
(2010 Plan
Mitigation Action
#17B).

Location

Jennings Pond
Dam

Town-wide
Coordinate with
Regional Emergency
Planning Committee
(REPC) to implement
regional depot for
emergency and
operational
equipment storage
(2010 Plan
Mitigation Action
#18).

Ownership

Natural Hazard

Primary
Problem/Effect

Risk
HMitigation Objective
Historical
P- Potential

Public

Flooding, Wind
Storm,
Hurricane,
Ice/Snow Storm,
Nor' easter,
Earthquake

Public and Private
property damage;
Loss of life and
infrastructure

Decreased potential
for dam failure;
Reduced liability for
private property
damage; Public
safety

Public

All Hazards

Interrupted response; Improved
Private and Public
coordination and
property damage.
response

2017 Status

P

Not Completed,
carry forward.
Formal
Operations and
Maintenance
plan to be
developed.

P

Completed.

The Natick LHMC first met on January 5, 2017 to review the project scope and revised
schedule, discuss project coordination, review proposed revisions to the plan update’s
mitigation measures layout (utilization of hazard mitigation categories) and
identification of risks content (to include climate change), and to discuss the
development of the press release for the first Public Workshop. A series of updated draft
maps were presented for currency and comment by the LHMC.
The first Public Workshop was scheduled for March 14, 2017, but was cancelled due to
inclement weather. A second Workshop was held March 30, 2017, however, no one from
the general public showed up. And again, on May 25, 2017 a third Workshop was held,
with no participation from the public. The Consultant and Conservation Agent
proposed to host the Workshop one last time, in conjunction with a Conservation
Commission meeting. This effort was successful with a presentation made before the
Conservation Commission (June 15, 2017), as well as about ten members of the general
public. The meeting was held at Natick Town Hall in the Selectmen’s Chambers.
Announcements were posted on the project webpage, and emailed to Natick Municipal
Boards, Commissions and interested citizens, copies have been included in Appendix B.
The presentation included an overview of the project, a review of the 2010 Risk
Assessment Matrix Report Card, and preliminary revisions to the plan update (based on
personal interviews with municipal officials, boards, and commissions). Participants
were provided the opportunity to comment and also markup town-wide maps with
specific issues at identified locations. The Workshop agenda, PowerPoint Presentation
and Sign-In Sheet are included in Appendix B.
The Natick LHMC met for a second time on September 18, 2017 to review the revised
project schedule, draft updated GIS mapping, Hazard Index, and begin the discussion on
Preliminary Mitigation Actions for consideration. A complete set of meeting materials is
included in Appendix B.
The Natick LHMC met for a third time on December 19, 2017 to conduct the Benefit Cost
Analysis (BCA review). The Project Consultant reviewed the draft 2018 Mitigation
Actions (Table 4-1) which identified those actions: Ongoing – initially addressed but
requires ongoing maintenance/attention, therefore, carried forward from the 2010 plan;
Not addressed/partially addressed - revised from the 2010 plan; and, New - completely
new action items. The Natick LHMC completed the BCA review to prioritize/rank the
action items, assigned time frames and responsible parties, and agreed on the proposed
methodology/schedule for plan maintenance and plan update (based on FEMA
requirements). A complete set of meeting materials is included in Appendix B. The
Natick Board of Selectmen will adopt through resolution, the Hazard Mitigation Plan
Natick, Massachusetts following ‘Approved Pending Adoption’ status from FEMA.
The second Public Workshop was scheduled for March 8, 2018, but was cancelled due to
inclement weather causing a power outage downtown. The Consultant and
Conservation Agent proposed to host the Workshop in conjunction with a
Sustainability Committee meeting. This effort was successful with a presentation made
before the Sustainability Committee (April 18, 2018), as well as several members of the
general public. The meeting was held at Natick Town Hall in the 3rd Floor Training
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Room. Announcements were posted on the Massachusetts Public Notices website,
project webpage, and emailed to Natick Municipal Boards, Commissions and interested
citizens, copies have been included in Appendix B. The presentation included a list of
accomplishments to date, overview of preliminary mitigation actions, questions from the
audience, and identification o of next steps. The meeting notices, Workshop agenda,
PowerPoint Presentation and Sign-In Sheet are included in Appendix B.
Online Survey
The survey link was opened and available beginning March 14, 2017 (in association with
the first planned Public Workshop), and closed on August 15, 2017 and included a total
of 223 responses. A brief summary of responses collected is included below. The full
Survey Summary is included in Appendix B.








Most residents/businesses have experienced winter, wind, fire and flood-related
hazard events in the past 20 years;
Almost half (45%) of residents and business owners feel they are adequately
prepared to deal with a natural hazard event, with most getting their information
from local news/social media (76) and/or personal experience (63%) with one or
more natural hazards;
Most respondents are equally ‘Concerned’ with winter and wind-related hazards
(both at 62%), followed by fire-related hazards (54%);
62% of respondents know for sure whether or not their property is located
in/near a FEMA –designated floodplain;
Just over (63%) of respondents are interested in making their home, business or
neighborhood more resilient, with 51% willing to spend their own money to do
so; and
The top four choices to reduce damage/destruction of natural hazards in Natick
include:
o Work to improve utility resilience: electric; communications;
water/wastewater facilities (75%)
o Retrofit public infrastructure, such as elevating roadways and improving
drainage systems (61%)
o Replace inadequate/vulnerable bridges and inform property owners of
ways they can reduce the damage caused by natural events (both at 52%).

With this information, the project consultant prepared the draft Hazard Mitigation Plan
update which was available for public comment from March 12, 2018 through April 6,
2018 (online, on the Town’s website and hard copies available at the Town Hall (see
Appendix C for Notice of Availability of draft) with no comments returned.
This plan update was also forwarded to the neighboring communities of: Framingham,
Arthur Robert – Director of Community and Economic Development; Wayland, Sarkis
Sarkisian – Town Planner; Weston, Imaikalani Aiu – Town Planner; Wellesley, Michael
Zehner – Director of Planning; Dover, David Ramsay – Town Administrator; and,
Sherborn, Gino Carlucci – Town Planner. All received notice of the draft Update
availability of the Town of Natick’s website, with no community returning any
comments. The draft was submitted to the Natick Board of Selectmen for approval to
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forward on up to MEMA, then forwarded to MEMA for consideration. It is the intention
of the Natick LHMC that the Hazard Mitigation Plan update be an available and
pertinent source of information to a wide variety of individuals and interests. The plan
update also has a specific and pragmatic function. By identifying and prioritizing local
mitigation needs, the plan update has already served, and will continue to serve, as a
basis for amendments to local policies and regulations.
State authorities will incorporate information compiled in this document into the State
Hazard Mitigation Plan, to strengthen the statewide knowledge and idea-base for
mitigation planning. A well-prepared and locally adopted plan can demonstrate
understanding and commitment, two important variables when vying for limited, highdemand resources.
1.6

Environmental Setting

The Town of Natick is a suburban industrial center located on the upper basin of the
Charles and Concord Rivers with an extensive complex of ponds (Map 1-1 ‘Location
Map’, Appendix A). From the earliest Colonial days, the Town was a prime target for
development having good agricultural land, fish runs and water power. Established in
1650, on the Charles River, Natick had the first and the largest Indian praying town in
the colonies, one that became a model for all other attempts to inculcate European
standards into Indians. John Eliot, the great missionary, secured a charter of 6,000 acres
for the Indians and converted them to Christianity. Unfortunately, Natick’s Indian
population was forcibly resettled on Deer Island during the King Philip’s war and
essentially never returned.
In Colonial days, Natick was an agricultural community with some orchards and
lumbering. Grist and saw mills were established and Indian ownership and control gave
way to white dominance between 1676 and 1776. Local tradition claims that several
loads of Natick men shipped out to the California gold rush in 1849 and 1850, returning
with enough capital to start independent businesses in the town. The shoe industry
dominated the community by the early 19th century, with the first shoe sole manufacturer
established in 1827, and shoe shipped to the southern and western markets by 1830. The
Town’s products, including baseballs manufactured in Natick, were shipped to Boston
on the Boston and Worcester Railroad. The Town saw rapid growth including an Irish,
English, Nova Scotian, Italian and American immigrant population which came to take
jobs in the shoe plants and by the 1880’s, Natick was the third largest shoe production
community in the country. In modern times, Natick has become an industrial Bostonoriented suburban community with heavy strip development along Route 9.
The Town is governed by a Board of Selectmen with a Town Administrator. The Town
operates under the representative Town Meeting format.
1.7

History of Disaster Declarations

Since 1953, FEMA Region 1 (the New England States) has endured more than 150 federal
emergency (EM) and major disaster declarations (DR), 28 of which impacted
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Massachusetts. The following information ( Table 1-2 below) gives an overview of the
most significant past federal emergency and major disaster declarations for
Massachusetts (and in particular Middlesex County, and including Natick):

Table 1-2 Significant Federal Emergency and Major Disaster Declarations,
Middlesex County
ID Number
Type
Date
September 1985
DR-751
Hurricane Gloria
DR-790
Severe Storms/Flooding
April 1987
DR-914
Hurricane Bob
August 1991
DR-975
Winter Coastal Storm
December 1992
EM-3103
Blizzard/High Winds
March 1993
DR-1090
January Blizzard
January 1996
DR-1142
Severe Storm/Flooding
October 1996
DR-1224
Heavy Rain/Flooding
June 1998
EM-3153
Fire
December 1999
EM-3165
Snowstorm
March 2001
DR-1364
Severe Storms/Flooding
April 2001
EM-3175
Snowstorm
March 2003
EM-3191
Snow
January 2004
DR-1512
Flooding
April 2004
EM-3201
Snow
February 2005
EM-3252
Hurricane Katrina Evacuation
September 2005
DR 1614
Severe Storms/Flooding
May 2006
EM-3296
Sever Winter Storm
December 2008
DR-1813
Severe Winter Storm/Flooding
January 2009
DR-1895
Severe Storms/Flooding
March 2010
EM-3312
Water Main Break
May 2010
EM-3315
Hurricane Earl
September 2010
DR-1959
Severe Winter Storm/Flooding
March 2011
EM-3330
Hurricane Irene
August 2011
EM-3343
Severe Storm
November 2011
DR-4051
Severe Storm/Snowstorm
January 2012
EM-3350
Hurricane Sandy
October 2012
DR-4097
Hurricane Sandy
October 2012
DR-4110
Severe Winter Storm/Snow/Flooding
February 2013
DR-4214
Severe Winter Storm/Snow/Flooding
January 2015
Sources: 2013 State Hazard Mitigation Plan, Commonwealth of Massachusetts, NOAA National Climatic
Data Center, www.ncdc.noaa.gov.
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1.8

Recent Disaster Declarations

The communities of Middlesex County (including Natick) have experienced significant
losses during several recent storms that have warranted FEMA to declare these storms as
disasters. The following are descriptions of each of the recent storms (since the 2010
Plan) that have been declared as disasters by FEMA and which have affected the Town
of Natick.
1.8.1 Hurricane Storm Irene – August 2011 (FEMA EM-3330)
Hurricane Irene formed east of the Caribbean Island of Dominica, part of the Lesser
Antilles region, on the afternoon of August 20, 2011. Irene moved through the Caribbean
and up the east coast of the United States making landfall twice. She first made landfall
as a Category 1 Hurricane near Cape Lookout, North Carolina around 7:30 am on August
27th, then moved offshore again during the evening. She then made a 2nd landfall, again
as a Category 1 Hurricane at 5:40 am on August 28th near Little Egg Inlet in New Jersey.
She moved over New York City and then into southeastern New York State and
Connecticut as a Tropical Storm a few hours later. By the end of the evening of the 28th,
Irene was crossing the U.S./Canada border having produced significant amounts of rain,
storm surge, inland and coastal flooding, and wind damage across southern New
England and much of the east coast of the United States.
The collective effects of Tropical Storm Irene on August 28th, resulted in 1 fatality, 0
injuries, and $127.3M in property damage in the following counties: Barnstable,
Cumberland, Essex, Franklin, Hampden, Hampshire, Middlesex, Nantucket, Norfolk,
Plymouth, Suffolk, and Worcester (all in MA), Hartford, Tolland, and Windham (all in
CT), Cheshire and Hillsborough (all in NH), and Providence, Kent, Washington, and
Newport (all in RI).1
1.8.2 Severe Winter Storm/Snow/Flooding – February 2013 (FEMA DR4110)
An historic winter storm deposited tremendous amounts of snow over all of southern
New England, mainly from the mid-afternoon on Friday, February 8 and lasting into the
daylight hours of Saturday, February 9. What made this an amazing storm was the
widespread coverage of heavy snowfall. Most locations received 2 to 2.5 feet of snow. A
stationary band of even heavier snowfall persisted from southwest NH through central
MA and on to the southwest across central and western CT. In those areas, reports
averaged closer to 2.5 to 3 feet. Along the southeast MA coast, average amounts ranged
from 1 to 2 feet. Only on Martha’s Vineyard and Nantucket were snowfall totals less than
1 foot (6 to 12 inches). Isolated thunderstorms were common across the entire region
during the height of the storm.
A low pressure system advancing from the Great Lakes region combined forces with a
very moist low pressure system moving northeast from the Gulf Coast states. Explosive
1

National Climatic Data Center, www.ncdc.noaa.gov
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deepening took place Friday evening, February 8, as a low center moved from the North
Carolina coast to south of Nantucket. Strong high pressure to the north of New England
helped ensure that cold air remained in place over the area. Snowfall gained intensity
during the afternoon, but during the night, 2 to 3 inch per hour amounts were common
throughout the region. The band of heaviest snowfall, with 3 to 5 inches per hour for
several hours, extended from southwest NH to central and western CT. The
precipitation started as mainly snow, although a brief period of rain at the onset was
common on the Islands. Snow ended in the morning in western and central MA,
southwest NH, most of CT and RI, and in the early afternoon across eastern MA. It
lingered during the whole afternoon over Cape Cod and Nantucket, aided by some
ocean-effect bands of snowfall.
1.8.3 Severe Winter Storm/Snow/Flooding – January 2015 (FEMA DR-4214)
An historic winter storm brought heavy snow to southern New England with blizzard
conditions to much of Rhode Island and Massachusetts, beginning during the day on
Monday, January 26, 2015 and lasting into the early morning hours of Tuesday, January
27th. The highest snowfall totals, averaging two to three feet, extended from extreme
northeast Connecticut and northwest Rhode Island into much of central and northeast
Massachusetts, including greater Boston. Much of southeast Massachusetts and the rest
of Rhode Island received one to two feet of snow. Totals dropped off dramatically west
of the Connecticut River Valley where totals of 4 to 8 inches were observed.
The storm was well-forecast, with Blizzard Watches and Winter Storm Watches issued
2 days before the snow began. Low pressure tracked northeast from the Carolinas and
strengthened rapidly as it slowly passed southeast of Nantucket on Monday evening,
January 26. All of the precipitation fell as snow with this storm. At its peak, snowfall
rates of 2 to 3 inches per hour were common.
Daily snowfall records were set for January 27th in Boston (22.1 inches, previous record
8.8 inches in 2011), Worcester (31.9 inches, previous record 11.0 inches in 2011), and
Providence (16.0 inches, previous record 6.7 inches in 2011). In Providence, the total of
19.1 inches was the fourth highest on record (dating back to 1904), while in Boston the
total of 24.6 inches was the sixth highest on record (dating back to 1872).
The Blizzard of January 2015 produced very strong winds late Monday into Tuesday near
the Massachusetts and Rhode Island coasts where gusts of 50 to 65 mph were common.
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Section 2 Risk Assessment
2.1

Introduction

Identifying potential hazards is the first step in any effort to reduce community
vulnerability. The subsequent identification of the risk and vulnerability for a
community are the primary factors in determining how best to allocate finite resources
to address what mitigation might take place. The FEMA document titled Plan Review
Guide, dated October 1, 2011 was used in developing this strategy plan as a basic
template to identify the various natural hazard types. The hazard identification and
analysis involves all of those hazards that potentially threaten the Town of Natick.
By collecting and analyzing information for each potential hazard that may affect Natick,
several determinations have been made:



2.2

Which hazards merit special attention
What actions might be taken to reduce the impact(s) of those hazards
What resources are likely to be needed
Hazard Identification

The Natick LHMC evaluated each of the hazard types that may affect Natick, with the
addition of Climate Change (new to this 2018 Plan update), and similarly to those
identified in the 2010 Plan. For the purposes of the 2018 plan update, and for consistency
with the State Hazard Mitigation Plan, the Natick LHMC decided to organize natural
hazards into the following categories and listed in order of frequency and impact,
beginning at the top of the list with the most frequently occurring natural hazards:








Flood-Related Hazards
Winter-Related Hazards
Wind-Related Hazards
Geologic-Related Hazards
Drought/Extreme Heat-Related Hazards
Urban Fire/Wildfire-Related Hazards
Invasive Species-Related Hazards

The Horsley Witten Group, Inc. created new updated Town-wide Geographical
Information Systems (GIS) mapping with Location Map (Map 1-1), Flood Hazard Areas
Map (Map 2-1), Earthquakes/Landslides Map (Map 2-2), Hurricanes/Tornadoes Map
(Map 2-3), Average Annual Snowfall Map (Map 2-4) and Critical Facilities separated
into quadrants for readability (Maps 2-5.1 through 2-5.4, and Table A-1 Critical Facilities
- Natick). Mapping for Invasive Species was not completed due to the extent and
variability in growth patterns, typically found along streams and riverbanks at varying
degrees, and in particular, along roadsides, periodically wet depressions and
construction sites.
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2.3
Hazard Profiles: Location, History and Probability of Future
Occurrence
In assessing the hazards to a community, both the risk and the vulnerability must be
taken into account. A hazard is the actual event that poses the danger to the community,
(e.g. the hurricane, tornado, earthquake, etc. that threatens the Town). The term “risk”
refers to the predicted impact that a hazard would have on people, services, specific
facilities and structures in the community. The term “vulnerability” refers to the
characteristics of the society or environment affected by the event that resulted in the
costs from damages (Heinz Center Report, 1999, p. 105). The vulnerability of an area
refers to its susceptibility to a hazard. The areas of the town affected by extreme natural
events are identified by the hazard risk assessment. In determining the risk and
vulnerability of the town, the likelihood, frequency and magnitude of damage from
identified hazards are assessed.
In developing an updated Risk Assessment, the Natick LHMC defined the risks that the
Town could face and followed up with an assessment of the vulnerability of the at-risk
areas, and the implications of experiencing natural disasters (e.g., loss of life, damage to
the natural environment, property damage, and economic losses). Risk assessment is the
determination of the likelihood of adverse impacts associated with specific natural
hazards, and vulnerability assessment is concerned with the qualitative or quantitative
examination of the exposure of some societal component (i.e. economy, environment).
The result of this process was the preparation of a Risk Assessment Matrix (Table 2.1
Risk Assessment Matrix 2018 Update) that lists the vulnerable areas and the primary
effects from an event on these areas. The matrix was then used to establish mitigation
benefits and develop mitigation strategies (Section 4).
Hazard Index
The Natick LHMC evaluated each of the flood, winter, wind, fire and geologic-related
hazards and collectively determined the likelihood of occurrence, locations affected, and
potential impacts of each. This information was used to establish a Hazard Index (HI)
value (HI=1 being lowest impact and HI=10 being highest impact) for each of the types of
natural hazards and is presented in Table 2-2. The highest hazard index values were
assigned to those natural hazards that were deemed to have the highest level of impact to
the community. These hazards include flood-related hazards such as inland/urban
flooding/heavy rain (HI=7), winter-related hazards such as snow/nor’easter/blizzards
(HI=7), and wind-related hazards such as high winds (HI=6).
The Hazard Index for this 2018 plan update utilizes language used in the FEMA State
and Local Mitigation Planning How-to-Guide Series for frequency and severity
categorization:
Criteria for Frequency Categorization:
Very low frequency:

events that occur less frequently than once in 1,000 years (less
than 0.1% per year).
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Low frequency:
Medium frequency:
High frequency:

events that occur from once in 100 years to once in 1,000 years
(0.1% to 1% per year).
events that occur from once in 10 years to once in 100 years (1% to
10% per year).
events that occur more frequently than once in 10 years (greater
than 10% per year).

The criteria used for severity categorization, based on past hazard events includes:
Criteria for Severity Categorization (based on past hazard events):
Minor:
Serious:
Extensive:
Catastrophic:

Limited and scattered property damage; no damage to public
infrastructure; contained geographic area; essential services not
interrupted; no injuries or fatalities.
Scattered major property damage; some minor infrastructure
damage; wider geographic area; essential services are briefly
interrupted; some injuries/fatalities.
Consistent major property damage; major damage to public
infrastructure; essential services are interrupted for several hours
to several days; many injuries and fatalities.
Property and public infrastructure destroyed; essential services
stopped; thousands of injuries and fatalities.
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Table 2-1
2018 Risk Assessment Matrix Update, Natick, Massachusetts
Ranking

Vulnerable Area
Local Roads Subject to
Flooding

Location
Town-wide

1

Dams

Charles River
Dam/Jennings Pond Dam

Ownership

Natural Hazard

Primary Problems/Effects

Mitigation Benefits

Public and Private Riverine/Flash Flooding;
Heavy Rain/Inland and
Urban Flooding; ;
Blizzards/Heavy
Snow/Nor'Easters;
Hurricanes; Earthquakes

Disruption of arterial traffic
Public safety; Maintain
flow; Disruption of evacuation evacuation routes; Reduce
routes; Damage to private
liability for damage to private
property; Costs of cleanup
property; Decrease costs of
cleanup

Public

Property damage downstream, Reduced property damage,
Economic hardship
Minimized economic impacts

Hurricane, Flood

2

H and P

P

Municipally-owned
structures

Town-wide

Public

Earthquakes

3

Emergency Response

Town-wide

Public and Private All Hazards

4

Wetlands/Resource
Areas
5

Risk
H-Historical
P- Potential

Town-wide

Public and Private Riverine/Flash Flooding;
Heavy Rain/Inland and
Urban Flooding; Dam
Failure; Invasive Species

Economic and social hardship;
Public safety;
Loss of life/property
Prevent/minimize economic
and social damage; Safe
evacuations
Economic and social hardship;
Public safety;
Loss of life/property; Cost of
Prevent/minimize economic
cleanup
and social damage

Damage to public/private
property; Loss of resource
habitat, erosion, flooidng;
Costs of cleanup

Maintain resource areas;
Reduce liability for damage
to private property; Decrease
costs of cleanup

H

H and P

P

Table 2-2 Hazard Index Natick, Massachusetts
Natural Hazard
Flood-Related Hazards
- Riverine/Flash Flooding
- Inland/Urban Flooding/Heavy Rain
- Climate Change
- Dam Failures
Winter-Related Hazards
- Blizzards/Snow/Nor' easter
- Ice
- Extreme Cold
Wind-Related Hazards
- Hurricanes
- Tornadoes*/High Winds
- Lightning/Thunderstorms
- Hail
Geologic-Related Hazards
- Earthquakes
Drought
- Drought
Urban Fire/Wildfire
- Urban Fire/Wildfire
Invasive Species
- Japanese Knotweed
* Tornadoes not a major issue for Natick

Frequency (i.e. Very Low,
Low, Medium, High)

Location (i.e. small/local,
medium/regional, large/multiple
communities)

Severity (i.e. minor,
serious, extensive,
catastrophic)

Hazrd Index (i.e. ranked by
combining frequency and
severity; 10 - high, 1 - low)

Low
High
Medium
Very Low

Medium/Regional
Medium/Regional
Medium/Regional
Small/Local

Serious
Extensive
Serious
Extensive

3
7
5
4

High
Low
Low

Large/Multiple
Medium/Regional
Large/Multiple

Extensive
Serious
Serious

7
3
3

Medium
High
High
High

Large/Multiple
Medium/Regional
Local
Local

Extensive
Serious
Minor
Minor

5
6
5
5

Very Low

Medium/Regional

Catastrophic

5

Low

Medium/Regional

Minor

3

Low

Small/Local

Minor

3

Low

Small/Local

Minor

1

For the purposes of this 2018 plan update, based on the Hazard Index, the Natick LHMC
determined that the Town is most at risk to the following hazards (and has advanced the
assessment of the vulnerability of the at-risk areas, and the implications of experiencing
these natural disasters):
 Riverine/Flash Flooding
 Heavy Rain/Inland and Urban Flooding
 Climate Change
 Dam Failure
 Blizzards/Heavy Snow/Winter Weather/Nor’easters
 Ice Storms
 Extreme Cold
 Hurricanes
 Tornadoes/High Winds
 Lightning/Thunderstorms
 Hail
 Earthquakes
 Drought
 Urban Fire/Wildfires
 Invasive Species
The Natick LHMC formed the consensus that: flood-related hazards such as
flooding/heavy rain; winter-related hazards such as snow/nor’easters; and, wind-related
hazards such as strong winds/hurricanes, are the major causes of risk to the community. 

It should be noted that the above hazards are not a complete listing of hazards that may
impact Natick. The Natick LHMC agreed that this listing accurately represents those
hazards that impact the Town most frequently and have the potential to cause fatalities,
injuries, property and infrastructure damage, agricultural loss, damage to the
environment, interruption of business, or other types of harm of loss. The following
hazards will not be addressed in this 2018 plan update:









Sea Level Rise
Avalanche
Expansive Soils
Land Subsidence
Landslides
Volcanoes
Tsunamis
Extreme Heat

These hazards were considered and discussed during LHMC meetings, where it was
determined these hazards would not be considered for the following reasons:
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Lack of frequency in which they occur;
The minimal probability of their occurrence; and/or
The lack of resources to devote any amount of time to further research the
likelihood or potential occurrence or impact.

The hazard-specific tables that follow after each section represent the various significant
natural hazard events that have occurred in and around the Town of Natick, utilizing
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) National Climatic Data
Center (http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/). All events are county wide (Middlesex), unless
otherwise noted.
2.3.1 Flood-Related Hazards
Flooding is the accumulation of water within a water body and the overflow of excess
water onto adjacent floodplain lands (FEMA, Multi Hazard Identification and Risk
Assessment, 1997). The floodplain is the land adjoining the river/stream channel, ocean
or other watercourse or water body that is susceptible to flooding.
Flooding results from: large-scale weather systems generating prolonged rainfall; onshore winds; locally intense thunderstorms; dam failures; or significant snow melt.
Floods are capable of undermining buildings and bridges, eroding shorelines and stream
banks, uprooting trees, washing out access roads, and causing loss of life and injuries.
Also, flash floods (characterized by rapid onset and high velocity waters) carry large
amounts of debris that further exacerbate conditions.
Under the NFIP, FEMA is required to develop flood risk data for use in both insurance
rating and floodplain management. FEMA develops this data through Flood Insurance
Studies (FIS). Detailed analyses are used to generate flood risk data only for developed or
developing areas of communities. For undeveloped areas FEMA uses approximate
analyses to generate flood risk data. Flood hazard areas are identified in the FEMA
FIRMs. Flood hazard areas are divided into zones (V, X, AO, etc.) depending on the
severity and type of flood threat. These zones are those areas subject to inundation
(shallow or deep) by a flood (and/or velocity wave action) that has a 1 percent chance of
occurring during any given year.
Floodplains in Natick include ‘AE’ and ‘X’ Zones, Map 2-1 ‘Flood Hazard Areas’
(Appendix A). ‘AE’ Zones are areas that would be inundated by the 100-year flood. The
100-year flood is a regulatory standard used by federal agencies and most states to
administer floodplain management programs and is also used by the NFIP as the basis
for insurance requirements nationwide. ‘X’ Zones are areas that would be inundated by
the 500-year flood.
Table 2-3 below represents the various significant flood-related hazard events that have
occurred in and around the Town of Natick over time, utilizing NOAA’s National
Climatic Data Center (http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/). All events are county wide
(Middlesex County), unless otherwise noted.
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Table 2-3 Significant Flood-Related Events, Middlesex County
Hazard Type
Riverine Flooding

Date

Level/Description

Damages

9/8/1996
10/15/2005 $125 K
5/13/2006 $5 million

8/15/2015

$50 K

9/30/2015

Route 9 flooded; MBTA tracks flooded;
first floor Coolidge Gardens (Cottage
St.) flooded; area around Natick Mall
flooded
MBTA tracks flooded

Flash Flooding
7/6/2005
Heavy Rain/Inland and Urban Flooding
7/13/1996
9/18/1996
10/20/1996
11/1/1997
1/23/1998
2.58''
2/18/1998
2/23/1998 2''+
3/8/1998
5/9/1998
6/13/1998

$20 K, Lanes on Route 9/Route 126
closed

$13 million

Source: NOAA National Climatic Data Center, www.ncdc.noaa.gov.
Data current through February 2018.

Riverine/Flash Flooding
Riverine or inland flooding often occurs after heavy rain, particularly in areas of the state
with high water tables. These areas are also particularly susceptible to flash flooding
caused by rapid runoff occurring after heavy precipitation events, and in combination
with spring snowmelt. Frozen ground conditions can also contribute to low rainfall
infiltration and high runoff events that sometimes result in river flooding.
Flood magnitude increases with increasing recurrence interval. The Town of Natick can
be uniformly affected by riverine flooding events, dependent upon the location (amount
of impervious surfaces within the area), existing/incoming weather conditions, and time
of year (frozen ground conditions exacerbate flooding). Based on the low frequency and
serious severity of riverine and flash flooding events (two significant events in total)
which caused numerous business and infrastructure closures since the last plan update,
as reported by the National Climatic Data Center and indicated in Table 2-3, the Town is
considered at low risk for future riverine/flash flooding events.
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Heavy Rain/Inland and Urban Flooding
Heavy rains that cause inland and urban flooding are often exacerbated by stormwaterrelated issues. Thunderstorms, winter storms, coastal storms and nor’easters, and
hurricanes all contribute to interior flood related hazards due to the large amounts of
precipitation associated with them. Development often compounds the magnitude and
frequency of urban flooding by increasing impervious surfaces, also increasing the rate of
drainage collection, reducing the carrying capacity of the land, and often overwhelming
sewer system infrastructure. The primary cause of inland/urban flooding in Natick
remains the numerous inadequately-sized and unmaintained culverts located throughout
low-lying elevations. Based on the static frequency, yet extensive severity of heavy rain
and inland/urban flooding events since the last Plan update, as reported by the National
Climatic Data Center and indicated in Table 2-3, the Town is considered at mediumhigh risk for future heavy rain/inland and urban flooding events.
Climate Change
The EPA indicates there is recent, strong evidence that most of the warming of the
Earth’s surface temperature over the past 50 years is a direct result of human behavior
(Figure 2-1).
Human activities have been contributing to natural background levels of greenhouse
gases since the Industrial Revolution. The primary source of emissions is the burning of
fossil fuels for energy. Although increases in the atmosphere’s heat-trapping ability can
be predicted, resulting impacts on climate are more uncertain. By 2100, Massachusetts
could see a temperature increase by about 4 degrees F (with a range of 1-8 degrees F) in
the winter and spring and by about 5 degrees F (with a range of 2-10 degrees F) in the
summer and fall.

Figure 2-1 Greenhouse Effect

Increased temperatures and frequency of heat waves could also impact the number of
heat-related illnesses and deaths in Massachusetts. The same high temperatures could
also result in an increase in ground-level ozone (a major component of smog). GroundNatick, MA Hazard Mitigation Plan
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level ozone facilitates respiratory illnesses such as asthma and respiratory inflammation,
as well as reducing general lung functioning. The very same warming and climate
increases could also expand the habitat and infectivity of disease-carrying insects,
increasing the potential for malaria, Eastern Equine Encephalitis and Lyme Disease.
Based on the projected frequency and severity of impacts for climate change, the Town is
considered at medium risk for future climate change impacts/events.
Dam Failure
A dam is any artificial barrier with the ability to impound water, wastewater, or any
liquid-borne material for the purpose of storage or water control. Dam failure can be a
catastrophic type of failure characterized by the sudden, immediate, and uncontrolled
release of impounded water, or the likelihood of such an uncontrolled release with
secondary impacts to downstream structures within the inundation zone.
There are three inventoried dams located within the Town of Natick, two are owned by
the Town (Charles River Dam at South Natick and Jennings Pond Dam) and the third is
owned by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts – Department of Conservation and
Recreation (Fiske Pond Dam), Table 2-4. Inventoried dams are classified by the hazard,
which relates to the probable consequences of failure or mis-operation of the dam; it
does not relate to the current condition or the likelihood of failure of the dam.
The Charles River Dam at South Natick is a 15-foot earthen embankment dam with a
concrete spillway and is listed in fair condition. It is owned by the Town and is listed as
a ‘High Hazard’ (dam where failure or mis-operation will result in a probable loss of
human life) and was last inspected in October 2016. Since it is classified as a high-hazard
structure, Massachusetts General Law Chapter 21, Section 65 requires an Emergency
Action Plan (EAP) be developed and approved by MA Department of Conservation and
recreation (MA DCR). GZA last updated the EAP in 2016, however, an Operations and
Maintenance Plan is still required for this dam.
Jennings Pond Dam is a 5-foot earthen embankment dam constructed around 1900. It
has an eighteen million gallon impoundment, is classified as a ‘Low Hazard’ (a dam
where failure or mis-operation results in no probable loss of human life and low
economic losses), and is also owned by the Town.
Fiske Pond Dam is owned by the MA DCR and is classified as a ‘Low Hazard’ structure.
No further information is available for this dam.
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Table 2-4 Inventoried Dams in Natick, MA
Name
Dams
Charles River Dam
at South Natick
Jennings Pond
Dam

MADEM #

Body of Water
(Impoundment)

00341

Charles River

Town of Natick

High

02958

Jennings Pond

Low

Fiske Pond Dam

01114

Fiske Pond

Town of Natick
Commonwealth
of MA/DCR

Ownership

Hazard

Low

Source: National Inventory of Dams

Should there be a dam breach at any of the identified structures, the immediate areas
surrounding the structure, as well as properties located downstream (within the
inundation zone) of the structure are most vulnerable.
Flood Hazard Areas
FEMA Flood Zones
Inland flooding caused by major rainstorms combined with stormwater related issues
and increasing development and impervious surfaces has been determined as one of the
highest risk of natural disaster to the community. HW performed a Vulnerability
Analysis that considered those areas in Town impacted by the various flood zones
according to land use type, critical facilities, and critical infrastructure. A full Economic
Analysis of the impacts based on FEMA’s flood zones follows later in this section (Tables
2-15 and 2-16).
AE/100-Year Flood Zone
The AE zone or 100-year flood zone (has a 1% chance of flooding occurring each year) is a
regulatory standard used by federal agencies and most states to administer floodplain
management programs and is also used by the NFIP as the basis for insurance
requirements nationwide. Below is a breakdown of the number of parcels (by land use
type), critical facilities, and critical infrastructure susceptible to inundation in the
AE/100-Year Flood Zone:
Parcels affected: (2,148 Parcels Total)
 Residential: 1,975
 Residential Vacant: 15
 Residential Marginal/Unusable: 35
 Commercial: 23
 Commercial Marginal/Unusable: 6
 Industrial: 3
 Industrial Marginal/Unusable: 1
 State: 24
 Other (Cemetery/Religious/Charitable/Vote of Town/Tax Sale): 66
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Critical Facilities affected:
 Evergreen Public Water Well
 Morse’s Pond Public Water Well
 Cochituate State Park (portions)
 The Next Generations Children’s Center
 Mini Miracles Children’s Center
 Paula Kelly (Daycare)
 Zdorovie Adult Day Health Center
 Little Flippers (Recreation)
 Courtyard by Marriott (portions)
 Course Pond Pump Station
 Moore St. Pump Station
 Dug Pond Pump Station
 DPW/Rink Pump Station
 Dug Pond
 Charles River Dam
Critical Infrastructure affected:
 South Lincoln St.
 Water St.
 Pleasant St.
 Eliot St.
 Clover Terrace
 West Central St.
 Mill St.
 Bunker Lane
 Strathmore Road
 Mercer Rd.
 Oak St.
X/500-Year Flood Zone
The X zone or 500-year flood zone is a flood that has a 0.2% chance of occurring each
year. Below is a breakdown of the number of parcels (by land use type), critical facilities,
and critical infrastructure impacted by the X flood zone:
Parcels affected: (947 Parcels Total)
 Residential: 674
 Residential Vacant: 16
 Residential Marginal/Unusable: 57
 Commercial: 65
 Commercial Vacant: 2
 Commercial Marginal/Unusable: 7
 Industrial: 4
 Industrial Marginal/Unusable: 3
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Federal: 1
State: 72
Other (Cemetery/Religious/Charitable/Vote of Town/Tax Sale): 46

Critical Facilities affected:
 Pine Oaks Public Water Well
 Pheasant Hollow Pump Station
 4M Pump Station
 Chabad Center (Synagogue)
Critical Infrastructure affected (intermittent sections of listed roadways):
 Brook St.
 Leach Lane
 Alger St.
 Water St.
 Cottage St.
 Woodland St.
 Sundance Way
 Moccasin Path
 Colburn St.
 Edgewood Ave.
 Tournament Rd.
 Burningtree Rd.
 Lacosta Drive
 Boden Lane
 Tamarack Rd.
 Pumpkin Pine Rd.
 H.F. Brown Way
 Newfield Drive
 West St.
 Oak St.
Since the 2010 Plan, there have been two significant flood-related events impacting
Natick by way of riverine floods (two events/50k in damages)
Property at Risk from Flood-Related Hazards in Natick
Almost all flooding problems in Natick occur where development occurs near flood
plains or low lying areas. The majority of the flooding represents nuisance flooding and
should not be considered catastrophic or a threat to public health, welfare or safety.
However, this nuisance flooding poses significant financial hardship to individual
property owners.
Most of Natick consists of low elevation terrain, usually less than 200 feet above mean
sea level. Elevations range from a high of 410 feet at Pegan Hill down to 135 feet along the
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Charles River and Lake Cochituate. Water bodies and wetland areas cover
approximately 13.5% of the Town’s total area. A nearly continuous chain of lakes and
ponds run from north to south across Natick and include Lake Cochituate, Fisk Pond,
Dug Pond, and the Indian Brook drainage. These water bodies continue through the
Charles River corridor along the southern border of Natick. The northeast corner of
town is dominated by the low-lying Sunkaway and Nonesuch Pone. The Sunkaway
wetland crosses and frequently floods Route 9 and at one time was subject to continual
sinking despite filling and shoring in the Sunkaway area. Many smaller low-lying areas
are scattered throughout town.
Low-lying Zone A areas are those lands identified on the Flood Insurance Rate Map
(FIRM) for Natick (updated November 2014) that are subject to 100-year flood risks.
Narrow bands of Zone A flood plain areas are associated with Lake Cochituate, Fisk
Pond, Dug Pond, Nonesuch Pond and Morses Pond. Other Zone A areas include bands
along the Charles River, Indian Brook, Bogle Brook (Jennings Pond area), and Snake
Brook. A Zone A area borders Davis Brook from Rockland Street to the Charles River
and there is a large Zone A area located along the Natick-Sherborn boundary between
Indian Brook, West Street, Windsor Avenue, Sylvester Road, and Cochituate State Park.
Critical Facilities
Critical facilities are those public or private facilities that possess added value to the
community and deserve additional consideration when determining mitigation strategies
to protect these resources from natural hazard risks.
A list of critical facilities provided by the Town was reviewed and approved with
modifications by the Natick LHMC. 173 critical facilities have been identified and are
presented in Maps 2.5.1 – 2.5.4 Critical Facilities. A number of the Town’s critical
facilities are located in high hazard areas, including five pump stations, DPW
Headquarters, the Evergreen Public Water Well, Cochituate State Park (portions), and
the Next Generations Children’s Center. Floodplains in Natick include ‘AE’ and ‘X’
Zones, Maps 2-5.1 through 2-5.4 ‘Critical Facilities’ (Appendix A).
Locally Identified Areas of Flooding
Information of flood hazard areas was obtained from discussions with Town Officials.
These areas do not necessarily coincide with the flood zones identified on the FIRMs,
however, are areas that flood due to inadequate drainage systems or other local
conditions rather than location in a flood zone. The majority of localized flooding
problems are due to pipes, outfalls and other drainage structures needing cleaning,
maintenance or upgrading. Many of the drainage pipes in the older sections of Natick,
particularly West Natick, are at least 50 years old and need to be replaced.
The Town has a program to clean catch basins every three years, but the pipes are a
different story. Upgrades to older drainage pipes are typically completed in conjunction
with the 5-Year Roadway Improvements Plan, however, the Town is in need of more
equipment, funding and manpower in order to keep up. The development of a drainage
infrastructure maintenance program, in addition to a drainage system record-keeping
system, are both anticipated as part of the new Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System
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(MS4) permit effective July 2018, and will address some of the flooding concerns. The
Town also plans to conduct a feasibility study of a Stormwater Utility for infrastructure
upgrades and maintenance in order to provide a reliable, long-term source of funding for
both the upgrading of drainage infrastructure and to increase preventative stormwater
practices and education. The funding for this was approved at Town Meeting and will
commence after the MS4 permit takes effect. It is also important to note that the Town
continues to experience multiple large (50-year) storms that have dropped a
considerable amount of water in a short period of time.
Dean, Mercer, and Strathmore Roads Area
 Flooding Cause: Reduced access due to high standing water level. Older pipes
partially cleaned by Mass Mosquito. Periodic cleaning is required after
significant storm events.
Windsor Street at DPW Yard
 Flooding Cause: Culvert requires periodic cleaning and maintenance to ensure
proper flow.
Highland Avenue/Middle Street
 Flooding Cause: Culvert is undersized and also includes issues where it
discharges at railroad tracks. The Town has approved funds (Capital
Improvement Plan) to complete a Drainage Master Plan for this area, which will
serve as final design and construction project.
Sunkaway Area
 Flooding Cause: Culvert is undersized compounded by excessive silt buildup
which reduces/backs up flow. Mass Mosquito/MassDOT purview.
Lincoln/Water/River/Cohns/Cape Streets Area
 Flooding Cause: Area floods when the Charles River is elevated.
Burning Tree Road/Beaverdam Brook
 Flooding Cause: Periodic cleaning and maintenance is required (via agreement
with Town of Framingham) to maintain drainage conditions.
Oak Street/Rathbun Road
 Flooding Cause: Area floods periodically when the wetlands are high.
Cottage Street/Pine Ridge Road
 Flooding Cause: Elevated water table in this area inhibits adequate drainage at
times.
Route 9 (Overpass 27)
 Flooding Cause: Elevated water table in this area inhibits adequate drainage at
times. State-owned, currently under reconstruction.
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Probability of Future Occurrence of Flood-Related Hazards in Natick
As new development and urbanization continues, with the increase of impervious
surfaces increasing the rate of drainage collection and reducing the carrying capacity of
the land, it is likely interior flooding and stormwater runoff events will also increase on a
more frequent basis with even lower storm events. Until the Town permanently
addresses the number of streets and properties subject to repetitive flooding identified
above, the Town will continue to address these areas as needed in the short-term. The
presence of the system of ponds and Charles River with existing development directly
adjacent to its banks, the continuing increase in frequency and severity of events and
compounded by stormwater collection deficiencies in inland areas, the Town will
continue to be at medium-high risk for extensive damages at a medium/regional level for
flood-related events (Table 2-2 Hazard Index).
2.3.2 Winter-Related Hazards
Winter weather events can include heavy snows, ice, and extreme cold and can affect the
entire Town of Natick. Heavy snow can bring the community to a standstill by
inhibiting mobility (transportation networks, pedestrian travel), knocking down trees
and utility lines, and cause structural collapses in older buildings. Ice buildup can down
utility lines and communication towers. The impacts of both events can cause indirect
issues such as freezing/rupturing pipes from lack of heat, while also changing the
ground’s frost level, creating problems for underground infrastructure.
Table 2-5 below represents the various significant winter-related hazard events that
have occurred in and around the Town of Natick over time, utilizing NOAA’s National
Climatic Data Center (http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/). All events are county wide
(Middlesex County), unless otherwise noted.

Table 2-5 Significant Winter-Related Events, Middlesex County
Hazard Type
Snow

Date
1/2/1996
1/7/1996
2/16/1996
3/2/1996
3/7/1996
4/7/1996
4/9/1996
12/6/1996
3/31/1997
4/1/1997
1/15/1998
1/14/1999
2/25/1999
3/6/1999
3/15/1999

Level/Description

Damages

6 to 8''

$1.4 million
Transportation disrupted

7 to 18''
6 to 8''

Scattered power outages

3 to 6''

8''
6 to 9''
6 to 9''
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Hazard Type
Snow

Date
1/13/2000
1/25/2000
2/18/2000
1/20/2001
2/5/2001
3/5/2001
3/9/2001
12/8/2001
1/25/2002
3/10/2004
2/24/2005
12/13/2007
12/16/2007
1/14/2008
2/22/2008
12/19/2008
12/20/2008
12/31/2008
1/11/2009
1/18/2009
3/2/2009
12/20/2009
1/18/2010
2/16/2010
1/26/2011
12/29/2012
2/8/2013
3/7/2013
3/18/2013
12/14/2013
12/17/2013
1/2/2014
1/21/2014
2/5/2014
2/13/2014
2/2/2015
2/8/2015
2/14/2015
2/5/2016

Level/Description

Damages

3 to 6''
12 to 15''
6''
1 to 2'
1 to 2'
4 to 8''
6 to 9''
4 to 7''
6''
4''

$28 K
8 to 10''
5 to 12''
4 to 7''
6''
7''
7 to 12''
7 to 12''
6''
3 to 8''
8 to 10''
2 to 9''
18 to 22''
10 to 17''
6 to 12''
4 to 10''
5 to 8''
6 to 16''
10 to 12''
10 to 13''
3 to 12''
7 to 17''
9 to 17''
14 to 17''
6 to 9''

$8 K

$15 K; downed wires

3 fatalities (indirect)
$5 K; power outages

Winter Storm
2/25/2002
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Hazard Type

Date
1/3/2003
2/17/2003
12/5/2003
12/26/2004
1/5/2005
1/22/2005
3/1/2005
2/12/2006
2/14/2007
3/16/2007
12/26/2010
1/12/2011
1/21/2011
2/1/2011
2/29/2012
3/1/2012

Level/Description
15''
14''
8''
4 to 8''

Damages

Power outages

8''
downed trees/wires
1 to 7''
8''
10 to 20''
12 to 24''
5 to 8''
9 to 12''
6 to 8''
6 to 8''

downed trees/wires
$50 K
$183.5 K

Blizzards
2/18/2013
1/26/2015
Extreme Cold/Wind Chill
2/16/2015
Winter Weather
3/3/1996
1/31/1997
12/14/1997
12/22/1998
2/25/2001
12/4/2005
10/29/2011
1/21/2012
11/7/2012
2/17/2013
2/21/2015
Winter Weather
2/8/2016
3/21/2016
4/3/2016
4/4/2016

1 to 2'
1to 2'
30 degrees below 0

< .5''

2 to 5''
2 to 4''
2 to 5''
2 to 4''
2 to 3''

Impaired driving
Impaired driving
$100 K; Impaired driving
$5 K; Power outages

3 to 6''
2 to 6''
3 to 4''
4 to 5''
Source: NOAA National Climatic Data Center, www.ncdc.noaa.gov.
Data is current through February 2018.
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Snow/Blizzards/Winter Storms/Nor’easters
Winter storms often include natural hazards such as extreme winds, coastal erosion and
flooding. Utility and power lines can break from the weight of snow or ice coupled with
strong winds. This could put residents at risk of losing heat, electricity, and water (if
using well water). Snow melting poses problems as well such as road flooding in low
lying areas. The Town has experienced heavy snow and winter storms which have
become more frequent over the past several years.
Heavy snow affects the entire State, but the highest amounts typically occur in the
northern and northwestern areas of the State. Usually, the impact and vulnerability of
winter weather is measured in terms of the financial costs associated with preparing for,
responding to, and recovering from the event. The Town uniformly continues to
experience heavy snow and winter storms with greater frequency and severity, as
reported by the National Climatic Data Center and indicated in Table 2-5. The Town is
considered at high risk for heavy snow/blizzards/winter storms/nor’ easters.
Extreme Cold
Extreme cold events often accompany winter storms, may be left in their wake, or occur
without any associated storm activity, and can lead to hypothermia and frostbite.
Extreme cold temperatures vary dependent on the normal climate of the region however,
Natick can expect to be uniformly affected. For Massachusetts, extreme cold typically
means temperatures below zero degrees Fahrenheit. Extreme cold can adversely affect
people - some more than others, infants and residents 65 years of age or more are
especially vulnerable. Based on the limited frequency and severity of extreme cold events
over time, as reported by the National Climatic Data Center and indicated in Table 2-5,
Natick is considered at low risk to extreme cold.
Since the 2010 plan, there have been 35 significant winter-related events impacting
Natick/Middlesex County by way of snow (sixteen events/$5k in damages/3 indirect
fatalities), winter storms (six events/$233.5k in damages), blizzards (two events),
Extreme cold (one event) and winter weather (10 events/$5k in damages).
Property at Risk from Winter-Related Hazards in Natick
New England experiences winter storms in more extreme ways than most of the rest of
the country. The Town of Natick receives between 36 inches to 48 inches of snow per
year (Map 2-4 Average Annual Snowfall Map, Appendix A). The most dangerous hazard
associated with winter storms, as it concerns Natick, is the possibility of citizens losing
power due to downed trees and utility lines (loss of heat, electricity and water). Other
minor hazards include flooding during snow melt and treacherous roadways due to ice
(medium frequency) and snow.
Probability of Future Occurrence of Winter-Related Events in Natick
According to past history and climatic conditions, and the inability to predict extreme
snow and temperature (very low frequency) events, the Town will continue to be at high
risk for serious/extensive damages at a large/multiple community level winter-related
events (Table 2-2 Hazard Index).
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2.3.3 Wind-Related Hazards
Wind is the movement of air caused by a difference in pressure from one place to
another. Local wind systems are created by the immediate geographic features in a given
area, such as mountains, valleys, or large bodies of water. Wind effects can include
blowing debris, interruptions in elevated power and communications utilities, and
intensification of the effects of other hazards related to winter weather and severe
storms.
Massachusetts is susceptible to high wind from several types of weather events: before
and after frontal systems, hurricanes and tropical storms, severe thunderstorms and
tornadoes, and Nor’easters. Sometimes, wind gusts of only 40 to 45 mph can cause
scattered power outages from trees and wires being downed.2 Based on historical
tornado and hurricane data, FEMA has produced a map that depicts maximum wind
speeds for design of safe rooms. The Commonwealth is located within Wind Zone II,
with speeds up to 180 mph. The entire Commonwealth is also located within the
hurricane-susceptible region. Massachusetts wind events can produce damage often
associated with thunderstorms or tornadoes.
Table 2-6 below represents the various significant wind-related hazard events that have
occurred in and around the Town of Natick over time, utilizing NOAA’s National
Climatic Data Center (http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/). All events are county wide
(Middlesex County), unless otherwise noted.

Table 2-6 Significant Wind-Related Events, Middlesex County
Hazard Type
Hurricanes

Date

Level/Description

8/28/2011
10/29/2012

Damages
$1.2 Million (Irene)
(Sandy)

Tornadoes
10/24/1955
6/19/1957
7/11/1958
8/25/1958
7/3/1961
7/18/1963
8/28/1965
7/11/1970
10/3/1970
7/1/1971
11/7/1971
7/21/1972
9/29/1974
2

F1
F1
F2
F2
F0
F1
F2
F1
F3
F1
F1
F2
F3

$2.5 K
$25 K
$250 K
$2.5 K
$25 K
$25 K
$250 K
$25 K
$250 K
$25 K
$ .25 K
$2. 5 Million
$250 K

2013 State Hazard Mitigation Plan, Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
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Hazard Type

Date
7/18/1983
9/27/1985
8/7/1986

Level/Description
F0
F1
F1

Damages
$ .25 K
$ .25 K
$250 K

Strong Winds
12/6/1996
12/24/1996
3/6/1997
3/31/1997
4/1/1997
4/19/1997
8/21/1997
11/1/1997
11/27/1997
12/2/1997
12/14/1997
12/29/1997
2/18/1998
2/24/1998
3/9/1998
3/21/1998
3/26/1998
4/9/1998
5/9/1998
10/1/1998
11/11/1998
11/26/1998
12/1/1998
12/30/1998
1/18/1999
1/24/1999
2/2/1999
3/4/2018
3/22/2000
9/16/1999
10/14/1999
11/2/1999
12/11/1999
1/16/2000
3/28/2000
5/18/2000
6/6/2000
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50 Kts

Trees/wires downed;
power outages
Power outages
Power outages
$ .09 K
$3.12 K
$ .22 K; Power outages

$ .31 K
$1.25 K

Trees/wires downed
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Hazard Type

Date
12/12/2000
2/17/2001
4/16/2003
12/9/2005
4/29/2010
10/15/2010
11/17/2010
9/18/2012
1/20/2013
3/7/2013
11/24/2013
11/27/2013
3/26/2014
4/15/2014
4/24/2014
1/5/2015
12/15/2015
1/19/2016
5/15/2016
5/6/2016

Level/Description

50 Kts
50 Kts
39 Kts
40 Kts
40 Kts
45 Kts
40 Kts
40 Kts
41 Kts
40 Kts
40 Kts
40 Kts
40 Kts
40 Kts
43 Kts
40 Kts
40 Kts
40 Kts

Damages

$50 K
$10 K
$25 K
$10 K
$5 K
$50 K
$15 K
$25 K
$5 K
$1 K
$5 K
$15 K
$5 K
$2 K
$3 K
$5 K
$10 K
$ .5 K

Lightning/Thunderstorms
7/27/1957
9/8/1957
8/7/1958
8/22/1960
7/2/1961
4/20/1963
7/10/1968
6/21/1971
6/4/1972
6/9/1973
3/21/1976
8/3/1980
6/22/1981
7/13/1981
7/19/1982
7/21/1983
8/27/1983
8/8/1986
5/31/1987
6/16/1988
6/22/1988
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50 Kts

52 Kts

55 Kts
50 Kts
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Hazard Type

Date
7/11/1988
7/28/1988
6/2/1989
7/7/1989
7/10/1989
7/30/1989
5/17/1991
6/11/1991
6/12/1991
7/21/1991
8/18/1991
8/28/1994
8/5/2005
7/28/2006
7/28/2007
6/6/2010
7/29/2013
8/15/2015
2/25/2016
7/22/2016

Level/Description
53 Kts
50 Kts
60 Kts
60 Kts
60 Kts
60 Kts
70 Kts
50 Kts

Damages

60 Kts
50 Kts
50 Kts
50 Kts
50 Kts
50 Kts
50 Kts
50 Kts
50 Kts

$15 K
$10 K

1/19/1996
1/27/1996
10/8/1996
4/8/2000
2/17/2000

50 Kts
50 Kts
50 Kts

Power outages
Power outages
Power outages

2/10/2001

50 Kts

Power outages; Downed
trees

7/1/2001
5/3/2002
10/15/2003
11/13/2003
11/5/2004
12/23/2004
3/8/2005
5/7/2005
5/24/2005
5/25/2005

50 Kts
50 Kts
50 Kts
50 Kts
58 Kts
50 Kts
50 Kts
50 Kts
50 Kts

$200 K; church steeple
struck/ignited fire
$5 K; Power outages
$15 K; Power outages
$50 K; Power outages
$25 K
$25 K
$25 K; Power outages
$10 K; Power outages
$15 K
$15 K; Power outages

9/29/2005
10/16/2005

58 Kts
58 Kts

$30 K; Power outages;
Trees/wires/poles downed
$5 K

$50K
$5 K
$75 K
$20 K
$5 K

High Winds
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Hazard Type

Date
10/25/2005
12/9/2005
11/18/2006
1/21/2006
2/17/2006
10/29/2006
2/10/2008
3/21/2008
12/31/2008
1/25/2010
2/25/2010
2/25/2012

Level/Description
58 Kts
59 Kts
58 Kts
58 Kts
58 Kts
50 Kts
54 Kts
50 Kts
51 Kts
50 Kts
50 Kts
50 Kts

Damages
$8 K
$20 K
$50 K
$15 K
$80 K
$10 K

$15K
$50 K
$35 K;Downed trees

54 Kts

Home struck/ignited fire
(Woodland St.)
$100 K

1/31/2013
11/1/2013

56 Kts
50 Kts

$60 K; Trees/Power lines
downed
$35 K

10/22/2014
3/17/2015
4/4/2015
2/26/2016
3/31/2016

50 Kts
50 Kts
35 Kts
50 Kts
50 Kts

$50 K; Trees/Power lines
downed
$25 K
$22 K
$10 K
$20 K

6/22/1955
6/13/1956
5/15/1957
6/19/1957
7/5/1957
7/11/1958
6/6/1959
6/30/1961
7/18/1963
6/6/1966
8/9/1968
7/19/1982
6/22/1988
8/6/1989
5/7/2011
7/18/2012
8/15/2015

1.75'' diameter
1.0'' diameter
1.0'' diameter
1.75'' diameter
1.75'' diameter
0.15'' diameter
1.0'' diameter
1.0'' diameter
2.0'' diameter
1.5'' diameter
1.75'' diameter
0.75'' diameter
2.25'' diameter
0.75'' diameter
0.75'' diameter
0.75'' diameter
0.88'' diameter

6/22/2012
10/29/2012

Hail
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Source: NOAA National Climatic Data Center, www.ncdc.noaa.gov.
Data is current through February 2018.

Hurricanes
Hurricanes are defined as a large circulating windstorm covering hundreds of miles that
forms over warm ocean water. To be officially classified as a hurricane, the wind speeds
must exceed 74 miles per hour. In the northern hemisphere winds circulate in a counter
clockwise direction. A great dome of water as much as fifty miles in diameter (called the
“storm surge”) is pushed ahead of the storm by its winds. In some coastal locations, this
can result in tides 20 feet higher than usual. Occasionally, storm surge is responsible for
damage to property and potential deaths.
The winds that accompany hurricanes have the potential to cause serious damage.
Downed power lines leave residents without electricity, and can impede business for
days. Fallen trees can damage buildings and block roadways. Unsecured building
components including gutters, screened enclosures, roof coverings, shingles, car ports,
porch coverings, overhangs, siding, decking, windows, walls, gables can be blown off
structures and carried by the wind to cause damage in other places. Wind driven rain
often causes water damage in roof and wall envelopes.

Measuring the Intensity of a Hurricane

Hurricane damages come from wind, rain, tornadoes, floods/storm surge, and the effects
of very low air pressure. The Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Wind Scale (SSHWS) intensity
category system was developed in the 1970’s to characterize a hurricane’s destructive
potential by indicating wind speeds and range of damage, see Table 2-7 below. The
SSHWS category system measures sustained wind speed, central pressure, storm surge
height, and coastal damage potential within five intensity categories.

Table 2-7 Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Wind Scale
Scale No.
(Category)

Wind
(mph)

1

74 - 95

Potential Damage
Minimal: Damage is primarily to shrubbery and trees, mobile
homes, and some signs. No real damage is done to structures.

Moderate: Some trees topple, some roof coverings are damaged,
and major damage is done to mobile homes.
Extensive: large trees topple, some structural damage is done to
3
111 – 130
roofs, mobile homes are destroyed, and structural damage is
done to small homes and utility buildings.
Extreme: Extensive damage is done to roofs, windows and
4
131 – 155
doors; roof systems on small buildings completely fail; and some
curtain walls fail.
Catastrophic: Roof damage is considerable and widespread,
5
> 155
window and door damage is severe, there are extensive glass
failures, and entire buildings could fail.
Additional Classifications: Tropical Storm 39 – 73, Tropical Depression < 38
2

96 – 110

Source: NOAA.
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The National Weather Service (NWS) will issue a hurricane warning when sustained
winds of 74 mph or higher are reached and expected within a coastal area within 24
hours. On average, there are approximately 10 named tropical storms along the east
coast of the U.S. each year, six of which are likely to develop into hurricanes, with only
two or three likely to reach category 3 on the SSHWS. The SSHWS has undergone a
minor modification for 2012 in order to resolve awkwardness associated with
conversions among the various units used for wind speed in advisory products. The
change broadens the Category 4 wind speed range by one mile per hour (mph) at each
end of the range, yielding a new range of 130-156 mph.
Tornadoes/High Winds
Tornadoes are violently rotating columns of air in contact with and extending between a
cloud and the surface of the earth. Generally, winds in most tornadoes are 100 mph or
less, but can exceed 250 mph in the most violent and least frequent tornadoes. Several
conditions are required for the development of tornadoes and associated thunderstorm
clouds, including abundant low level moisture to contribute to the development of a
thunderstorm, along with a trigger/cold front to lift the moist air. Tornadoes usually
form in areas where strong winds are turning in a clockwise direction and can be in the
traditional funnel shape, or in a slender rope-like form. They typically begin in a
supercell (severe thunderstorm), primarily in the month of May.

Measuring the Intensity of a Tornado

Typically, tornadoes are categorized by frequency values from historic data and area
impacted based on the length and width of the damage path. Tornado damage severity is
measured by the Fujita Tornado Scale, where wind speed is estimated from the amount
of damage. As of February 1, 2007, the National Weather Service began rating tornadoes
using the Enhanced Fujita-scale (Table 2-8). The Enhanced Fujita scale is more
complicated than the original F-scale, allowing for more precise assessments of tornado
severity.

Table 2-8 Enhanced Fujita Scale
Fujita Scale

Derived

Operational EF Scale

F
Number

Fastest ¼
mile
(mph)

3-second
gust
(mph)

EF
Number

3-second
gust
(mph)

EF
Number

3-second
gust
(mph)

0

40 - 72

45 - 78

0

65 - 85

0

65 - 85

1

73 - 112

79 - 117

1

86 - 109

1

86 - 110

2

113 - 157

118 - 161

2

110 - 137

2

111 - 135

3

158 - 207

162 - 209

3

138 - 167

3

136 - 165

4

208 - 260

210 - 261

4

168 - 199

4

166 - 200

5

261 - 318

262 - 317

5

200 - 234

5

Over 200

Source: NOAA.
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Lightning/Thunderstorms
Thunderstorms are formed when the right atmospheric conditions combine to provide
moisture, lift, and warm unstable air that can rise rapidly. Thunderstorms occur any time
of the day and in all months of the year, but are most common during summer afternoons
and evenings and in conjunction with frontal boundaries. Thunderstorms affect a smaller
area compared with winter storms or hurricanes, but they can be dangerous and
destructive for a number of reasons. Storms can form in less than 30 minutes, giving very
little warning; they have the potential to produce lightning, hail, tornadoes, powerful
straight-line winds, and heavy rains that produce flash flooding.
All thunderstorms produce lightning, and therefore all thunderstorms are dangerous.
Lightning often strikes outside of areas where it is raining, and may occur as far as 10
miles away from rainfall. It can strike from any part of the storm, and may even strike
after the storm has seemed to pass. Hundreds of people across the nation are injured
annually by lightning, most commonly when they are moving to a safe place but have
waited too long to seek shelter. The Town of Natick can be uniformly affected by
lightning and thunderstorms, dependent upon the time of day, existing/incoming
weather conditions, and time of year.
Building construction, location, and nearby trees or other tall structures will have a large
impact on how vulnerable an individual facility is to a lightning strike. A rough estimate
of a structure’s likelihood of being struck by lightning can be calculated using the
structure’s ground surface area, height, and striking distance between the downwardmoving tip of the stepped leader (negatively charged channel jumping from cloud to
earth) and the object. In general, buildings are more likely to be struck by lightning if
they are located on high ground or if they have tall protrusions such as steeples or poles
which the stepped leader can jump to. Electrical and communications utilities are also
vulnerable to direct lightning strikes. Damage to these lines has the potential to cause
power and communications outages for businesses, residencies, and critical facilities.
Based on the frequency and severity of lightning/thunderstorm events over time, as
reported by the National Climatic Data Center and indicated in Table 2-6, the risk of
lightning/thunderstorms is considered moderate in Natick.
Hail
Hail is formed in towering cumulonimbus clouds (thunderheads) when strong updrafts
carry water droplets to a height at which they freeze. Eventually, these ice particles
become too heavy for the updraft to hold up, and they fall to the ground at speeds of up
to 120 MPH. Hail falls along paths called swaths, which can vary from a few square acres
to up to 10 miles wide and 100 miles long. The Town of Natick can be uniformly affected
by hail, dependent upon the existing/incoming weather conditions, and time of year.
Structure vulnerability to hail is determined mainly by construction and exposure. Metal
siding and roofing is better able to stand up to the damages of a hailstorm than many
other materials, although it may also be damaged by denting. Exposed windows and
vehicles are also susceptible to damage. Crops are extremely susceptible to hailstorm
damage, as even the smallest hail stones can rip apart unsheltered vegetation. Based on
the limited frequency and severity of hail events over time, as reported by the National
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Climatic Data Center and indicated in Table 2-6, the risk of hail is considered moderate
in Natick.
Since the 2010 plan, there have been thirty-three significant events by way of two
hurricane events ($1.2m in damages), fifteen strong wind events ($141.5k in damages),
four lightening/thunderstorm events ($105k in damages), nine heavy wind events ($357k
in damages) and three hail events impacting Natick/Middlesex County, see Table 2-6
Wind-related Events.
Property at Risk from Wind-Related Events in Natick
Wind events are quite normal in New England and happen regularly each year. In the
winter months, the Town of Natick is susceptible to high winds from nor’easters and
winter storms (both high frequency). Spring and summer seasons usually bring a
number of severe thunderstorms to the region (high frequency). During the late summer
and fall seasons, the area is at risk from a hurricane or tropical event (medium
frequency). The last hurricane to hit Natick, with limited damage (downed power
lines/tress) was Hurricane Sandy in October of 2012 (Map 2-3 ‘Hurricanes/Tornadoes
Map’, Appendix A).
Probability of Future Occurrence of Wind-Related Hazards in Natick
As previously stated, wind events are quite normal in New England, as evidenced
throughout the year. Given the increase in frequency and severity of high wind events
realized over the last several years, the Town will continue to be at high risk for serious
damages at a medium/regional level for wind-related events (Table 2-2 Hazard Index).
2.3.4 Geologic-Related Hazards
For this plan update, geologic-related events include earthquakes.
Earthquakes
An earthquake is the sudden release of strain energy in the Earth’s crust, resulting in
energy waves that radiate outward from the earthquake source. The point on the Earth’s
surface directly above the focus is called the earthquake epicenter. The severity of
earthquake effects is dependent upon: magnitude of energy released; proximity to the
epicenter; depth to the epicenter; duration; geologic characteristics; and, type of ground
motion.
When earthquakes occur, much of the damage is a result of structures falling under the
stress created by the ground movement. Another significant effect is damage to the
public and private infrastructure (i.e. water service, communication lines, drainage
system). Because earthquakes are highly localized it is difficult to assign regional
boundaries that share the same relative degree of risk.
Measuring the Intensity of an Earthquake
An earthquake’s severity can be expressed in terms of intensity and magnitude. Intensity
is defined by the observed effects of ground shaking on people, buildings, and the natural
environment, which varies dependent upon the location of the observer with respect to
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the epicenter. Currently in the U.S., the Modified Mercalli (MMI) Intensity Scale is used
to evaluate the effects of earthquakes – specifically, it describes how strongly an
earthquake was felt at a particular location, Table 2-9 below. Magnitude is defined by
the amount of seismic energy released at the hypocenter of the earthquake, based on the
amplitude of the earthquake waves recorded on seismographs (using the Richter
Magnitude Scale, Table 2-10). Another measure of the relative strength of an earthquake
is the expanse of area the shaking is noticed.

Table 2-9 Modified Mercalli Intensity Scale
Mercalli
Description
Intensity
Felt by very few people, barely noticeable.
I
Felt by few people, especially on upper floors.
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
XI
XII

Noticeable indoors, especially on upper floors, but may not be recognized as
an earthquake.
Felt by many indoors, few outdoors. May feel like passing truck.
Felt by almost everyone, people have trouble standing. Small objects move,
trees and poles may shake.
Felt by everyone, people have trouble standing. Heavy furniture can move,
plaster can fall off walls. Chimneys may be slightly damaged.
People have difficulty standing. Drivers feel cars shaking. Some furniture
breaks. Loose bricks fall from buildings. Damage is slight to moderate in
well-built buildings; considerable in poorly built buildings.
Buildings suffer slight damage if well-built; severe damage if poorly built.
Some walls collapse.
Considerable damage to specially built structures; buildings shift off their
foundations. The ground cracks. Landslides may occur.
Most buildings and their foundations are destroyed. Some bridges are
destroyed. Dams are seriously damaged. Large landslides occur. Water is
thrown on the banks of canals, rivers, lakes. The ground cracks in large
areas.
Most buildings collapse. Some bridges are destroyed. Large cracks appear in
the ground. Underground pipelines are destroyed.
Almost everything is destroyed. Objects are thrown into the air. The ground
moves in waves or ripples. Large amounts of rock may move.

Source: USGS, 2012.
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Table 2-10 Richter Magnitude Scale
Richter
Magnitude
2.5 or less
2.5 to 5.4
5.5 to 6.0
6.1 to 6.9
7.0 to 7.9
8.0 or greater

Earthquake Effects
Not felt or felt mildly near the epicenter, but can be recorded by
seismographs
Often felt, but only causes minor damage
Slight damage to buildings and other structures
May cause a lot of damage in very populated areas
Major earthquake; serious damage
Great earthquake; can totally destroy communities near the
epicenter

Source: USGS, 2012.

Since the 2010 plan, there have been no significant geologic-related events impacting
Natick/Middlesex County.
Property at Risk from Geologic-Related Hazards in Natick
Because earthquakes have been detected all over New England, seismologists suspect
that a strong earthquake could be centered anywhere in the region (Map 2-2).
Furthermore, the mapped geologic faults of New England currently do not provide any
indications detailing specific locations where strong earthquakes are most likely to be
centered.3
All structures in Natick are potentially vulnerable to seismic ground shaking. The most
vulnerable are historic buildings constructed of unreinforced masonry. Other critical
facilities or infrastructure at risk are unknown; their construction determines their
ability to withstand seismic shaking. The Town has only experienced secondary effects
from both regional events and longer-distance events emanating from the northeast in
general. However since building codes do not require seismic proofing, the impact
would be expected to be severe if an earthquake were to hit the Town of Natick.
Probability of Future Occurrence of Geologic-Related Hazards in Natick
The Commonwealth has a 2% chance that an earthquake with a peak horizontal
acceleration of 50 km above magnitude will occur within the next 50 years. A ‘G’ is the
average acceleration produced by gravity at the earth’s surface (9.80665 meters per
second squared). This measurement describes ground shake during earthquakes. New
England is not considered to be a hot spot for earthquakes, especially when compared to
the western United States. Given the historic pattern of earthquakes, or more
specifically the secondary impacts of earthquakes felt across the region (which has been
the historic pattern), the Town will continue to be at moderate risk for shaking and very
light to light potential damage (Table 2-2 Hazard Index).

3

2013 State Hazard Mitigation Plan, Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
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2.3.5 Drought - Related Hazards
Drought is a temporary irregularity characterized by long durations of below normal
precipitation. Drought occurs in virtually all climatic zones yet varies significantly from
one region to another, due to its relationship to normal precipitation in that specific
region. Drought can affect agriculture, water supply, aquatic ecology, wildlife, and plant
life.
Drought can be defined or grouped by the following:
 Meteorological drought is a measure of departure of precipitation from
normal, defined solely on the degree of dryness.
 Agricultural drought links various characteristics of meteorological (or
hydrological) drought to agricultural impacts with a focus on precipitation
shortages, differences between actual and potential evapo-transpiration, soil
water deficits, reduced groundwater or reservoir levels, etc.
 Hydrological drought is associated with the effects of precipitation
(including snowfall) shortfalls on surface or subsurface water supply and
when water supplies are below normal.
 Socioeconomic drought is associated with the supply and demand of some
economic goods with elements of meteorological, hydrological, and
agricultural drought.
Based on past events and current criteria outlined in the Massachusetts Drought
Management Plan, it appears that western Massachusetts may be more vulnerable than
eastern Massachusetts to severe drought conditions.4 That being said, many factors, such
as water supply sources, population, economic factors (i.e., agriculture based economy),
and infrastructure, contribute to the severity and length of a drought event. The Town of
Natick can expect to be uniformly affected by drought conditions. Table 2-11 below
represents the significant drought-related hazard events that have occurred in and
around the Town of Natick over time, utilizing NOAA’s National Climatic Data Center
(http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/). All events are county wide (Middlesex County), unless
otherwise noted.

Table 2-11 Significant Drought-Related Events, Middlesex County
Hazard
Type
Drought

Date

4/12/2012

7/26/2016

4

Level/Description

Damages

half the normal
precipitation reported
(4/12/12 - 5/15/12)
half the normal
precipitation reported
(7/26/16 - 7/31/16)

2013 State Hazard Mitigation Plan, Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
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half the normal
precipitation reported
8/1/2016
(8/1/16 - 8/31/16)
half the normal
precipitation reported
9/1/2016
(9/1/16 - 9/30/16)
Source: NOAA National Climatic Data Center, www.ncdc.noaa.gov.
Data is current through February 2018

Property at Risk from Drought-Related Hazards in Natick
Past drought events in Massachusetts have typically affected entire regions, and
sometimes the entire state. Although western Massachusetts may be more vulnerable
than eastern Massachusetts to severe drought conditions as previously stated, the entire
Town is uniformly vulnerable to drought with varying impacts based on the degree of
moisture deficiency, the duration, and the size and location of the affected area.
Probability of Future Occurrence of Drought-Related Hazards in Natick
Although Massachusetts is relatively small, it has a number of distinct regions that
experience significantly different weather patterns and react differently to the amounts
of precipitation they receive.5 Very few drought events have occurred in Middlesex
County, with the most recent lasting several months in 2016. For this update, Natick is
considered at low risk with minor expected damages at a medium/regional level for
future drought-related events (Table 2-2 Hazard Index).
2.3.6 Urban Fire/Wildfire – Related Hazard
Urban fire or conflagration is a large destructive, sometimes uncontrollable, fire that
spreads substantial destruction, typically as a result of other hazards, including storms,
earthquakes, gas leaks, transportation accidents, hazardous material spills, criminal
activity (arson), or terrorism.6 Alternatively, smaller-scale structural fires often result
from everyday events such as cooking, smoking, equipment/appliance malfunctions, etc.
Wildfires are defined as any non-structure fire that occurs in the vegetative wildland,
including grass, shrub, leaf litter/debris, and forested tree fuels. Most susceptible to the
hazard are pitch pine, scrub oak, and oak forests – the most flammable vegetative fuels.
Small wildfires are common throughout the State, especially when drought or neardrought conditions warrant, the potential for spreading wildfires is real. The State’s
Wildland Urban Interface (WUI) – the area where structures and human development
meet and intermingle with undeveloped wildland, creates an environment in which fire
can move readily between structural and vegetative fuels, mapped in yellow as shown
below (Figure 2-2). The State’s WUI includes the Intermix WUI – areas where housing

5

2013 State Hazard Mitigation Plan, Commonwealth of Massachusetts

6

Ibid.
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and vegetation intermingle7, mapped in red as shown below (Figure 2 - 2) as part of the
State’s Hazard Mitigation Plan. Interface areas identified in Natick include a horizontal
band through the center of Town, while Intermix areas in Natick include a horizontal
band across the southern portion of Natick.

Figure 2- 2 Massachusetts Wildland Urban Interface Zones

Source: 2013 State Hazard Mitigation Plan, Commonwealth of Massachusetts..

The impact and vulnerability to wildfire is influenced by a variety of factors, such as land
cover conditions, weather and the effectiveness of land management techniques.
Suburban neighborhoods located at the WUI are very vulnerable to wildfire. Individual
buildings may be more or less vulnerable to damage from wildfire based on factors such
as the clear distance around the structure, and the structure’s construction materials.
A fire in any of these areas would quickly overwhelm local resources and could possibly
threaten homes nearby. Since the 2010 plan, there has been no significant urban
fire/wildfire-related event impacting Natick/Middlesex County.
Property at Risk from Urban Fire/Wildfire-Related Hazards in Natick
Although Natick is considered to be low risk for urban fire/wildfires, areas near the
power lines running from West Central Street through the West Natick Industrial Park,
the Town Forest and Coolidge Hill are most at risk (same locations of past minor
wildfire events).
Probability of Future Occurrence of Urban Fire/Wildfire Hazards in Natick
Most urban fires are a result of negligent and/or intentional human behavior (arson, open
flames, and cooking) and are preventable. Wildfire season in Massachusetts begins in
late march and typically ends in early June, which also corresponds with the driest live
fuel moisture periods of the year.
7

Radeloff, V.C., R.B. Hammer, S.I. Stewart, J.S. Fried, S.S. Holcomb, and J.F. McKeefry. 2005. The Wildland
Urban Interface in the United States. Ecological Applications 15:799-805.
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Very few urban fire/wildfire events have occurred in Natick. For this plan update, Natick
is considered at low risk with minor expected damages at a small/local level for future
urban fire/wildfire-related events (Table 2-2 Hazard Index).
2.3.7 Invasive Species-Related Hazards
Invasive species are non-native species that can impact the environment, the economy or
human health. Typically, they have the potential to cause or contribute to the following:
 Habitat loss/degradation
 Loss of native fish, wildlife, and tree species
 Loss of recreational opportunities and income
 Crop damage/diseases in humans
For this plan update, one invasive species found in Natick of particular concern, Japanese
Knotweed (Fallopia japonica), is discussed. Knotweed is a non-native invasive plant
species that was introduced from Asia as an ornamental plant. It spreads vegetatively by
rhizomes, as well as from fragments of root and stem material, dispersed by water,
equipment or in fill. Knotweed has the ability to exclude or choke-out native species by
way of limiting sunlight infiltration, altering nutrient cycles, or by releasing
toxic/inhibiting chemicals. Knotweed can contribute to stream bank erosion and
flooding.

Figure 2- 3 Fallopia japonica (Japanese Knotweed)

Source: https://mnfi.anr.msu.edu/invasive-species/JapaneseKnotweedBCP.pdf

Property at Risk from Japanese Knotweed (Invasive Species) in Natick
Knotweed’s rhizomes and shoots can penetrate asphalt and cracks in concrete and finds
conditions most advantageous on sites with natural or human disturbance such as
stream and riverbanks, roadsides (infrastructure such as culverts and water crossings)
and construction sites. It can be semi-shade tolerant, but prefers full sun and tolerates a
wide variety of soil/moisture conditions.
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Probability of Future Occurrence of Urban Fire/Wildfire Hazards in Natick
Eradication involves both chemical and mechanical methods, combined with ongoing
monitoring. Due to limited staffing and diminished municipal budgets, limited
controlled stands are typically often realized at best.
Because Knotweed is considered more of a nuisance hazard and not directly associated
with any primary impacts of other weather-related hazards such as loss of life, limited
evacuation, or property damage, Natick is considered at low risk with minor expected
damages at a small/local level for future spread of invasive species (Table 2-2 Hazard
Index).
2.4

Vulnerability

Vulnerability indicates what is likely to be damaged by the identified hazards and how
severe that damage could be. After identifying types and areas of risk, a vulnerability
analysis can help to determine the gaps in the community. This section examines the
vulnerability of the built environment, such as structures, utilities, roads, and bridges, as
well as social and environmental vulnerability. A vulnerability analysis also estimates the
number of people exposed to hazards, including elderly populations and concentrated
populations. This also includes such things as whether the shelter capacity is sufficient
for the affected population, and whether businesses are likely to face temporary closure
due to natural disasters. Historical damages are often good indicators for current
exposure and potential damage.
A vulnerability chart was developed based on the identification and profile of the natural
hazards that have occurred throughout Natick over time, as presented earlier in Section
2.3. Below, Table 2-12 Vulnerability Matrix 2018 plan update describes the expected
frequency of occurrence, and the potential severity of the damage resulting from each
individual hazard evaluated for this update. Coordination with the State Plan was also a
consideration in the development of the updated Vulnerability Matrix.

Table 2 - 12 Vulnerability Matrix 2018 Update
Hazard
Flood-Related Hazards
Winter-Related Hazards
Wind-Related Hazards
Geologic-Related Hazards
Drought
Extreme Temperatures
Urban Fire/Wildfire
Invasive Species

Frequency
High
High
High
Very Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
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Severity
Extensive
Extensive/Serious
Extensive/Serious
Catastrophic
Minor
Serious
Minor
Minor
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2.4.1 Development Trends
Since the 2010 plan, Natick’s vulnerability to natural disasters has not significantly
changed. In fact, new developments are in compliance with the updated State building
codes and stormwater standards, and in turn, these more restrictive codes help facilitate
decreases in a structures’ overall vulnerability.
Land Use Changes
Today, 47% of Natick’s total land area is in residential use, as compared to 40% in 1971
(Table 2-13). Agricultural land has continued to decline, at 2.4% of Natick’s total land
area (a decrease of 290 acres since 1971). Recreation has increased 410% since 1971, now
at 9.4% of Natick’s total land area. Land classified as urban development (residential,
commercial, industrial, institutional, transportation) has also continued to increase over
time. Since 1999, land classified as urban development has increased by 1,064 acres
(17%).8 Assessor’s data for 2016 relative to vacant/undeveloped but potentially
developable land includes 174 acres of residential land, 32 acres of commercial land, and 6
acres of industrial land.9

Table 2 - 13 Town-Wide Land Use (2016)
Land Use
Residential
Open/Forest

% of Total Land
Area
46.90%
11.60%

Transportation (roads, rail
tracks/stations)
Recreational
Commercial
Water/Wetland
Institutional/Public
Agricultural
Industrial

10.00%
9.40%
6.70%
6.60%
6.10%
2.40%
0.30%

Total Acres
4,790
691
1,023
961
687
673
626
241
29

Source: Natick Assessor’s Office.

The 2010 Plan identified ‘Potential Future Development/Land Uses’ and the relationship
of the parcels to mapped hazard areas – so that planners can ensure that development
proposals met all floodplain zoning regulations. A summary of those development
proposals follows below:
-

Natick Mall Expansion: Hotel
o 5.3% in X (500 Year) flood zone/<1% in A (100Year) flood zone
o No hotel, expansion is complete

8

Natick 2030+, Comprehensive Master Plan Update.

9

Ibid.
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-

-

o Nouvelle Housing: 215 unit condominium development contributes to the
development of the mixed use district
o Wegman’s coming in 2018
South Natick Hill: 268 unit 40-B development
o 1% in A (100 Year) flood zone
o Construction complete
Hunter’s Hill: 11 single-family homes
o Construction complete
Mathworks: Expansion of facilities/parking
o Construction complete, built at Apple Hill Campus/Route 9
Boston Scientific: Possible expansion of research/design space
o 8.5% in A (100 Year) flood zone
o Purchased by Mathworks
o 485,000 SF facility under construction
Chrysler Road:404 rental unit 40-B development
o Construction complete
Natick Paperboard: 150 unit apartment complex
o Now ‘Modera’
o Construction complete
32 South Avenue: HOOP overlay option with duplex condominiums
o Construction complete
Cochituate Place: (Between Cochituate St. and Willow St)
Middlesex Parking Garage: 4-story municipal garage; 300-400 spaces, 2-story
residential over 4-stories of parking; 99-year lease to developer in exchange for
public parking concessions.
o Town is exploring 300-400 space garage
o No private component

Residential Development Trends
The density of activity in the Golden Triangle/Route 9 area continues to increase as retail
and office buildings (and associated parking garages) replace single-story structures and
parking lots. As part of the Natick Mall expansion between 2010 and 2018, residential
development included several large multi-family developments such as Avalon (407unit) and Cloverleaf (183-unit), both of which are tucked behind the Mall. Teardowns
and infill activity has also dominated redevelopment in older neighborhoods including
East Natick around Euclid Avenue; Wethersfield; Morse Pond Grove; the Curtis Road
area and Lokerville west of Mill Street; and south of Sherman Street on the south side of
Natick Center.
Commercial and Industrial Development Trends
The Sherwood Plaza Shopping Center is located south of Route 9 and west of Speen St.
with several large tenants including PETCO, Christmas Tree Shop, and Dick’s Sporting
Goods. Behind the Plaza, is an industrial district with educational and day care facilities,
office space, a swim school and the Museum of World War II. More recent commercial
development trends include biotech, life science and incubator space. Larger commercial
businesses, including the MathWorks Apple Hill Campus, Cognex, several auto dealers,
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home furnishing stores and restaurants continue east along Route 9 towards the
Wellesley border.
Development interest and activity continues in Natick today. Current development
projects and proposals include the following:
- Residences on the Common: Former Town Paint building on Main St. is being
redeveloped into 4/5-story building, 4,000 SF of ground-floor
commercial/restaurant space and 32 housing units above.
- Former American Legion Building on West Central Street is currently being
rehabilitated and expanded into a 2/3-story mixed use building with ground floor
retail/restaurant space and 11 residential units on the upper floors.
- Town-owned parking lots (South Avenue and Middlesex Avenue – Natick
Center) are potential garage sites.
- The Saint Patrick’s property (east end of Town Center) proposed reuse as a
mixed-use development with ground-floor retail and commercial space on Route
135 and residential use on the remainder of the property.
- Former Sam’s Club (northeast corner of Speen St. and Route 9 - Golden Triangle
area) proposed 130-room hotel with 165-unit age-restricted (over age 62 - not
assisted living) residential building.
- Wayside Farm Property (off Rockland St.) proposed cluster housing project.
- Underutilized/Vacant Buildings along Route 135 (West Natick Station) potential
redevelopment opportunities.
- East Natick Industrial Park/Industrial Park (south of Sherwood Plaza) potential
redevelopment opportunities.
- Intersections of Route 9 with Main St./Oak St. potential redevelopment
opportunities.
2.4.2 Economic Vulnerability
NFIP-Insured Property Damage
As seen in Table 2-14, FEMA estimated that the value of property insured by the NFIP in
Natick is over $18.9 million as of August 22, 2017 (MA State Floodplain Coordinator).
There are now one commercial (3 losses) and four residential (12 losses) properties that
have experienced repetitive loss damages. According to the State Floodplain
Coordinator, since the 2010 Plan, there have been 15 repetitive loss claims totaling
$146,326.45 in payments, town-wide.

Table 2-14 Summary of National Flood Insurance Program Activity in Natick, MA
Total
Policies
59

Coverage
Value
$18,906,900

Policies in A-Zone*
15

Claims Since
1978
32/$281,850

Source: FEMA, NFIP, Loss Statistics from January 1, 1978 through October 1, 2017.

The majority of the NFIP-insured properties are located where development occurs near
flood plains or low lying areas.
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Impacts of FEMA Flood Zones
As one of the highest risks to the community, HW performed an analysis to estimate the
total land and building values within FEMA 100- and 500-year flood zones. The number
and types of residential, commercial, industrial, and municipally-owned structures are
described earlier in Section 2.3.1 and quantified in Tables 2-15 Total Vulnerability FEMA
100-Year Flood Zone Summary and 2-16 Total Vulnerability FEMA 500-Year Flood Zone.
All flood zone data presented is based on the FEMA FIRMs as revised through 2018.

Table 2-15 Total Vulnerability FEMA 100-Year Flood Zone Summary
Land Use

No. of Parcels
Impacted

1% Annual Chance/100-Year Flood Zone
Residential
674
Residential Vacant
16
Residential
57
Marginal/Unusable
Commercial
65
Commercial
2
Vacant
Commercial
7
Marginal/Unusable
Industrial
4
Industrial
3
Marginal/Unusable
State
72
Federal
1
Other
46
Total

947

Approximate
Land Value

Approximate
Building
Value

Approximate
Total Value

$105,229,000
$6,081,200

$225,098,900
$0

$330,327,900
$6,081,200

$6,198,000

$0

$6,198,000

$86,351,900

$321,837,400

$408,189,300

$1,148,300

$0

$1,148,300

$875,900

$875,900

$1,389,200

$608,600

$1,997,800

$55,500

$0

$55,500

$20,926,000
$8,690,400
$85,206,600

$5,436,000
$36,865,500
$91,860,800

$26,362,000
$45,555,900
$177,067,400

$322,152,000

$681,707,200 $1,003,859,200

Source: Natick Tax Assessor CAMA data, Massachusetts Property Tax Use Code (2003)

Table 2-16 Total Vulnerability FEMA 500-Year Flood Zone Summary
No. of Parcels
Impacted

Approximate
Land Value

Approximate
Building
Value

Approximate
Total Value

0.2% Annual Chance/500-Year Flood
Zone
Residential
1,975
Residential Vacant
15

$146,676,400
$3,932,500

$458,152,300
$0

$604,828,700
$3,932,500

35

$2,279,700

$0

$2,279,700

23

$14,374,200

$18,795,700

$33,169,900

6

$1,090,300

$8,340,700

$9,431,000

3

$1,269,400

$1,125,500

$2,394,900

Land Use

Residential
Marginal/Unusable
Commercial
Commercial
Marginal/Unusable
Industrial
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Industrial
Marginal/Unusable
State
Other

1

$133,100

$0

$133,100

24
66

$4,272,600
$49,606,500

$0
$14,079,100

$4,272,600
$63,685,600

Total

2148

$223,634,700 $500,493,300

$724,128,000

Source: Natick Tax Assessor CAMA data, Massachusetts Property Tax Use Code (2003)

Within the 100-Year Flood Zone, there are approximately 674 residential structures, 65
commercial structures and multiple municipally-owned properties including various
critical facilities and infrastructure identified previously in Section 2.3.1.
Impacts of Business Interruption
Notwithstanding the obvious costs of commercial property damage, the impacts of
potential business interruption from a natural disaster in Natick cannot be under
estimated. Business closures result in a reduction of revenues to proprietors and a loss of
wages to employees. Also, State and local tax revenues can be significantly reduced. In
addition to the costs of commercial property damage, the impacts from potential
business interruption following a disaster in Natick could have long-lasting effects on
the local economy, quality of life, and sense of place that has been maintained and
revered for generations.
2.4.3 Social Vulnerability
A critical step in assessing risk and vulnerability of Natick to natural hazards is to
identify the links between the potential destructive impacts to the built and natural
environments and that relationship to the social structure. The social assets/potential
losses continue to be key components of the community and include the closure of
institutions, loss of vital services (communication and transportation systems), and
disruption in the movement of goods and services, and emotional strain from financial
and physical losses.
The vulnerability of a community obviously includes the potential for direct damage to
residential, commercial and industrial property, as well as, schools, government and
critical facilities. However, it also includes the potential for disruption of communication
and transportation following disasters. Any disruption to the infrastructure, such as a
loss of electric power or break in gas lines, can interrupt businesses and cause stress to
affected families. This is especially the case where residents are forced to evacuate their
homes and become subject to shortages of basic supplies.
Public Infrastructure and Emergency Life Lines
There are a number of public buildings/structures located in the flood plain. In addition
to potential structural damage, various access roadE for these buildings/structures also
flood from time to time during an event, described previously in Section 2.3.1. The extent
of flooding events depends on the type, intensity and duration of the event.
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Evacuation/Population at Risk
The use of mass care facilities during an emergency is dependent on a variety of
circumstances. These include warning time, public awareness of the hazard, the level of
encouragement from public officials and the availability of shelters. The primary shelter
for the Town is the Natick Community Senior Center (117 East Central Street), approved
by the American Red Cross and is supplied with generator back-up power, has in-house
food service capabilities and ample bathroom facilities. The maximum sleeping load
capacity in the case of emergency sheltering is 224 (180 in the Great Room and 144 in the
Gym). The secondary shelter for the Town is Natick High School (15 West Street) in the
case of a large, wide spread emergency. It has the capacity of housing up to 1,000
individuals between the Gym, Cafeteria and several open classrooms and/or hallways.
The High School is supplied with back-up generator capability, has full service food
operations, ample bathrooms and showers. Natick also has ten approved mass-care
facilities located within the town:
Mass Care Shelters/Reception Centers
o The Town’s Emergency Management Planning Committee maintains a
number of mass care shelters and reception centers, including:
 Natick High School
15 West Street
Capacity: 1,000
 Kennedy Middle School
163 Mill Street
Capacity: 2,259
 Wilson Middle School
24 Rutledge Road
Capacity: 3,364
 Bennett-Hemingway School
18 East Evergreen Road
Capacity: 1,900
 Memorial School
107 Eliot Street
Capacity: 250
 Brown School
1 Jean Burke Drive
Capacity: 2,081
 Lila Elementary School
41 bacon Street
Capacity: 200
 Johnson School
99 South Main Street
Capacity: 150
 St. Linus Church School
119 Hartford Street
Capacity: 300
 Natick Community Senior Center
117 East Central Street
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Capacity: 224
Shelter use is not easily predicted because each emergency situation has different
variables such as the length of the warning period, official encouragement of the
evacuation, public awareness of the location and availability of shelter, and the severity
of the approaching hazard. Shelter use may be higher in the winter, such as an ice storm,
since homes would be without heat. Historically, shelter use has not been high since
residents seek safety at the homes of friends or family or hotels/motels. Traditionally,
there are large numbers of residents who would not use the shelters because they would
not leave their pets. The Town of Natick has provisions for two heating and cooling
stations in the event of either an extreme heat wave or deep freeze. The stations are the
Morse Institute Library and the Community Senior Center. The alert is sent out by
reserve 911 and the facilities are accessible during hours of operation.
The Town of Natick is home to many healthcare/rehabilitation centers, assisted living
facilities, schools, daycare/nursery schools and a large number of home occupation
daycare facilities (see Table A-1 in Appendix A). According to the LHMC, Natick’s
evacuation routes have been locally-approved, however, not signed. The EMD is
currently working with the State on this effort (Map 2.6 Traffic Control
Points/Evacuation Routes).
2.4.4 Environmental Vulnerability
Hurricanes, earthquakes, nor’easters, floods or any weather related hazard event, in
addition to invasive species (Japanese Knotweed), will have particular impacts on the
natural and built environment. Differences in storm size, speed of movement, wind
speeds, and landfall location relative to vulnerable resources makes for high variability in
impacts and related costs associated with weather-related events. For invasive species,
the location and breadth of the growth/stands will cause the same variability in impacts,
however, mostly indirect in nature.
When the natural environment is impacted there are both direct and indirect costs.
Impacts of severe weather events to the natural environment include both direct (loss of
habitat and salinization of land/ groundwater) and indirect costs (widespread inland
damage to the built environment, threats to ecosystems/ species, and contamination of
potable water supply).
2.5

FEMA Disaster Grant Assistance

FEMA has provided the Town of Natick with approximately $28,256 in grant assistance
in recent years for the following disasters:
 January 26 – 29, 2015
Disaster Number: DR-4214
$28,256.25
Main Items for Funding Provided for:
o Contracted service snow removal from roofs of five schools
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Section 3 Capability Assessment
3.1

Introduction

The Capabilities Assessment section has been restructured to better document local,
state, and federal department, agency and program capabilities in terms of pre- and postdisaster activities. It has been organized into three (3) main sections: Planning and
Regulatory capabilities, Administrative and Technical capabilities, and Financial
capabilities to better define the programs, policies, and funding opportunities each
department or agency is implementing to reduce risk and work towards implementing
hazard mitigation programs targeted at increased resiliency.
The Town of Natick implements several hazard mitigation policies and procedures,
current state laws, executive orders, and regulations to promote the safety of its
residents and minimize risk to community assets. This section presents a brief
description of each of the primary mitigation programs currently in place.
3.2

Planning and Regulatory Capabilities

2030+ Comprehensive Master Plan
The Town is currently undertaking an update to the Comprehensive Master Plan. The
updated Hazard Mitigation Plan will be cited and referenced for consistency across
municipal documents.
Open Space Plan 2012
The Open Space Plan is another planning document intended to advise the Board of
Selectmen on open space preservation and acquisition efforts, act as a resource for other
agencies with open space concerns, and advise the Planning Board on elements of the
Master Plan.
Natick possesses valuable natural areas which provide an opportunity for open space
preservation and acquisition. Areas which should be targeted for acquisition include
agricultural lands, wetlands, land in drinking water supply watersheds, river and stream
corridors, and areas of groundwater recharge. While no specific method for determining
priorities for open space acquisition has been developed as of yet, ideally, the Town
should also prioritize properties for open space acquisition based on vulnerabilities to
flooding.
Goal 1:

Protect Natick’s open spaces, including lakes, rivers, streams,
woodlands, farms, and parks, that can be enjoyed by future
generations.
Objective 1-B: Permanently protect public and quasi-public open space.
Action: Continue to work with the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority
regarding preservation of land along the Cochituate and Sudbury Aqueducts.
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Goal 3:

Preserve and protect the town’s water supply, wildlife, and other
natural resources.
Objective 3-A: Protect open space near water resources and the Aquifer Protection District.
Action: Explore creating open space districts to buffer large bodies of water, using
conservation restrictions, zoning, overlay districts, or other means.
Objective 3-C: Support environmental best practices in storm water management.
Action: Provide regular maintenance of drainage.
Action: Put signs on catch basins indicating where the water ends up.
Action: Promote use of rain gardens, porous pavement and other practices to promote
aquifer recharge.

Land Use and Subdivision Control Regulations
The Town’s Land Use and Subdivision Control Regulations include a number of
requirements that address flood hazard Mitigation, in addition to other hazards.
 For uses requiring site plans under Section 5 (F) of the Town’s Special Permit
and Site Plan Review Rules and Regulations, all surface water drained from roofs,
streets and parking lots and other site features shall be disposed of in a safe and
efficient manner and must not create run-off or erosion problems on site or in
other areas. The use of natural drainage course, swales and drainage
impoundment areas shall be used to dispose of water on-site through natural
percolation to a degree equivalent to that prior to development.
 Section V (A) requires that all materials and drain construction shall be subject
to inspection and approval of the Town Engineer and/or the Board of Public
Works. Section V (B) requires that storm drains. Culverts/related installations,
include catch basins, gutters and manholes be installed as necessary to provide
adequate disposal of surface water from all streets within the subdivision and
adjacent land.
 Development in the Aquifer Protection District, Section III-A.5 of the Zoning
bylaw is limited to 20% impervious coverage with mitigation required for any
amount over 20%.
Flood Plain Overlay District (FPOD)
The Town of Natick FPOD, Zoning Bylaw 9.1, protects persons and property against the
hazards of floodwater inundation. This regulation restricts construction or expansion of
buildings in the FPOD, except those used for woodland, grassland, wetland, agricultural,
horticultural or recreational purposes. Permissible exceptions are provided in the FPOD,
including use of such land that will not interfere with the general purpose of the FPOD,
and are reviewed by the Board of Appeals with input from the Planning Board, Board of
Health, Board of Public Works, Board of Selectmen and Town Conservation
Commission.
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Wetlands Protection Bylaw (Article 79)
The Town of Natick Wetland Bylaw Article 79 protects any freshwater wetland, bank,
beach, flat, marsh, swamp, wet meadow, or bog bordering on any creek, river, perennial
stream, intermittent stream, pond, lake, or reservoir and any vernal pool, Riverfront Area,
floodplain, isolated wetland, lands under any of the water bodies listed above, and lands
subject to flooding or inundation by groundwater, surface water or storm water flow. A
buffer zone of 100 ft. around any resource area (except Riverfront Area and 100-year
floodplain) is subject to regulation under the Bylaw. The Bylaw establishes minimum
setbacks from the Protected Resource Area referred to as “No Build Zones” and “No
Disturbance Zones”. Unless it meets one of the predefined exceptions, any alteration to a
Protected Resource Area or the Buffer Zone must first receive and then comply with an
issued permit. Permits applications are reviewed by the Natick Conservation
Commission.
Stormwater Management and Erosion Control Bylaw (Article 79A)
The Town of Natick Stormwater Management and Erosion Control Bylaw Article 79A
protects surface and groundwater resources from pollutants and sedimentation runoff
resulting from disturbance activities. Any activity that results in land disturbance of
40,000 square feet or more shall be reviewed and permitted by the Conservation
Commission. Any land disturbance less than 40,000 square feet must prevent soils or
other eroded matter from being deposited onto adjacent properties, rights-of-ways,
public storm drainage system, or wetland or watercourse as prescribed and specified by
the Bylaw.
The United States Environmental Protection Agency has identified sedimentation from
land disturbance activities and polluted stormwater runoff from land development and
redevelopment as major sources of water pollution, impacting drinking water supplies,
natural habitats, and recreational resources. Regulation of activities that result in the
disturbance of land and the creation of stormwater runoff is necessary for the protection
of the water bodies and groundwater resources within the Town of Natick, to safeguard
the health, safety, and welfare of the general public and protect the natural resources of
the Town.
The Town has also adopted a stormwater management bylaw and regulations in
compliance with EPA’s Phase II requirements for Municipal Separate Storm Sewer
Systems. The regulations require a permit for land disturbances greater than 40,000
square feet and prohibit illicit discharges into the stormwater system.
Since the 2010 Plan, the Town continues to develop a Drainage Infrastructure
Maintenance Program/Drainage Record-Keeping System (Asset Management Plan) to
serve as a long-range planning document that provides the framework for understanding
the assets (infrastructure) the Town currently owns, utilizes, and maintains. It is also
intended to help the Town to be more proactive in its management of both physical and
financial resources. Utilizing Geographic Information Systems (GIS), the Town’s
drainage system is now mapped and recorded as part of the Phase II Stormwater
Management Plan. With additional software/technology, the Town will be able to track
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cleaning, maintenance, and ‘hot spot’ trouble areas within the system and extend
investments made to infrastructure.
Massachusetts State Building Code
The Town of Natick enforces the Massachusetts State Building Code which includes
many detailed regulations regarding wind loads, earthquake resistant design, floodproofing and snow loads.
 Wind-Related Hazards
o The Town enforces the Massachusetts State Building Code where
provisions are adequate to mitigate against most wind damage. The
code’s provisions are the most cost-effective mitigation measure against
tornadoes given the extremely low probability of occurrence.
o The Town owns its own equipment to trim trees or remove trees and
grind branches and stumps as needed. The electrical utility NStar does a
complete inspection of tree-related hazards every three years, however,
the Town feels this schedule should be accelerated.
 Geologic-Related Hazards
o The State Building Code contains a section on designing for earthquake
loads (780 CMR 1612.0) which states that the purpose of these provisions
is “to minimize the hazard to life to occupants of all buildings and nonbuilding structures, to increase the expected performance of higher
occupancy structures as compared to ordinary structures, and to improve
the capability of essential facilities to function during and after an
earthquake.” This section foes on to state that due to the complexity of
seismic design, the criteria presented are the minimum considered to be
“prudent and economically justified” for the protection of life safety. The
code also states that absolute safety and prevention of damage, even in an
earthquake event with a reasonable probability of occurrence, cannot be
achieved economically for most buildings.
Section 1612.2.5 sets up seismic hazard exposure groups and assigns all
buildings to one of these groups according to Table 1612.5. Group II
includes buildings which have a substantial public hazard due to
occupancy or use and Group III are those buildings having essential
facilities which are required for post-earthquake recovery, including fire,
rescue and police stations, emergency rooms, power-generating facilities,
and communication facilities.
3.3

Administrative and Technical Capabilities

Natick Emergency Management Planning Committee
The Town of Natick maintains its own Local Emergency Management Planning
Committee and an Emergency Management Coordinator.
Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan
The Town also maintains a Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan (CEMP)
which addresses mitigation, preparedness, response and recovery from a variety of
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natural and man-made emergencies. The CEMP includes important information
regarding flooding, dam failures and winter storms. The Town of Natick maintains a
mutual aid agreement with the Metropolitan Law Enforcement Council for emergency
situations. The Natick CEMP is considered updated as of July 7, 2016.
The Town maintains both primary and secondary Emergency Operations Centers
(EOCs):
 Primary EOC:
o Natick Public Safety Building
20-22 East Central Street
Contact: Public Safety Dispatch
 Secondary EOC:
o Natick Department of Public Works
75 West Street
Municipal Website
The Town’s Emergency Management Planning Committee maintains a municipal
webpage hosted on the Town’s website that includes a variety of local, state and regional
emergency program information for residents, business owners and tourists, including:
 Weather Emergency Information
o FEMA’s Family Emergency Plan.
http://www.natickma.gov/1275/Weather-Emergency-Information
 Winter Weather Terms
 Receive Alerts
o Natick Emergency Alert System. Natick implements the CodeRED
Emergency Alert System which delivers real-time emergency, community,
missing person and severe weather alerts to registered users within the
exact area of impact. Alerts are initiated by public safety officials who use
the CodeRED community notification system to effectively alert and
inform residents to save lives. Residents and business owners can register
online here: https://public.coderedweb.com/cne/en-US/9BCD09D06100
o Social Media. Facebook Page:
https://www.facebook.com/TownOfNatick/?ref=hl, and Twitter Feed:
https://twitter.com/Town_of_Natick.
o Natick Care and Prepare Program. This is the next step to Natick’s
CodeRED system and should be used by residents needing more than a
phone call or text alert. Residents that have limited mobility, any resident
in your home that relies on electricity for medical equipment or anyone
with special needs should register here:
http://www.natickma.gov/1251/Care-and-Prepare
o Massachusetts Alert Smartphone App. The free Massachusetts Alerts
app provides emergency notifications and public safety information based
on your location, proximity to an event or incident, and the preferences
selected.
o The Wireless Emergency Alerts (WEA). The Wireless Emergency
Alerts (WEA) program is part of the EAS national alerting initiative,
which enables cellphones to receive alerts for severe weather emergencies,
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imminent threats to life or property, AMBER alerts, and Presidential
alerts. The alerts are delivered on technology that overrides any wireless
network congestion and delays and allows the information to target
cellphones within the impact area. A WEA alerts users with a special tone
and vibration. If you receive a WEA, you should follow the protective
actions advised in the message. You do not need to subscribe to any
service to receive alerts. The alerts are sent to all WEA-enabled devices in
the impacted region. To find out whether you have a WEA-enabled
phone, you should contact your mobile carrier.
o 2-1-1 Hotline: During times of emergency, 2-1-1 is the Commonwealth’s
primary telephone information call center. Call 2-1-1 to get answers to
questions about the location of open shelters, information about
transportation or other restrictions due to a declared state of emergency,
post disaster assistance, reporting a damaged property, ways to volunteer
or donate, or other services you or your family may need. Mass 2-1-1 is a
24/7 resource to connect callers to information about critical health and
human services programs.
o Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA) Alerts. Register to receive MBTA alerts to your phone and/or email address or
download the MBTA mobile app from their App Showcase.
Medical Reserve Corp (MRC)
The Natick Medical Reserve Corps (NMRC) is a nationally recognized communitybased volunteer organization that is a unit of the Massachusetts Region 4A Medical
Reserve Corps and the Natick Board of Health. The NMRC is comprised of medical and
non-medical professionals, as well as other citizen volunteers. NMRC members donate
their time and expertise to promote healthy living throughout the year and to prepare for
and respond to emergencies. The NMRC currently consists of 145 active members and 10
high school-aged junior members.
Natick Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness (MVP) Working Group
Under Executive Order 569, as the Commonwealth advances an integrated climate
change strategy, Natick (and many other Massachusetts cities and towns) is working at
the local and regional level on resiliency planning and climate preparedness efforts. In
2018, through a grant from the Massachusetts Executive Office of Energy and
Environmental Affairs (EOEEA), Natick completed a Town-wide vulnerability
assessment and developed an action-oriented resiliency plan following several
Community Resilience Building Workshops in October, 2018.
The Workshop’s central objectives included:
 Define top local natural and climate-related hazards of concern
 Identify existing and future strengths and vulnerabilities
 Develop prioritized actions for the community
 Identify immediate opportunities to collaboratively advance actions to increase
resilience
Although the Working Group developed a series of prioritized recommendations to
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improve resilience, they are currently in draft format, and not fully vetted by the
municipality. One common thread throughout the Working Group discussions was the
recognition that the Town and residents need to be better prepared through longer-term,
community-based, contingency planning across key areas of concern. Once the Town has
approved the recommendations, the LHMC should review and incorporate applicable
elements/recommendations by reference.
Coordination with Neighboring Municipalities
The Town of Natick coordinates with the Towns of Framingham, Wayland, Wellesley,
Dover, and Sherborn periodically across municipal issues. The Town will continue to
coordinate with these adjacent communities on natural hazard mitigation planning,
specifically any shared resource plans and evacuation plans.
Municipal Administration and Staff
The Natick Board of Selectmen, Planning Board, Local Hazard Mitigation Committee,
municipal officials and staff all work well together to develop, implement and update
policies and plans to promote the safety of its residents and minimize risk to the
community.
 Department of Public Works. The Department performs a number of duties, as
needed, including:
o Catch Basin Cleaning. Conducted by the Town on a three-year cycle, with
one-third of the basins cleaned yearly.
o Street Sweeping. Completed by the Town with each street swept
annually, and the downtown area swept once per month from April to
November.
o Roadway Treatments. Town uses a mixture of sand and slat, with more
salt to minimize the amount of sand that enters the catch basins and
streams.
o Snow disposal. Town conducts general plowing and snow removal
operations for winter storms.


3.4

Fire Department. The Department performs a number of duties, as needed,
including:
o Permits Required for Outdoor Burning. Fire Department requires a
written permit for outdoor burning, permitted from January 1 – May 15
only, in compliance with state air quality requirements.
o Subdivision Review. Department is involved in reviewing all subdivision
plans.
Financial Capabilities

Federal/State Grant Opportunities
The Town, across all municipal departments, considers and pursues all applicable
federal, state and local grant opportunities to assist in implementing hazard mitigation
programs, such as FEMA, Housing and Urban Development (HUDCDBG Program,
United States Department of Agriculture – Natural Resources Conservation Service
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(NRCS), U.S. Economic Development Administration (EDA), and RIDEM
opportunities.
FEMA Hazard Mitigation Assistance (HMA) Program (HMGP, PDM, and FMA) - Over
the past several years, the Town of Natick has applied and received approximately
$28,256.25 in grant assistance from FEMA for various projects (see Section 2.5 for
additional details).
USDA NRCS – provides Conservation Technical Assistance, Financial Assistance, and
Conservation Innovation Grant programs.
HUD CDBG Program – a flexible program that provides communities with resources to
address a wide range of unique community development needs, particularly the Disaster
Recovery Assistance Program which provides grants to help cities, counties, and States
recover from Presidentially-declared disasters, especially in low-income areas, subject to
availability of supplemental appropriations.
3.5

National Flood Insurance Program

Natick implements and enforces the state building code and fully participates in the
NFIP. Natick has supported natural resource management and protection, which is
articulated in the 2030+ Comprehensive Master Plan. Natick understands that participation
in the NFIP is an essential step in mitigation flood damage and is working to
consistently enforce NFIP compliant policies in order to continue its participation in
this program. FEMA has also developed new floodplain mapping for the Town which
was finalized July 14, 2017.
Table 3-1 Actions for Continued Compliance with NFIP below lists those actions that
the Town has done and will continue to do and those actions that will be done within
the next five years for continued compliance with the NFIP. The “To Be Done” actions
listed in the following table are in order of priority.

Table 3-1 Actions for Continued Compliance with NFIP
Actions (Listed in order of priority)
Join the NFIP.
Participate in NFIP training by State and/or FEMA.
Establish mutual aid agreements with neighboring
communities to address administering the NFIP
following a major storm event.
Address NFIP monitoring and compliance activities.
Revise/adopt subdivision regulations and erosion
control regulations to improve floodplain management
in the community.
Participate in the CRS.
Prepare, distribute, or make available NFIP, insurance
and building code explanatory pamphlets or booklets.
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X

X
X
X
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Actions (Listed in order of priority)

Done/Ongoing

Identify and become knowledgeable on non-compliant
structures in the community.
Identify and become knowledgeable of submit to rate
structures.
Identify cause of submit to rate structure and analyze
how to prevent non-compliant structures in the
future.
Inspect foundations at time of completion before
framing to determine if lowest floor is at or above BFE.
Require use of elevation certificates.
Report any changes in the Special Flood hazard Area
to FEMA within 180 days of change.
Identify and keep track of LOMA/LOMR in the
community.
Gain familiarity with community's Flood Insurance
Rate Maps.
Address repetitive loss structures.

X

To be Done

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Source: Town of Natick Community and Economic Development Department.

3.6

Community Rating System

NFIP’s CRS Program is a voluntary program that recognizes and encourages a
community's efforts that exceed the NFIP minimum requirements for floodplain
management. The CRS program emphasizes three goals:
 the reduction of flood losses
 facilitating accurate insurance rating
 promoting the awareness of flood insurance
By participating in the CRS Program, communities can earn a 5-45% discount for flood
insurance premiums based upon the activities that reduce the risk of flooding within the
community.
The Town does not currently participate in the NFIP’s CRS Program. However, the
Town’s adoption of the Flood Zone Mapping and Special Flood Hazard Area Ordinance
allows the Town to continue to participate in the NFIP which means that all property
owners in Town continue to be eligible to purchase flood insurance for their property.
3.7

Existing Protection Matrix

A summary of the main identified existing and future protection measures presented
above are summarized on Table 3-2. These measures constitute the baseline protection
that was further evaluated by the Natick LHMC to determine gaps in Natick’s
protection from natural disasters. Goal statements and specific actions were then
developed to mitigate the identified gaps in the existing protection. These identified
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protection measures facilitate the Town of Natick to implement various hazard
mitigation programs, ultimately making the community more resilient.
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Table 3-2 Existing Protection Matrix, Natick, Massachusetts
Existing
Description
Area Covered
Protection
Planning and Regulatory
2030+ Comprehensive Master Plan
The Town is currently updating the Comprehensive Master Townwide
Plan. Once the update to the hazard Mitigation Plan update
is complete, applicable elements/recommendations will be
cited and reference in the Master Plan.

Floodplain Overlay District
Protects any freshwater wetland, bank, beach, flat, marsh,
swamp, wet meadow, or bog bordering on any creek, river,
perennial stream, intermittent stream, pond, lake, or
reservoir and any vernal pool, Riverfront Area, floodplain,
isolated wetland, lands under any of the water bodies listed
above, and lands subject to flooding or inundation by
groundwater, surface water or storm water flow.

Improvements or Changes
Needed

Effectiveness: Very Good
Enforcement: Managed by
Board of Selectmen

Being updated
concurrently with Hazard
Mitigation Plan

Effectiveness: Very Good
Enforcement: Managed by
Conservation Commission,
Board of Selectmen, Town
Administrator

Update/Incorporate
findings from 2018
Hazard Mitigation Plan
when update is required

Townwide

Effectiveness: Good
Enforcement: Planning Board,
Building Inspector, and
Director of Community &
Economic Development

Continue to Enforce

Townwide

Effectiveness: Good
Enforcement: Planning Board,
Building Inspector, and
Director of Community &
Economic Development

Continue to Enforce

Open Space Plan 2012
The 2012 Plan includes some of the mitigation actions
Townwide
regarding open space preservation and acquisition
(particularly around water resources) still relevant for this
2017 Update. Moving forward, the Town will integrate new
mitigation actions from this 2018 Update in the next Open
Space Plan Update.
Land Use and Subdivision Control Regulations
Provide for additional protections by way of stormwater
conveyance/management and Aquifer protection District.
Also regulates development in the flood plain.

Effectiveness and/or Enforcement

Table 3-2 Existing Protection Matrix, Natick, Massachusetts
Existing
Description
Area Covered
Protection
Wetlands Protection Bylaw
Regulations to ensure public safety; minimize hazards to
Townwide
persons and property from flooding, to protect watercourses
from encroachment and to maintain the capability of
floodplains to carry off floodwaters.
Stormwater Management and Erosion Control Bylaw
Protects surface/groundwater resources from pollutants and Townwide
sedimentation runoff resulting from disturbance activities.
Land disturbances must prevent soils or other eroded matter
from being deposited onto adjacent properties, rights-ofways, public storm drainage system, or wetland or
watercourse as prescribed and specified by the Bylaw.

Massachusetts State Building Code
Includes detailed regulations regarding wind loads,
Townwide
earthquake-resistant design, flood-proofing and snow loads.

Effectiveness and/or Enforcement

Improvements or Changes
Needed

Effectiveness: Good
Enforcement: Planning Board,
Building Inspector, and
Director of Community &
Economic Development

Continue to Enforce

Effectiveness: Good
Enforcement: Planning Board,
Building Inspector, and
Director of Community &
Economic Development

Continue to Enforce

Effectiveness: Most effective
for newer construction.
Enforcement: Building
Inspector

Continue to Enforce

Participation in the National Flood Insurance Program
Homeowners in the floodplain can purchase flood insurance. Areas in 100-Year Effectiveness: Very Good
Continue to Enforce
NFIP maps updated July 2017.
Flood Zone (FIRM Enforcement: Private mortgage
Maps)
holders.

Table 3-2 Existing Protection Matrix, Natick, Massachusetts
Existing
Description
Protection
Administrative and Technical
Natick Emergency Management Planning Committee
Forum for planning related to natural and man-made
disasters.
Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan: addresses
mitigation, preparedness, response and recovery from a
variety of natural and man-made emergencies.
Municipal Emergency Management Webpage: includes a
variety of local, state and regional emergency program
information for residents, business owners and tourists.

Area Covered

Effectiveness and/or Enforcement

Improvements or Changes
Needed

Townwide

Effectiveness: Very good.
Enforcement: EMD

Continue to Enforce

Townwide

Effectiveness: Very Good
Enforcement: EMD

Maintain

Townwide and
Regional Context

Effectiveness: New Plan
Enforcement: Board of
Selectmen

Approve draft
recommendations and
incorporate by reference

Regional context

Effectiveness: Very Good
Enforcement: EMA Director

Maintain

Medical Reserve Corp
Community-based volunteer organization comprised of
medical and non-medical professionals, as well as other
citizen volunteers who donate their time and expertise to
promote healthy living throughout the year and to prepare
for and respond to emergencies.
Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness Working Group
Forum for resiliency planning and climate preparedness
efforts, includes prioritized recommendations for improved
resilience.
Coordination with Neighboring Municipalities
Coordination to identify applicable efficiencies (resourcesharing, Mutual Aid agreements).

Table 3-2 Existing Protection Matrix, Natick, Massachusetts
Existing
Description
Area Covered
Protection
Municipal Administration and Staff
Municipal officials, staff, Boards, and Commissions all work Townwide
together to develop, implement and update policies and
plans to promote the safety of residents and minimize risk to
the community.
Street sweeping:Streets swept once each year/downtown
swept monthly April - November.
Catch basin cleaning: All catch basins cleaned on 3-year
cycle. Roadway treatments: Town utilizes mix of sand/salt.
Tree-trimming program: as needed.Snow/Ice removal:
Salting/Sanding/Plowing of roads as needed.
Subdivision
review/Fire permits for outdoor burning.
Financial
Federal/State Funding Opportunities
FEMA 2013 Hazard Mitigation Guidance, HMA Guidance,
FEMA requirements regarding HMGP, PDM and FMA
grants. http://www.fema.gov/medialibrary/assets/documents/33634?id=7851

Effectiveness and/or Enforcement
Effectiveness: Very Good
Enforcement: Town
Administrator, Board of
Selectmen, Municipal Staff

Improvements or Changes
Needed
Maintain

Townwide

Continue to utilize

USDA, Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS)
Townwide
Conservation Technical Assistance:
http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/main/national/pr
ograms/technical/cta Financial Assistance:
http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/main/national/pr
ograms/financial/ Conservation Innovation Grant Programs:
http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/main/national/pr
ograms

Continue to utilize

Table 3-2 Existing Protection Matrix, Natick, Massachusetts
Existing
Description
Area Covered
Protection
Financial
Federal/State Funding Opportunities
HUD CDBG Disaster Recovery Assistance:
Economically
http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/c distressed areas.
omm_planning/communitydevelopment/programs/drsi

Effectiveness and/or Enforcement

Improvements or Changes
Needed

Continue to utilize

Section 4 Mitigation Strategy
4.1
Introduction
Removing and precluding development from hazardous areas is the best method of
mitigation. However, this cannot be the sole focus of hazard mitigation in Natick. The
Town’s character and functionality require a level of intimacy with the areas of greatest
risk – flood-related, winter-related and wind-related hazard events.
4.2

Mitigation Activities

In completing the risk and vulnerability analyses, the LHMC considered projects and
actions that would reduce Natick’s vulnerability to the identified hazards. The updated
2018 Risk Assessment Matrix (Table 2-1) is the basis for the mitigation actions
presented in Section 4.3.
4.3

Mitigation Action Plan

The LHMC considered the goals of this plan and re-prioritized the matrix and the
associated actions based on historical damage, safety of the population, property
protection and consistency with Town-wide goals and objectives. Although not based
on similar methodologies for prioritization, the new ‘Priority Score’ for each mitigation
action (2018 Plan), is followed by the 2010 Plan prioritization (High, Medium, Low Priority
and Measures to Ensure Compliance with NFIP) to reflect any changes in the prioritization of
actions for this 2018 Update by the LHMC (also included in Table 1-1, 2010 Plan Report
Card). Issues and objectives were aligned to public health risks, evacuation and mass care
considerations, disruption of essential services and potential economic losses to the
town.
The LHMC determined that the identified objectives could be met by considering
actions aligned to the following Mitigation Categories:







Public Education and Awareness
Property Protection
Natural Resource Protection
Structural Projects
Emergency Services
Planning and Prevention

The LHMC has worked to set goals and objectives that are bounded by a time frame and
are compatible and consistent with state hazard mitigation goals. Upon submittal of this
plan to MEMA, the State Hazard Mitigation Committee (SHMC) is expected to review
and approve these goals and objectives to ensure consistency with the statewide goals
and objectives. The time frames used for this strategy are as follows:



Short Term = 0 to 6 Months
Medium Term = 6 to 18 Months
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Long Term = 18 Months to 5 Years

The following actions use the Risk Assessment Matrix (Table 2-1) to identify areas at
risk, offer mitigation strategies and consider benefits. Each action offers a discussion of
the project and if applicable, includes the options considered. Multiple actions
associated with a vulnerable area reflect town priorities and are simply prioritized high,
medium or low. If known, the actions include cost estimates and assign responsible
parties to lead the efforts to complete the action. The cost ranges used for this strategy
are as follows:





Staff Time – municipal personnel time
Minimal – less than $5,000
Moderate – more than $5,000, but less than $25,000
Significant – over $25,000

Other relevant departments/agencies that can offer support to the project are also listed.
Finally, possible finance options are offered. Once the 2018 plan update receives FEMA’s
‘Approved Pending Adoption’, the mitigation strategy will be put into motion.
Evaluation/Selection of Mitigation Actions
After reviewing the Town’s identified risks and vulnerabilities to natural hazards, the
input/feedback from the public workshop and recommendations from the Town, and the
local Capability Assessment, the LHMC selected mitigation actions to incorporate into
the 2018 plan update.
Prioritization of Actions
Due to budgetary constraints and other limitations, it is often impossible to implement
all mitigation actions. The LHMC needed to select the most cost-effective actions for
implementation first to use resources efficiently and develop a realistic approach toward
mitigation risks. The DMA 2000 supports this principle of cost-effectiveness by
requiring action plans to follow a prioritization process that emphasizes benefits over
costs. DMA 2000 states:
“The mitigation strategy section shall include an action plan describing how the actions
identified in section (c)(3)(ii) will be prioritized, implemented, and administered by the local
jurisdiction. Prioritization shall include a special emphasis on the extent to which benefits are
maximized according to a cost benefit review of the proposed projects and their associated costs.”
Part 1: Review Benefits and Costs
As part of the planning process, the LHMC utilized Review Tools 1, 2, and 3 associated
with each action identified.
Part 2 Prioritize Actions – Qualitative Method, Relative Score
The LHMC utilized Method B: Prioritization using STAPLEE and Relative Scores (see
Appendix B – December 19, 2018 Natick LHMC).
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STAPLEE Criteria
1.

Social: Is the action compatible with present and future local community
needs and values?
Technical: Is the action feasible with available local resources (or as
supplement by outside resources as necessary)?
Administrative: Does the community have the administrative capacity to
implement the action?
Political: Is there strong public support to implement and maintain the
action?
Legal: Does the community have the legal authority to implement the action?
Economic: Is the action cost-effective?
Environmental: Does the action impact environmental resources, and is the
impact positive, negative, or neutral?

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Part 3 Documentation of the Process
The Worksheets have been included in the Update, see Appendix B, to emphasize that a
Benefit-Cost Review was employed when prioritizing actions.
Each of the mitigation actions were scored against each of the STAPLEE criteria outlined
above with a numerical score. These numbers were then totaled and developed into an
overall priority score. The ranking of the Priority Score is a guideline for when the Town
should begin acting on the identified strategies, or actions.
The STAPLEE Method includes a cost-benefit review as part of the Mitigation Actions
prioritization process. A more detailed cost-benefit analysis will be done, at the time of
application, for those proposed Mitigation Actions that the Town applies for funding
under the Pre-Disaster Grant Program and Hazard Mitigation Grant Program.
PUBLIC EDUCATION AND AWARENESS
Action #1
Distribute Informational Natural Hazards Pamphlet
Develop a pamphlet to be distributed to all residents and business owners that describes
the natural hazards that threaten the community and describes steps they can take for
each hazard to mitigate damages to their property. Include evacuation routes and shelter
locations along with items that can and cannot be taken to the shelters as well as
information regarding the risk to our community for brush/forest fires and how residents
can help prevent them.







Action Type: Planning, Pre-Disaster
Priority Score: 22 (2010 Plan – N/A)
Lead: Emergency Management Agency
Supporting: Community and Economic Development
Time Frame: Short Term
Financing Options: N/A
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Cost Estimate: Staff Time
Benefit: Protection of property, protection of life/infrastructure, increased
awareness of vulnerabilities
Vulnerable Area: Emergency Response

Action #2
Acquire prioritized open space parcels for increased flood storage/protection.
The Town will work with private homeowners in these areas to identify an acquisition
project (s), obtain approval by the State and FEMA, and seek funding to purchase the
property. By purchasing these residential properties, the Town is utilizing an effective
program designed to remove people and property from high-risk areas and reduce
disaster losses, while also expanding open space land holdings. The buildings are either
demolished or relocated, and the land is then restricted to open space in perpetuity.










Action Type: Planning, Pre-Disaster/Post-Disaster
Priority Score: 5 (2010 Plan – Measure to Ensure Compliance with NFIP)
Lead: Conservation Commission
Supporting: Community and Economic Development
Time Frame: Long Term
Financing Options: Town/DCR/Self Help Grants, Community preservation
Funds
Cost Estimate: TBD
Benefit: Protection of property, reduced damage claims
Vulnerable Area: Wetlands/Resource Areas

Action #3

Acquire properties in the Special Flood Hazard/Repetitive Flood Loss Areas
Natick now includes 4 commercial and industrial severe repetitive flood loss properties
as well as various properties subject to periodic flooding. The Town will work with the
commercial and industrial property owners in these areas and FEMA to identify an
acquisition project (s), obtain approval by the State and FEMA, and seek funding to
purchase the property. By purchasing these properties, the Town is utilizing an effective
program designed to move people and property away from high-risk areas to reduce
disaster losses. The buildings are either demolished or relocated, and the land is then
restricted to open space, recreation, or wetlands in perpetuity.









Action Type: Planning, Pre-Disaster/Post-Disaster
Priority Score: 5 (2010 Plan – N/A)
Lead: Conservation Commission
Supporting: Community and Economic Development
Time Frame: Long Term
Financing Options: Town Grants, Community preservation Funds
Cost Estimate: TBD
Benefit: Protection of property, reduced damage claims, improved resiliency,
multiple community objectives
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Vulnerable Area: Wetlands/Resource Areas

Action #4
Prepare an “After the Storm Recovery” Plan for the Community.
The Town should utilize the opportunity of a disaster to improve its’ disaster resilience.
Once critical life and safety issues and vital public services have been addressed and reestablished, emphasis should be placed on the long-term recovery of the community,
balancing the need to rebuild rapidly and return to normal against the objective of
building back better and stronger.
Additional items for consideration as part of the Plan’s development include the
completion of Community Assessments, a Recovery and Reconstruction Bylaw and
development of a Debris Management Plan. The Town will coordinate with applicable
statewide agencies to review the permitting processes and develop/adopt an ordinance
to streamline the process in the aftermath of a hazard impact including the process to
allow homeowners to retrofit structures in order to reduce risk. Formalize this process,
and also consider waiving permit fees for building permits to repair storm-damaged
properties as an incentive.










Action Type: Planning, Pre-Disaster/Post-Disaster
Priority Score: 26 (2010 Plan – N/A)
Lead: Community and Economic Development
Supporting: Sustainability Committee
Time Frame: Medium Term
Financing Options: N/A
Cost Estimate: Staff Time
Benefit: Improved resiliency, accelerated recovery
Vulnerable Area: Emergency Response

STRUCTURAL PROJECTS
Action #5
Develop an implementation strategy to address Property and Streets Subject to Flooding from Poor
Drainage and Run-Off.
Determine what mitigation activities…maintenance (catch basin cleaning) v. monitoring
(State road) v. structural/replacement (undersized pipes) v. pavement management
(roadway crown/ponding) can alleviate the problem while creating the most benefit to
the community for each street. (e.g. address those roads that are part of the town
evacuation route first, once developed, then main thoroughfares, etc.). If
structural/replacement, identify general costs associated with each.
Streets/Properties Subject to Flooding
Maintenance (Included here to illustrate a comprehensive review of flooding
issues, however, not applicable for funding under any hazard mitigation grant
programs)
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Dean, Mercer, and Strathmore Roads Area
 Flooding Cause: Reduced access due to high standing water levels. Older
pipes partially cleaned by Mass Mosquito. Periodic cleaning is required after
significant storms..
Windsor Street at DPW Yard
 Flooding Cause: Culvert requires periodic cleaning and maintenance to
ensure proper flow.
Burning Tree Road/Beaverdam Brook
 Flooding Cause: Periodic cleaning and maintenance is required (via
agreement with Town of Framingham) to maintain drainage conditions.
Monitoring
Lincoln/Water/River/Cohns/Cape Streets Area
 Flooding Cause: Areas flood when the Charles River is elevated.
Oak Street/Rathbun Road
 Flooding Cause: Area floods periodically when the wetlands are high.
Cottage Street/Pine Ridge Road
 Flooding Cause: Elevated water table in this area inhibits adequate drainage
at times.
Structural/Replacement
Highland Avenue/Middle Street
 Flooding Cause: Culvert is undersized and also includes issues where it
discharges at railroad tracks. Drainage system requires upgrading. Town has
appropriated funds (Capital Improvement Plan) to complete Drainage Master
Plan for this area.
Sunkaway Area
 Flooding Cause: Culvert is undersized compounded by excessive silt buildup
which reduces/backs up flow.









Action Type: Mitigation, Pre-Disaster
Priority Score: 3 (2010 Plan – Medium Priority)
Lead: Department of Public Works
Supporting: Building Department/Central MA Mosquito Control Board
Time Frame: Long Term
Financing Options: Capital Improvement Planning/Central MA Mosquito
Control Board
Cost Estimate: Significant
Benefit: Property protection, protection of infrastructure, maintained
access/evacuation, improved public safety/street drainage
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Vulnerable Area: Local Roads Subject to Flooding

PLANNING AND PREVENTION
Action #6
Develop Operations and Maintenance Plans for Town-owned dams, including:
 Charles River Dam
 Jennings Pond Dam
An Operations and Maintenance (O & M) Manual is a detailed written description of
systematic procedures for ensuring that a dam is operated and maintained in proper
fashion. Adequate operation and maintenance is critical for ensuring the ongoing safe
functioning of the dam, as well as continued productive use of the structure and its
associated reservoir.










Action Type: Mitigation, Pre-Disaster
Priority Score: 28 (2010 Plan – N/A)
Lead: Department of Public Works
Supporting:
Time Frame: Short Term
Financing Options: N/A
Cost Estimate: Staff Time
Benefit: Property protection, protection of life/infrastructure
Vulnerable Area: Dams

Action #7
Develop Operations and Maintenance Plans for State-owned dams, including:
 Fiske Pond Dam
An Operations and Maintenance (O & M) Manual is a detailed written description of
systematic procedures for ensuring that a dam is operated and maintained in proper
fashion. Adequate operation and maintenance is critical for ensuring the ongoing safe
functioning of the dam, as well as continued productive use of the structure and its
associated reservoir.










Action Type: Mitigation, Pre-Disaster
Priority Score: 28 (2010 Plan – N/A)
Lead: MA Department of Conservation and Recreation
Supporting: Town of Natick
Time Frame: Short Term
Financing Options: DCR funds
Cost Estimate: Staff Time
Benefit: Property protection, protection of life/infrastructure
Vulnerable Area: Dams
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Action #8
Implement Public Outreach Campaign for residents/businesses located within a dam inundation zone.
Utilize existing Emergency Action Plans ( Jennings Pond Dam and Fiske Pond Dam
classified as ‘Low Hazard’ structures, and thus do not have EAPs developed)) to conduct
a public information session for residents and businesses within the various inundation
areas regarding what they should do in the event of a dam breach. This could be
completed in one general session, or individual sessions for each structure and affected
neighborhood.










Action Type: Mitigation, Pre-Disaster
Priority Score: 22 (2010 Plan – N/A)
Lead: Department of Public Works/MA DCR
Supporting:
Time Frame: Short Term
Financing Options: Town/DCR funds
Cost Estimate: Staff Time
Benefit: Property protection, protection of life/infrastructure
Vulnerable Area: Emergency Response/Dams

Action #9
Conduct feasibility/engineering study to earthquake-proof municipally-owned buildings..
There are several older municipally-owned buildings constructed of un-reinforced
masonry (Johnson School, the Coolidge Garden elder housing building, and the Eliot
School). An engineering study will identify the feasibility of the financial investments
necessary to protect these structures.










Action Type: Mitigation, Pre-Disaster
Priority Score: -14 (2010 Plan – High Priority)
Lead: Building Department
Supporting: Department of Public Works
Time Frame: Long Term
Financing Options: Town/MEMA/FEMA funds
Cost Estimate: Moderate
Benefit: Property protection, protection of life/infrastructure
Vulnerable Area: Municipally-owned Structures

NATURAL RESOURCE PROTECTION
Action #10
Retrofit of paved parking areas within the Town
There may be opportunities to include improved drainage (Green Infrastructure/Low
Impact Development) practices, such as infiltration strips and reduced pavement, in
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existing commercial and municipal parking lots that are being resurfaced. The Town is
presently assessing the feasibility of a Stormwater Management Utility District which
should also consider the development of ‘criteria’ relative to incentive credits for
stormwater improvements across three typologies: retrofit of existing paved surfaces
(reductions); new/expansion of parking for commercial sites; and, residential
conversions.










Action Type: Mitigation, Pre-Disaster
Priority Score: 11 (2010 Plan – N/A)
Lead: Department of Public Works
Supporting: Community and Economic Development
Time Frame: Long Term
Financing Options: Capital Improvement Planning
Cost Estimate: Moderate
Benefit: Property protection, reduced flow/loading to drainage infrastructure,
increased infiltration on-site
Vulnerable Area: Wetland/Resource Areas

Action #11

Invasive Species Eradication Programs

The Town should increase community awareness and participation in hazard mitigation
activities to include hazardous vegetation abatement and forest management projects.










Action Type: Mitigation, Pre-Disaster
Priority Score: 6 (2010 Plan – N/A)
Lead: Conservation Commission
Supporting: DPW
Time Frame: Short Term
Financing Options: Operating Budget/Capital plan
Cost Estimate: Staff Time/Minimal (cost of chemical treatments)
Benefit: Protection of stream/river banks (minimized erosion), protection of
drainage infrastructure.
Vulnerable Area: Wetland/Resource Areas

EMERGENCY SERVICES
Action #12
Evacuation Routes
Develop, Map and Maintain Viable Evacuation Routes
As part of the Town’s Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan and coordination at
both the regional and state level, develop, map and maintain emergency evacuation
routes.
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Publish Evacuation Routes
Contact the local phone company in regards to putting the Natick Evacuation Routes
Map, including emergency shelter locations, in the Community Section of the local
phone book.
Coordinate Evacuation Plans with the State and Neighboring Municipalities
Work with neighboring communities to coordinate evacuation plans.
Public Information, Outreach – Signage
Post signs that indicate where major access routes are and areas where early evacuation
is necessary. This is important not only for the residents but for the general public,
including tourists, who may be visiting the area.










Action Type: Mitigation, Pre-Disaster
Priority Score: 24 (2010 Plan – N/A)
Lead: Emergency Management Agency
Supporting: Police Department
Time Frame: Medium Term
Financing Options: N/A
Cost Estimate: Staff Time
Benefit: Public safety, accelerated evacuation, uninterrupted access
Vulnerable Area: Emergency Response

Action #13
Tourist Evacuation and Shelter
Out of state tourists may not be familiar with local authorities, evacuation routes,
locations of designated shelters, or know what to expect if police-enforced evacuation
becomes necessary. Distribute information on town evacuation routes and emergency
shelters to hotels, Bed and Breakfasts, real estate agencies dealing with seasonal rentals,
and other facilities and events hosting tourists.










Action Type: Mitigation, Pre-Disaster
Priority Score: 24 (2010 Plan – N/A)
Lead: Emergency Management Agency
Supporting: Police Department
Time Frame: Medium Term
Financing Options: N/A
Cost Estimate: Staff Time
Benefit: Public safety, accelerated evacuation, uninterrupted access
Vulnerable Area: Emergency Response
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Section 5 Plan Implementation and Maintenance
5.1

Implementation, Evaluation, and Revision of Plan

Implementation
The LHMC realized that assigning a time frame to each recommended mitigation action
is important so that activities can be coordinated with other important governmental
functions, such as committee meetings and budget hearings. Assigned time frames also
provide input to a project plan used for tracking the progress of all activities. Once the
2018 plan update receives FEMA’s ‘Approved Pending Adoption’, the mitigation strategy
will be put into motion and the Board of Selectmen will adopt the Plan (within one year
of FEMA’s approval). It is recognized that progress on plan implementation may vary
dependent upon available funding and capacity of staff to complete assigned tasks.
Evaluation
The Town Administrator will bring the LHMC together annually to review the status of
the mitigation actions. Within two months of this meeting, a status report will be given
to the Planning Board and Board of Selectmen. Progress will be reviewed annually at
advertised public hearings held by the Natick Planning Board. It is advantageous the
annual review be conducted prior to the Town’s annual budget process so any locally
funded projects can be considered in the budget process.
Revision
As per 44 CFR S 201.6(d)(3), the Plan will be reviewed and revised to reflect progress in
local mitigation efforts and changes in priorities, and resubmitted for approval within 5
years in order to continue to be eligible for mitigation project grant funding. In order to
ensure that the Plan remains current, the LHMC, which consists of representatives from
the Planning Department, EMA, Public Works, Zoning and Code Enforcement,
Water/Sewer Department, Fire Department, and Police Department, will meet annually.
The Plan will also be evaluated and updated after a disaster, or as funding opportunities
arise for the actions and projects identified in the plan. Any updates will be reviewed
and submitted to RIEMA upon local approval to ensure that the state hazard mitigation
strategy remains current.
The Town of Natick Hazard Mitigation Plan will be incorporated into the Town’s
Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan (CEMP) and Comprehensive Master Plan
when updated and for consistency.
5.2

Continued Public Involvement

The Town of Natick will continue public involvement in the plan maintenance process
by:
 The approved/adopted plan will be posted on the Town’s web site;
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The annual meeting of the LHMC to review the implementation of the Plan will
be posted/advertised as a public meeting as per Town guidelines; and
The LHMC will include the public in the preparation of the five-year Update
using the same public participation process as in the development of this
Update.
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Table A-1. Critical Facilities - Natick, MA
Site ID
Facility Name
Site ID
1
Metrowest Medical Center
47
2
Mary Ann Morse Nursing and Rehab.
48
3
Eliot Healthcare Center
49
4
Beaumont Rehab.and Nursing Center
50
5
Whitney Place Assisted Living
51
6
Riverbend Convalescent
52
7
Natick High School
53
8
Kennedy Middle School
54
9
Wilson Middle School
55
10
Bennett-Hemenway School
56
11
Memorial School
57
12
Brown School
58
13
Lilja School
59
14
Johnson School
60
15
River Bend Day School
61
16
St. Linus Church
62
17
West Suburban Arena
63
18
DPW Headquarters
64
19
Natick Water Treatment Plant
65
20
Natick Town Hall
66
21
Natick Police Department
67
22
Natick Fire Department
68
23
South Natick Fire Station
69
24
East Natick Fire Station
70
25
West Natick Fire Station
71
26
Prottas, Ellen (in-home DC)
72
27
Blinn, Gladys (in-home DC)
73
28
Leary, Gayle (in-home DC)
74
29
St. Benedict School
75
31
Gearheart, Catherine (in-home DC)
76
32
Disciullo, Karen I. (in-home DC)
77
33
Tir Na Nog Childcare
78
34
The Next Generation Children's Center
79
35
Tobin After School Program
80
36
Tobin Children's Center
81
37
The Nursery School - First Congregational
83
38
Le Petit Monde Daycare
84
39
Brandon School
86
40
West Natick Bible Church
87
41
World of Smiles
88
42
Walnut Hill School
90
43
Later Longfellow Daycare
91
44
Natick DPW
92
46
Hopewell Farms (Sewer Pump Station)
93

Facility Name
Donovan Ln (Sewer Pump Station)
College Rd (Sewer Pump Station)
Deerfield Ln (Sewer Pump station)
Lincoln St (South Natick)
Redman Village (Sewer Pump Station)
Bellevue Rd (Sewer Pump Station)
Prime Park (Sewer Pump Station)
Pheasant Hollow (Sewer Pump Station)
E. Central St (Sewer Pump Station)
Algonquian Dr (Sewer Pump Station)
Indian Rock (Sewer Pump Station)
Moore St (Sewer Pump Station)
Justin Rd (Sewer Pump Station)
Course Pond (Sewer Pump Station)
Fieldstone Ln (Sewer Pump Station)
Dug Pond (Sewer Pump Station)
Hunnewell St (Sewer Pump Station)
DPW/Rink
Travis Rd (Sewer Pump Station)
Pit (Sewer Pump Station)
Rathbun 2 (Sewer Pump Station)
Townline (Sewer Pump Station)
Pamela Rd (Sewer Pump Station)
Hammond Rd (Sewer Pump Station)
Rathbun 1 Sewer Pump Station)
4 M (Sewer Pump Station)
Bradford Rd (Sewer Pump Station)
Cypress (Sewer Pump Station)
Crescent St (Sewer Pump Station)
Grove Rd (Sewer Pump Station)
Health (Sewer Pump Station)
Jennings Pond (Sewer Pump Station)
Springvale (Sewer Pump Station)
Bright Beginnings Children's Center
Elizabeth McQuade (in-home DC)
Sandra Downer (in-home DC)
Brandi McDavitt (in-home DC)
Kacavich, Kathy (in-home DC)
Cheryl Gigliotti (in-home DC)
Kristen Florentino (in-home DC)
Face Children's Center
Monticello Inne/Suites
Judy Gordon Nursery School
Crowne Plaza

Site ID
Facility Name
Site ID
95
Jodi Taylor-Boudreau (in-home DC)
141
96 McGovern-Therialut, Ann Marie (in-home DC) 142
97
Mary Pappas (in-home DC)
143
98
Chanie Fogelman (in-home DC)
144
99
Zdorovie Adult Day Health Care
145
100
Travel Lodge
147
101
Healey, Virginia (in-home DC)
148
102
Tatro, Nancye (in-home DC)
149
103
Hampton Inn
150
104
Courtyard by Marriott
151
105
Sirafos, Kerri (in-home DC)
152
107
Rosana Pereira (in-home DC)
153
108
Diane Iwanicki (in-home DC)
154
109
Lisa Char-Smith (in-home DC)
155
110
Sherry Bragdan (in-home DC)
156
111
Pini, Lisa A. (in-home DC)
157
112
Sinclair, Lynette (in-home DC)
158
113
Paula Kelley (in-home DC)
159
114
MacLellan, Lisa Ann (in-home DC)
160
115
Wellesley Cooperative Nursery
161
116
Julie Cohen (in-home DC)
162
117
Harvru Lee (in-home DC)
163
118
Primrose School of Natick
164
119
Plaent Gymnastics of Natick
165
120
Dug Pond
166
121
Cochituate State Park
167
122
Jehovha's Witness Assembly Hall
168
123
St. Patrick's Church
170
124
St. Paul's Episcopal
171
125
Fiske United Methodist Church
172
126
First Baptist Church in Natick
173
127
Temple Israel of Natick
174
128
Garden Gate Academy
175
130
Albanian Orthordox Church
176
131
Christ Lutheran Church
177
132
Hartford Presbysterian
178
133
Christian Sciene Church
179
134
Church of Christ
180
135
St. Mark's Coptic Church
181
136
Eliot Church
182
137
East Natick Methodist Church
138
Camp Arrowhead
139
Camp Broadmoor
140
Sherwood Village

Facility Name
Salmon Center for Early Education
Coolidge Gardens
Cedar Gardens
Sherwood Plaza Shops
Walker, Donna Lee (in-home DC)
Evergreen Wells
Pine Oaks Wells
Morse's Pond Well
Elm Bank Treatment Plant
Bright Horizons
Mini Miracles Children's Center
Natick Army Systems Command Center
Army Reserve Center
Natick Mall
West Natick Train Station
Natick Center Train Station
Natick Community Center
Charles River Dam
Union St. Water Tank
Worcester St. Water Tank
Chabad Center Synagogue
Stop n Shop
Roche Bros.
Home Depot
Cole Recreation Center
Natick Library
William Chace Arena
Creative Adventures
Camp Woodtrail
Little Flippers
Sergeant Camp
Energy Fitness and Gymnastics
MteroWest Academy
Gymnastics Express
Frozen Ropes
Todos Dance Sudio
Chuck e Cheese
Primetime Lacrosse
Miss Heejins Dance Studio
Crossroads School

Appendix B – Public Information and Outreach

Project Webpage
Local Hazard Mitigation Committee Meeting #1: January 5, 2017
Public Workshop #1: June 15, 2017
On-Line Survey 3/14/2017 – August 15, 2017
Local Hazard Mitigation Committee Meeting #2: September 18, 2017
Local Hazard Mitigation Committee Meeting #3: December 19, 2017
Public Workshop #2: April 18, 2018

Project Webpage

Town of Natick
Hazard Mitigation Plan Update
FEMA defines hazard mitigation as:

A series of actions and policies designed to reduce and/or eliminate the impacts of naturally occurring
disasters on people and property.

About the Hazard Mitigation Plan Update
A hazard mitigation plan should be considered a living document that must grow and adapt, keeping pace with a
community’s growth and change. The Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000 (DMA) places high priority on the
continuation of the planning process after the initial submittal, requiring communities to seek and receive
re-approval from FEMA in order to remain eligible for assistance. The evaluation, revision and update process is also a
means to create an increased institutional awareness and involvement in hazard mitigation as part of daily
activities.
This Plan Update will replace the existing July 10, 2010 Hazard Mitigation Plan as a standalone document. The approach for this Update is premised on four primary methods, all geared towards meeting the requirements of the DMA
2000 Public Law 106-390, October 10, 2000:





Planning Process—Outreach and Stakeholder Coordination
Risk Assessment—Identifying Hazards and Estimating Losses
Mitigation Strategy— Identifying Mitigation Actions and Implementation Strategies
Plan Maintenance—Implementation, Evaluation and Revision/Update

Stay tuned for more information on how to get involved!

Contacts
Victoria Parsons—Conservation Agent/Planner
Town of Natick, MA
13 E. Central St.
Natick, MA 01760
vparsons@natickma.org
Phone: (508) 647-6452

Craig Pereira—Project Manager
Horsley Witten Group, Inc.
55 Dorrance St. Suite 403
Providence, RI 02903
cpereira@horsleywitten.com
Phone: (401)272-1717

Local Hazard Mitigation Committee Meeting #1: January 5, 2017

Natick Hazard Mitigation Plan Update
Local Hazard Mitigation Committee Meeting
Natick Town Hall – Board of Selectman Meeting Room
75 West Street
Natick, MA 01760
January 5, 2017
1:30 PM – 3:00 PM

Agenda

1.

Introductions

2.

Project Coordination
a. Scope/Schedule
b. Update Layout
c. Data Collection
i. Report Card of Existing Plan
d. Municipal Coordination
i. Date for Municipal Interviews
e. Public Outreach
i. Press Release?
ii. Project Webpage

3.

Agenda/Logistics for Public Workshop

Horsley Witten Group

Memorandum of Meeting
To:

Victoria Parsons

CC:

Natick Local Hazard Mitigation Committee

From:

Craig Pereira

Date:

1/8/2017

Re:

Town of Natick Hazard Mitigation Plan 2017 Update – LHMC Meeting No. 1

In attendance:

See attached sign-in sheet
The first LHMC meeting was held on January 5, 2017 at Natick Town Hall, Board of Selectman
Meeting Room to discuss the Hazard Mitigation Plan Update. The following items were discussed:
 Introductions. The committee is comprised of various municipal officials.
 Scope of Work. Craig Pereira distributed the Scope of Work as a reference that further details
the numerous tasks to be completed. The RFP did not require one, but it is helpful to keep the
project on track.
 Timeline. Craig Pereira distributed the Timeline, with a draft deliverable to MEMA Anticipated
by October 2, 2017.
 Project Web Page. Craig Pereira developed a static project web page (PDF) and coordinated
with Victoria Parsons and the Town’s webmaster, located here:
http://www.natickma.gov/1390/Naticks-Hazard-Mitigation-Plan-Update. The web page
includes an overview of the project, information to contact municipal staff and the project
consultant, and meeting materials (PowerPoint presentations, maps, and meeting minutes).
 Hazard Mitigation Plan Update Survey. Craig Pereira will develop a draft on-line survey as
another way to engage the public. The primary source will be an on-line document, with hard
copies distributed around the Town, with the survey link also posted to the project website.
 Municipal Interviews. Craig Pereira will circulate a Doodle Poll request to the LHMC to
request a meeting time that best suits each individual. Craig Pereira will be available in Town
Hall (Victoria will identify and secure a space for interviews) for one day. Members will be
asked to sign up for a 30-minute spot that day for the municipal interviews.
 Press Release. Victoria will coordinate with Jamie Errickson for local media contact within the
next few weeks to announce the project kickoff, advertise for the first Public Workshop, and
announce the availability of the on-line survey for residents and business owners to complete.
 Public Workshop. Victoria will coordinate a date/time/location for the first Public Workshop
anticipated for the week of February 6, 2017 or shortly thereafter. It will include a brief
PowerPoint presentation on hazard mitigation planning, a ‘Report Out’ on the mitigation actions
from the 2010 Plan, and public comments from the community.
 The Mitigation Strategy from the 2010 Plan was presented. The LHMC started the process of
reviewing each action item to determine if completed/not completed, carried forward/deleted.
Craig Pereira further discussed FEMA’s emphasis on capabilities vs. structural projects, and
identified a few actions to be moved to the Capability section for the update. The remaining
action items will be discussed during individual interviews with appropriate personnel.
 A series of draft Maps (Locus, Hazards and Critical Facilities were presented for preliminary
discussion. Craig will provide a set of copies to Victoria who will then post to the Town’s

January 8, 2017
Google Docs site for review and vetting. The LHMC needs to confirm the list is consistent with
the Town’s EOP.
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Table 1-1
2010 Plan Report Card (2017 Update), Natick, Massachusetts

Mitigation Measure

Location

Ownership

Natural Hazard

Primary
Problem/Effect

Risk
HMitigation Objective
Historical
P- Potential

HIGH PRIORITY MITIGATION MEASURES
Identify access to
drainage system off
Route 9 for survey,
draining and
cleaning of lines
completely to prevent
neighborhood
flooding (2010 Plan
Mitigation Action
#1).
Conduct
improvements
(concrete repairs and
tree removal) to
Charles River Dam
(2010 Plan
Mitigation Action
#2A).

Dean Rd./Mercer Public
Rd./Strathmore
Rd.

Flooding, Wind Public and Private
Storm,
property damage.
Hurricane,
Ice/Snow Storm,
Nor' easter

Decreased potential
for neighborhood
flooding; Reduced
liability for private
property damage;
Public safety

H and P

Charles River
Dam

Public

Flooding, Wind
Storm,
Hurricane,
Ice/Snow Storm,
Nor' easter,
Earthquake

Public and Private
property damage;
Loss of life and
infrastructure

Decreased potential
for dam failure;
Reduced liability for
private property
damage; Public
safety

H and P

Develop Emergency
Action Plan for
Charles River Dam
(2010 Plan
Mitigation Action
#2B).

Charles River
Dam

Public

Flooding, Wind
Storm,
Hurricane,
Ice/Snow Storm,
Nor' easter,
Earthquake

Public and Private
property damage;
Loss of life and
infrastructure

Decreased potential
for dam failure;
Reduced liability for
private property
damage; Public
safety

H and P

2017 Status

Table 1-1
2010 Plan Report Card (2017 Update), Natick, Massachusetts

Mitigation Measure

Location

Charles River
Develop
Dam
Maintenance
Program for Charles
River Dam (2010
Plan Mitigation
Action #2C).

Ownership

Natural Hazard

Primary
Problem/Effect

Risk
HMitigation Objective
Historical
P- Potential

Public

Flooding, Wind
Storm,
Hurricane,
Ice/Snow Storm,
Nor' easter,
Earthquake

Public and Private
property damage;
Loss of life and
infrastructure

Decreased potential
for dam failure;
Reduced liability for
private property
damage; Public
safety

H and P

Conduct
improvements/
alterations to
existing stone arch
bridge over Charles
River (2010 Plan
mitigation Action
#2D).

Charles River at
Pleasant Street

Public

Flooding, Wind
Storm,
Earthquake

Public and Private
property damage;
Loss of life and
infrastructure

Decreased identified
drainage and
pavement issues;
Reduced liability for
private property
damage; Public
safety

H and P

Upgrade older
drainage pipes (2010
Plan Mitigation
Action #3A).

Town-wide,
although
specifically West
Natick

Public

Flooding, Wind
Storm,
Hurricane,
Ice/Snow Storm,
Nor' easter

Public and Private
property damage;
Loss of life and
infrastructure

Decreased identified
drainage and
pavement issues;
Reduced liability for
private property
damage; Public
safety

H and P

Develop
Maintenance
Program for older
drainage
infrastructure (2010
Plan Mitigation
Action #3B).

Town-wide,
although
specifically West
Natick

Public

Flooding, Wind
Storm,
Hurricane,
Ice/Snow Storm,
Nor' easter

Public and Private
property damage;
Loss of life and
infrastructure

Decreased identified
drainage and
pavement issues;
Reduced liability for
private property
damage; Public
safety

H and P

2017 Status

Table 1-1
2010 Plan Report Card (2017 Update), Natick, Massachusetts

Mitigation Measure

Location

Town-wide
Upgrade drainage
system record
keeping system (2010
Plan Mitigation
Action #4).

Conduct feasibility/
engineering study to
earthquake-proof
municipally-owned
buildings (2010 Plan
Mitigation Action
#5).

Ownership

Public

Johnson School, Public
Coolidge Garden,
Elliot School,
Court House

Natural Hazard

Primary
Problem/Effect

Flooding, Wind
Storm,
Hurricane,
Ice/Snow Storm,
Nor' easter

Public and Private
property damage;
Loss of life and
infrastructure

Earthquake

Economic/social
hardship; Loss of
life/property

Risk
HMitigation Objective
Historical
P- Potential
Decreased identified
drainage and
pavement issues;
Reduced liability for
private property
damage; Public
safety
Public safety;
Minimize
economic/social
damge; Expedited
evacuation

H and P

H and P

MEASURES TO ENSURE COMPLIANCE WITH NFIP
Acquire prioritized
open space parcels
for increased flood
storage/protection
(2010 Plan
Mitigation Action
#6A).

Land on Lower
Private
Pond (intersection
of Speen
St./Route 135),
National Guard
ammunition
depot, Land along
Charles River
(South Natick).

Develop Open Space Town-wide
Management Plan
for increased flood
storage/protection
(2010 Plan
Mitigation Action
#6B).

Public and
Private

Flooding, Wind Public and Private
Storm,
property damage.
Hurricane,
Ice/Snow Storm,
Nor' easter

Decreased potential
for neighborhood
flooding; Reduced
liability for private
property damage;
Public safety

H and P

Flooding, Wind Public and Private
Storm,
property damage.
Hurricane,
Ice/Snow Storm,
Nor' easter

Decreased potential
for neighborhood
flooding; Reduced
liability for private
property damage;
Public safety

H and P

2017 Status

Table 1-1
2010 Plan Report Card (2017 Update), Natick, Massachusetts

Mitigation Measure

Location

Ownership

Natural Hazard

Primary
Problem/Effect

Risk
HMitigation Objective
Historical
P- Potential

Town-wide
Improve GIS
capacity for wetlands
mapping (2010 Plan
Mitigation Action #7)

Public and
Private

Flooding, Wind Public and Private
Storm,
property damage.
Hurricane,
Ice/Snow Storm,
Nor' easter

Decreased potential
for neighborhood
flooding; Reduced
liability for private
property damage;
Public safety

H and P

Conduct Feasibility Town-wide
Study of Stormwater
Utility for
infrastructure
upgrades and
maintenance (201
Plan Mitigation
Action #8).
Town-wide
Create a
comprehensive
response protocol for
adverse weather
events for all Town
departments (2010
Plan Mitigation
Action #9).

Public

Flooding, Wind Public and Private
Storm,
property damage.
Hurricane,
Ice/Snow Storm,
Nor' easter

Decreased potential
for neighborhood
flooding; Reduced
liability for private
property damage;
Public safety

H and P

Public

All Hazards

Improved
coordination and
response

H and P

Disjointed
communication
before, during and
after events.

MEDIUM PRIORITY MITIGATION MEASURES
Investigate
feasibility of Townwide communication
system, including
UHF, radio, web,
EOC, etc. (2010 Plan
Mitigation Action
#10).

Town-wide

Public

All Hazards

Disjointed
communication
before, during and
after events.

Improved
coordination and
response

H and P

2017 Status

Table 1-1
2010 Plan Report Card (2017 Update), Natick, Massachusetts

Mitigation Measure

Location

Replace culvert and Highland
discharge at railroad Avenue/Middle
Street
tracks at Highland
Ave./Middle St. (2010
Plan Mitigation
Action #11).
Replace culvert and
develop maintennce
plan at Sunkaway
Area at Route 9
(2010 Plan
Mitigation Action
#12).

Sunkaway Area
at Route 9

Mechanic Street
Establish drainage
Industrial Park
criteria for the
review of new
developments/project
s at Mechanic St.
Industrial Park
(2010 Plan
Mitigation Action
#13).

Establish additional
mutual aid
agreements for
tanker truck use for
increased firefighting capacity
(2010 Plan
Mitigation Action
#14A).

Town-wide

Ownership

Natural Hazard

Primary
Problem/Effect

Risk
HMitigation Objective
Historical
P- Potential

Public

Flooding, Wind Public and Private
Storm,
property damage.
Hurricane,
Ice/Snow Storm,
Nor' easter

Decreased potential
for neighborhood
flooding; Reduced
liability for private
property damage;
Public safety

H and P

Public

Flooding, Wind Public and Private
Storm,
property damage.
Hurricane,
Ice/Snow Storm,
Nor' easter

Decreased potential
for neighborhood
flooding; Reduced
liability for private
property damage;
Public safety

H and P

Private

Flooding, Wind Public and Private
Storm,
property damage.
Hurricane,
Ice/Snow Storm,
Nor' easter

Decreased potential
for neighborhood
flooding; Reduced
liability for private
property damage;
Public safety

H and P

Public and
Private

Earthquake, Fire Interrupted response; Accelerated response;
Private and Public
Reduced liability for
property damage.
private property
damage.

H and P

2017 Status

Table 1-1
2010 Plan Report Card (2017 Update), Natick, Massachusetts

Mitigation Measure

Location

Ownership

Natural Hazard

Primary
Problem/Effect

Risk
HMitigation Objective
Historical
P- Potential

Purchase additional
tanker truck for
increased firefighting capacity
(2010 Plan
Mitigation Action
#14B).

Town-wide

Public and
Private

Earthquake, Fire Interrupted response; Accelerated response;
Private and Public
Reduced liability for
property damage.
private property
damage.

H and P

Develop emergency
backup hydrant
drafting plan for
increased firefighting capacity
(2010 Plan
Mitigation Action
#14C).

Town-wide

Public and
Private

Earthquake, Fire Interrupted response; Accelerated response;
Private and Public
Reduced liability for
property damage.
private property
damage.

H and P

Continue intermunicipal agreement
with Framingham for
the maintenance of
Beaver Brook within
Natick (2010 Plan
Mitigation Action
#15).

Beaver Brook
(Burning Tree
Road drainage
area)

Public

Flooding, Wind Public and Private
Storm,
property damage.
Hurricane,
Ice/Snow Storm,
Nor' easter

H and P

Decreased potential
for neighborhood
flooding; Reduced
liability for private
property damage;
Public safety

2017 Status

Table 1-1
2010 Plan Report Card (2017 Update), Natick, Massachusetts

Mitigation Measure

Location

Ownership

Natural Hazard

Primary
Problem/Effect

Risk
HMitigation Objective
Historical
P- Potential

LOW PRIORITY MITIGATION MEASURES
DPW Yard at
Continue
Windsor Street
maintenance of
Windsor St. at DPW
Yard culvert (2010
Plan Mitigation
Action #16).

Public

Flooding, Wind Public and Private
Storm,
property damage.
Hurricane,
Ice/Snow Storm,
Nor' easter

Decreased potential
for neighborhood
flooding; Reduced
liability for private
property damage;
Public safety

H and P

Conduct
improvements to
Jennings Pond Dam
(2010 Plan
Mitigation Action
#17A).

Jennings Pond
Dam

Public

Flooding, Wind
Storm,
Hurricane,
Ice/Snow Storm,
Nor' easter,
Earthquake

Public and Private
property damage;
Loss of life and
infrastructure

Decreased potential
for dam failure;
Reduced liability for
private property
damage; Public
safety

H and P

Develop
Maintenance
Program for the
Jennings Pond Dam
(2010 Plan
Mitigation Action
#17B).

Jennings Pond
Dam

Public

Flooding, Wind
Storm,
Hurricane,
Ice/Snow Storm,
Nor' easter,
Earthquake

Public and Private
property damage;
Loss of life and
infrastructure

Decreased potential
for dam failure;
Reduced liability for
private property
damage; Public
safety

H and P

Public

All Hazards

Interrupted response; Improved
Private and Public
coordination and
property damage.
response

Town-wide
Coordinate with
Regional Emergency
Planning Committee
(REPC) to implement
regional depot for
emergency and
operational
equipment storage
(2010 Plan
Mitigation Action
#18).

H and P

2017 Status

Task 1: Build the Planning Team/Update and Document

Planning Process
Kick off Meeting with Consultant and Town Staff
Meeting #1 - Hazard Mitigation Plan Committee (HMPC)
- Project Webpage (Municipal Website)
- Report Card (Implementation of Existing Plan)
- Data Collection
Task 2: Identify Changes to the Plan
- Complete Report Card (Implementation of Existing Plan)
Coordination with Town Departments/Personnel
Public Workshop #1
Task 3: Improve Risk Assessment
- Hazard Identification
- Hazard Event Profile
Task 4: GIS Mapping
- Development of Risk/Critical Facilities/Evacuation Route
- Mapping
Task 5: Hazard Vulnerability Assessment
- Risk Assessment/Loss Estimation
Task 6: Develop Goals and Objectives
Meeting #2 - Hazard Mitigation Plan Committee (HMPC)
- Mitigation Recommendations
- Review Goals and Objectives
Task 7: Analyze Existing/Research New Strategies
- Plans, Policies and Problems Examination
- Identification of Resources
Task 8: Develop Comprehensive Range of Actions and Projects
Meeting #3 - Hazard Mitigation Plan Committee (HMPC)
- Refine Goals and Objectives
- Cost Benefit Review/Prioritization
Task 9: Update Plan Maintenance/Implementation
- Mitigation Action Plan
Task 10: Review, Revision, Approval and Adoption of Plan
Meeting #4 - Hazard Mitigation Plan Committee (HMPC)
Draft Deliverable to Town Staff
Public Comment Period
Public Workshop #2/Public Hearing
Final Deliverable to MEMA, then FEMA

Oct. 26, 2016 – Jan. 6, 2017
October 26, 2016
January 5, 2017

January 9 – Feb. 10, 2017
Week of January 16, 2017
Week of February 6, 2017
February 13 – March 3, 2017

March 6 – 17, 2017

March 20 – April 14, 2017
April 17 – May 12, 2017
Week of April 24, 2017

May 15 – June 2, 2017

June 5 – 30, 2017
Week of June 12, 2017

July 3 – 7, 2017
July 10 – October 2, 2017
Week of July 17, 2017
Week of July 31, 2017
August 1 – 31, 2017
Week of September 11, 2017
By October 2, 2017

Public Workshop #1: June 15, 2017

Town of Natick, MA
Hazard Mitigation Plan Update

Public Workshop
June 15, 2017
7:00—7:30 PM
Natick Town Hall
Board of Selectman’s Meeting Room, 2nd Floor
13 East Central Street
Natick, MA 01760
Come learn what the Town has accomplished
and hear about planning for the future.
About the Hazard Mitigation Plan Update
The Town of Natick is currently updating the July 2010 Hazard Mitigation Plan. This plan is important
because it helps the Town plan and receive funding for projects that reduce the risk of injury or
damage to property from future natural hazard events such as flooding and hurricanes. The Disaster
Mitigation Act of 2000 (DMA) places high priority on the continuation of the planning process after
the initial submittal, requiring communities to seek and receive re-approval from FEMA in order to
remain eligible for assistance.
An online Community Survey is now available at:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/NatickMAHazardMitigationPlanUpdate
For more information, or to request to review of copy of the 2010 Hazard Mitigation Plan, please visit:
http://www.natickma.gov/1390/Naticks-Hazard-Mitigation-Plan-Update

Contacts
Victoria Parsons—Conservation Agent/Planner
Town of Natick, MA
13 E. Central St.
Natick, MA 01760
vparsons@natickma.org
Phone: (508) 647-6452

Craig Pereira—Project Manager
Horsley Witten Group, Inc.
55 Dorrance St. Suite 403
Providence, RI 02903
cpereira@horsleywitten.com
Phone: (401) 272-1717

TOWN OF NATICK
MEETING NOTICE
POSTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS OF M.G.L. CHAPTER 30A, §§ 18-25

Town Hall
Selectmen’s Meeting Room 2nd Floor

Thursday, June 15, 2017
7:00 pm

NATICK CONSERVATION COMMISSION
7:00

General Business Discussion



Hazard Mitigation Plan Update Presentation
Miscellaneous Concerns

7:30

Certificate of Compliance – 46 Union Street – 233-730

7:40

Notice of Intent – 96 Speen Street

7:50

Request for Determination – 47 Wellesley Road Extension

8:00

Request for Determination – 112 West Central Street

8:05

166 & 172 Cottage – drainage

8:15

Notice of Intent – 3 Autumn Lane

8:25

Emergency Certification- 133 West Central Street

8:35

Notice of Intent continuation – Deerfield Forest Condominium – 1 Walden Drive

Invoices
Brian Colleran $701 – Conservation Seminars
Minutes
March 16th
April 6th
April 20th
May 10th
May 17th

Natick Hazard Mitigation Plan Update
Public Workshop
Natick Town Hall – Board of Selectmen’s Meeting Room, 2nd Floor
13 East Central Street
Natick, MA 01760
June 15, 2017
7:00 PM

Agenda

1.

Overview – Victoria Parsons

2.

Why Hazard Mitigation Planning
a. Mitigation Process
b. Mitigation Goals
c. Mitigation Measures

3.

2010 Plan Report Card

4.

Questions/Comments

5.

Map Exercise

Town of Natick, MA
Hazard Mitigation Plan
2010 - Update

Public Workshop
June 15, 2017
7:00 pm
Natick Town Hall
Board of Selectmen’s Meeting Room – 2nd Floor
Horsley Witten Group

Why Hazard Mitigation Planning?

Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000, Interim Final Rule, 44 CFR Parts
201 and 206 states, “All communities must have an approved
Multiple Hazards Mitigation Plan in order to qualify for future
federal disaster mitigation grants”.

Reduction or elimination of long-term risk to life, property, and the
environment.

Horsley Witten Group

Natick Local Hazard Mitigation Committee
James Errickson, Director Community and Economic Development
 Victoria Parsons, Conservation Agent/Planner
 Jeremy Marsette, Director Public Works
 Mark Coviello, Town Engineer
 John Digiacomo, Assistant Town Engineer
 James Hicks, Police Chief
 Brian Lauzon, Police Lieutenant/Executive Officer
 Richard White, Fire Chief
 James White, Director Public Health
 Craig Pereira, Consultant – Horsley Witten Group, Inc.


Horsley Witten Group

Mitigation Process

Assess Risks
 Establish Goals
 Identify Projects/Actions
 Update/Maintain Plan


Horsley Witten Group

Assess Risks…
Risk and Vulnerability Assessment

Natural Hazard:
“Any event or physical condition that has the potential
to cause fatalities, injuries, property damage,
infrastructure damage, and agricultural loss, damage to
the environment, interruption of business, or other types
of harm and/or loss”.

Horsley Witten Group

Hazards Affecting Natick (2010 Plan)


Flood Related
 Estimated 200 acres of land area subject to flooding, largest areas associated
with:
Northeast corner of Town (Sunkaway wetlands)
Lincoln and Water Streets
Burning Tree Road
South Main Street (Rockwood/Elmwood)
Liberty
 Dam



Failure…Charles River Dam and Jennings Pond Dam
Winter Related
 Severe Winter Storms… Heavy snow and winter storms continue to increase
in frequency and severity. Power outages are a primary concern.
Horsley Witten Group

Hazards Affecting Natick (2010 Plan)
Wind Related
 Hurricanes…Flooding, downed trees, power outages.
 Tornadoes…the risk of tornado is minimal, yet real.
 High Winds…strong winds can create debris problems including downed
power lines.
 Geologic Related
 Earthquakes…Town is susceptible, but unlikely to occur.
 Fire Related
 Brush fires
 Coolidge Hill
 Town Forest


Horsley Witten Group

Hazards affecting Natick will be updated to include climate change.

Hazard Index (2017 Update)

The Local Hazard Mitigation Committee (LHMC) will be
evaluating each of the hazards affecting Natick to establish a
Hazard Index – the natural hazards posing the most risk to the
community, based on historical frequency and severity. To date,
the top three hazards include:
Heavy Rains/Flooding
 Nor’easter/Snowstorms
 Wind Events


Horsley Witten Group

Assess Risks…
Risk and Vulnerability Assessment
Identification of Assets


Economic Assets
Businesses/major

employers
Tourist destinations


Social Assets
Vulnerable

populations
 Cultural locations


Natural Resources
Lifeline and utility systems
 Wetlands
 Conservation and recreation lands
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Assess Risks…
Risk and Vulnerability Assessment
Identification of Assets


Essential Buildings and Critical Facilities
Municipal buildings
 Hazardous facilities
 Roadways


Horsley Witten Group

Mitigation Process

Assess Risks
Establish Goals
Identify Projects/Actions
Update/Maintain Plan


Horsley Witten Group

Establish Goals…
Mitigation Strategy

Review Existing Hazard Mitigation Activities:
 Coordination with local business community
 Coordination with neighboring communities
 Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan
 Flood Hazard Development Permit/Standards
 Land Development & Subdivision Control Regulations

Horsley Witten Group

Establish Goals…
Mitigation Goal
2010 Plan Goals…
1. Prevent and reduce the loss of life, injury, public
health impacts and property damages resulting from
all major natural hazards.
2. Identify and seek funding for measures to mitigate or
eliminate each known significant flood hazard area.
3. Integrate hazard mitigation planning as an integral
factor in all relevant municipal departments, committees
and boards.
Horsley Witten Group

Establish Goals…
Mitigation Goal
2010 Plan Goals…
4. Prevent and reduce the damage to public infrastructure
resulting from all hazards.
5. Encourage the business community, major institutions
and non-profits to work with the Town to develop,
review and implement the hazard mitigation plan.
6. Work with surrounding communities, state, regional and
federal agencies to ensure regional cooperation and
solutions for hazards affecting multiple
Horsley Witten Group
communities.

Establish Goals…
Mitigation Goal
2010 Plan Goals…
7. Ensure that future development meets federal, state and local
standards for preventing and reducing the impacts of natural
hazards.
8. Take maximum advantage of resources from FEMA and
MEMA to educate Town staff and the public about hazard
mitigation.

Horsley Witten Group

Establish Goals…
Mitigation Measures

Planning and Prevention
 Property Protection
 Natural Resource Protection
 Structural Projects
 Emergency Services, and
 Public Education and Awareness


* Proposed approach to reconfigure the format/layout of the updated plan.
Horsley Witten Group

Mitigation Process

Assess Risks
 Establish Goals
 Identify Projects/Actions
 Update/Maintain Plan


Horsley Witten Group

Identify Projects/Actions…
Identification of Mitigation Actions
Mitigation actions to be developed based on review of the
Town’s identified risks and vulnerabilities to natural
hazards.
Each action incorporates a brief description of the intended
action, who the responsible parties are, a proposed time
frame for completion and potential funding sources.

Horsley Witten Group

Identify Projects/Actions…
Prioritization of Actions
Social
Technical
Administrative
Political
Legal
Economic
Environmental


Horsley Witten Group

Identify Projects/Actions…
Implementation
Town Capability
 Plan Adoption/Incorporation into Existing Plans


Horsley Witten Group

Mitigation Process

Assess Risks
 Establish Goals
 Identify Projects/Actions
 Update/Maintain Plan


Horsley Witten Group

Update/Maintain Plan…
Maintain periodically, recommended annually
 Update every 5 years per DMA 2000


Horsley Witten Group

2010 Plan Report Card
High Priority Mitigation Measures
Action 1 - Identify access to drainage system off Route 9 for survey, draining and cleaning of lines to
prevent neighborhood flooding.
Dean Rd./Mercer Rd./Strathmore Rd. Drainage…partially cleaned by Mass Mosquito but access problems to
older drainage pipes have prevented a full cleaning.
…Ongoing. Periodic cleaning required after significant storm events.
Action 2a - Conduct improvements to Charles River Dam
Classified as a high-hazard structure due to downstream impacts, requires minor repairs to concrete sections of
the dam, as well as some tree removal.
... Ongoing. Conditions/Assessment inspections required.
Action 2b – Develop Emergency Action Plan for Charles River Dam
State requires Emergency Action Plans (EAPs) for high and significant hazard dams. EAP was updated in 2016.
…Completed
Horsley Witten Group

2010 Plan Report Card
High Priority Mitigation Measures
Action 2c – Develop maintenance program for Charles River Dam
As part of the EAP requirement, a formal Operations and Maintenance Plan is required.
…Not Completed.
Action 2d – Conduct improvements/alterations to existing stone arch bridge over Charles River
Noted deficiencies from state bridge inspections, to improve roadway safety concerns, including drainage and
pavement issues, and improve traffic safety.
…In Progress. Design plans completed in 2016, construction scheduled to start Spring 2017 with
completion expected by fall 2017.
Action 3a – Upgrade older drainage pipes.
Many of the drainage pipes in the older sections of Natick, particularly West Natick, are at least 50 years old and
need upgrading.
…Ongoing. Typically completed in conjunction with 5-Year Roadway Improvements Plan
Horsley Witten Group

2010 Plan Report Card
High Priority Mitigation Measures
Action 3b – Develop maintenance program for older drainage infrastructure
Most of the flooding problems encountered by the Town are created by pipes, outfalls and other drainage
structures that need to be cleaned. Silt and debris left in the pipes from large storm events, inhibits adequate
drainage.
…Not Completed. Maintenance and work order system to be developed as part of new MS4 permit
(effective July 2017)
Action 4 – Upgrade drainage system record keeping system
Town now uses GIS to track the location of drainage catch basins and outfalls…Town would like to acquire
software to allow tracking of cleaning, maintenance and ‘hot spot’ trouble areas with the system.
…Not Completed. To be developed as part of new MS4 permit.
Action 5 – Conduct feasibility/engineering study to earthquake-proof municipally-owned buildings
Several older municipal buildings are constructed of unreinforced masonry, including the Johnson School, the
Coolidge Garden elder housing building, the Eliot School and the Court House.
Horsley Witten Group
… Not Completed.

2010 Plan Report Card
Measures to Ensure Compliance with NFIP
Action 6a – Acquire prioritized open space parcels for increased flood storage/protection
Natick has not targeted the acquisition of open space parcels solely on flood protection purposes, yet flood
storage may be an important feature of conserved land.
…Not Completed.
Action 6b – Develop Open Space Management Plan for increased flood storage/protection
Creating an Open Space Management Plan may provide additional capacity to acquire and protect open space,
and indirectly, increase its natural hazard mitigation capacity.
…Not Completed.
Action 7 – Improve GIS capacity for wetlands mapping
Wetlands are key to helping contain, infiltrate and release stormwater in flooding situations. The Town seeks to
upgrade its GIS wetlands capacity.
… Ongoing. Mapping is updated as development/redevelopment applications are submitted with survey
data between Conservation Agent and DPW GIS Coordinator.

Horsley Witten Group

2010 Plan Report Card
Measures to Ensure Compliance with NFIP
Action 8 – Conduct feasibility study of Stormwater Utility for infrastructure upgrades and maintenance
Study feasibility of establishing Stormwater Utility to provide a reliable, long-term source of funding for both the
upgrading of drainage infrastructure and to increase preventative stormwater practices and education.
…In Progress. Town Meeting approved funds to conduct study. To commence after new MS4
Stormwater Plan and Notice of Intent are filed.
Action 9 – Create a comprehensive response protocol for adverse weather events for all Town
departments
The Town seeks to increase overall coordination, response and preparedness to the threat of large storms
through outreach on flood preparation awareness and coordination between municipal departments.
…Ongoing.

Horsley Witten Group

2010 Plan Report Card
Medium Priority Mitigation Measures
Action 10 – Investigate feasibility of Town-wide communication system, including UHF, radio, web, EOC,
etc.
System could be used for town-wide emergencies or town-wide events.
… Completed. Town has Code Red System, social media, town website, and traditional media in place.
Action 11 – Replace culvert and discharge at railroad tracks at Highland Ave./Middle St.
The culvert at this location is undersized, and includes problems where it discharges
… In Progress. Funds have been approved to complete a Drainage Master Plan for this area, and will
serve as final design and construction project, included in Capital Improvement Plan.
Action 12 – Replace culvert and develop maintenance plan at Sunkaway Area at Route 9
The culvert at this location is undersized and backs up. Coordination with Mass Mosquito is required.
… Not Completed. Under MassDOT purview…coordinate with the State.

Horsley Witten Group

2010 Plan Report Card
Medium Priority Mitigation Measures
Action 13 – Establish drainage criteria for the review of developments/projects at Mechanic St. Industrial
Park
Improvements were necessary for further development of the site.
… Completed in 2015
Action 14a – Establish additional mutual aid agreements for tanker truck use for increased fire-fighting
capacity
100% of Natick is served by fire hydrants which may be compromised during an earthquake (water lines/hydrant
feeds).
… Completed. Mutual Aid Agreements maintained with Framingham and Wellesley.
Action 14b – Purchase additional tanker truck for increased fire-fighting capacity
Capacity is adequate for the entire town.
… Completed. Capacity is adequate.
Horsley Witten Group

2010 Plan Report Card
Medium Priority Mitigation Measures
Action 13 – Establish drainage criteria for the review of developments/projects at Mechanic St. Industrial
Park
Improvements were necessary for further development of the site.
… Completed in 2015
Action 14a – Establish additional mutual aid agreements for tanker truck use for increased fire-fighting
capacity
100% of Natick is served by fire hydrants which may be compromised during an earthquake (water lines/hydrant
feeds).
… Completed. Mutual Aid Agreements maintained with Framingham and Wellesley.
Action 14b – Purchase additional tanker truck for increased fire-fighting capacity
Capacity is adequate for the entire town.
… Completed. Capacity is adequate.
Horsley Witten Group

2010 Plan Report Card
Medium Priority Mitigation Measures
Action 14c – Develop emergency hydrant drafting plan for increased fire-fighting capacity
The Town can draft from any surface water supply.
… Completed. Capacity is adequate.

Action 15 – Continue inter-municipal agreement with Framingham for the maintenance of Beaver Brook
within Natick
The Town of Framingham is responsible for maintaining Beaver Brook, including sections located within Natick.
Routine cleaning/maintenance has resulted in improved drainage conditions.
… Ongoing.

Horsley Witten Group

2010 Plan Report Card
Low Priority Mitigation Measures
Action 16 – Continue maintenance of Windsor St. at DPW Yard culvert
Culvert requires periodic cleaning/maintenance.
… Ongoing.

Action 17a – Conduct improvements to Jennings Pond Dam
Considered a low hazard structure. Improvements included in Capital Improvement Plan.
… Ongoing.
Action 17b – Develop maintenance program for the Jennings Pond Dam
Formal Operations and Maintenance Plan will be developed as part of the Capital Improvement Plan project.
… Ongoing.
Action 18 – Coordinate with Regional Emergency Planning Committee (REPC) to implement regional
depot for emergency and operational equipment storage
N/A.
Horsley Witten Group
… Completed.

Project Schedule

Draft Update available for public comment – August 1st
Draft Update to MEMA – fall 2017 (October)

Horsley Witten Group

Contact Us…
If you have general questions and/or comments about the Hazard Mitigation Plan Update, please
contact:

Victoria Parsons – Conservation Agent/Planner
Town of Natick
13 E. Central Street
Natick, MA 01760
vparsons@natickma.org
Phone: (508) 647-6452

Craig Pereira—Project Manager
Horsley Witten Group
55 Dorrance Street, Suite 403
Providence, RI 02903
cpereira@horsleywitten.com
Phone: (401) 272-1717

On-line Survey available at:

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/NatickMAHazardMitigationPlanUpdate

Thank You!

Natick Conservation Commission
June 15, 2017

The Meeting was called to order at 7:00 by Chairman, Matthew Gardner. Members
present: Doug Shepard, George Bain, Mike Downey, Brian Colleran, Jeff Richards

Discussion
Hazard Mitigation Plan – Update presentation
Craig Pereira, Project Manager, from Horsley Witten Group, gave update of Hazard
Mitigation Plan to be eligible for federal disaster funds. Mitigation process. Natick will
be part of a Regional program.
Mr. Pereira identified assets, social assets, natural resources, essential building and critical
facilities. He reviewed the 2010 goals for Mitigation Plan and suggested they be reduced,
not so detailed.
For structural projects the town would be looking for disaster relief funds to repair. There
are small funds from state and federal government. There is a permitted list and Mr.
Pereira will work with Victoria Parsons to update. The draft update is due by August, the
update to MEMA is due October 2017.
Drinking water was not mentioned as the town is not on MWRA.

Pine Hills
Mike Linehan has concerns with Winter and Oak Street – Pine Hills. The property was
purchased as access space to Pine Hills, but has not been differentiated. One neighbor’s
mail box is on town land. Abutters have been notified that town owns property and
eventually there will be a plan put together. It’s been surveyed and people are aware.
When Pickerel Pond is completed, Commission will address this property.
Certificate of Compliance – 46 Union Street
An 8 ft addition and attached two car garage was constructed. Built as designed, but
applicant didn’t provide an “as built” plan. Victoria Parsons visited the site and the
proposed plan looks accurate without walking with a measuring tape.
Conservation Commission Minutes
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Matthew Gardner didn’t disagree, but explained the purpose of an As Built Plan. There
are setbacks that should be shown, as well as the retaining walls and grading proposed
matches.
Homeowner will have an As Built Plan made.
Mr. Gardner asked for a motion to continue to July 20th, Mr. Bain moved, Mr. Shepard
seconded, all in favor 6-0.
Notice of Intent – 96 Speen Street
Matthew Gardner read public hearing notice. Chris D’Antonio, developer, reviewed the
proposal to demolish house and pool and build a single family house. It’s a pre-existing,
nonconforming house and lot. The majority of site is in buffer zone. The new small
colonial house will conform and will be outside of No Build area. Reducing impervious
area. Will replace existing fence and clear debris, which is not on property.
Currently, does not have a landscape plan. Will grass rear and install low plants and
landscape beds in front.
Dr. Wang does not recommend dry wells. Stormwater volumes will be 40% less than
present. Victoria Parsons recommended removing debris by hand. There is one tree that
will try to be saved, but will need to remove two limbs due to proximity of house. An
Arborist will determine. Mr. Gardner asked that protection be in place if the tree can be
saved.
Any soil piles from excavation will be stored in rear and front. Will install silt fencing in
between and leave a 4-6 inch courtesy gap under fence by wetland.
Mr. Gardner asked for a motion to close. Doug Shepard moved, Jeff Richards seconded,
all in favor 6-0.
Mr. Gardner asked for a motion to issue the standard Order of Conditions as written,
1. Courtesy gap fence
2. Fence with chipped based erosion barrier
3. Tree preserved if arborist deems possible, then appropriate soil protection needs
to be put in place
4. No planting around back edge of fence
George Bain moved, Brian Colleran seconded, all in favor 6-0.
Conservation Commission Minutes
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Request for Determination – 47 Wellesley Road Extension
Matthew Gardner read public hearing notice. The proposal is to remove trees in the rear.
6-7 trees are over 100 ft tall. All pines; one Oak. The trees sway and branches fall over
fence and trees are capable of splitting. Homeowner showed pictures on laptop. Most of
the trees are along/in front of wetland bounds. Six trees and an additional seventh (not
marked on map).
Mike Downey would like to see pruned if possible. Other landscapers said not to prune
pines as it will destabilize them. Stumps shall remain on all trees.
Mr. Gardner asked for a motion to close, Doug Shepard moved, George Bain seconded, all
in favor 6-0.
Mr. Downey asked applicant to make sure all trees to be removed are on his property.
Mr. Gardner asked for a motion to issue a Negative 3 Determination, Doug Shepard
moved, George Bain seconded, all in favor 6-0.
Request for Determination – 112 West Central Street
Matthew Gardner read public hearing notice. The proposal is to remove a large maple tree
behind house. It’s been declining every year and it’s close to the car port.
Mr. Gardner asked for a motion to close, Doug Shepard moved, George Bain seconded, all
in favor 6-0.
Mr. Gardner asked for a motion to issue a Negative 3 Determination, Doug Shepard
moved, George Bain seconded, all in favor 6-0.
166 and 172 Cottage Street – drainage.
No resolution to date. John Digiacomo made it clear to Victoria Parsons that drainage
pipes under Cottage Street are not part of DPW’s reconstruction plan and they do not want
to add more drainage. On site infiltration on private property is preferred.
172 Cottage Street hired someone to clean out wetland. Dan Merriken, representing Mr.
Bartlett, reached out to John Digiacomo. Presently, there are three homes with flooding
problems.
Victoria Parsons had reviewed old maps that showed stream coming from wetland. There
is now a break in the ditch on #172 property. The ditch picks back up at the stone wall at
#166.
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Mr. Gardner stated this is jurisdictional and hydraulically connected to an upstream
wetland. We’re looking for a solution. Mr. Bois had previously issued an enforcement
order for filling ditch. At that time, they felt it was not jurisdictional. There was no water
flowing at the time, but only walked on #166. Mr. Merriken said Mr. Bartlett was better
off to have ditch instead of a 4 inch pipe. The ditch was filed in 2012. Mr. Bois’
enforcement order was Nov 2015. Mr. Merriken recommends replacing pipe to a bigger
one and drain toward street.
Mr. Gardner reviewed the possible solutions:
1. Water given place to go.
2. Replacing storage capacity with larger pipe.
There was an enforcement order. Would like Victoria Parsons to find out the status of the
enforcement order.
George Bain asked what happened before the ditch. Flooding at 166 and 164. Mr.
Bartlett stated previous owner said $10,000 was put into escrow for new owner to fix. Mr.
Roberts said there are plans on neighboring property at #172 to build.
Mr. Gardner recommended:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Dan Merriken to continue to reach out to DPW. Matt will also talk to Jeremy.
Commission’s duty is to investigate enforcement order. Executed?
Mr. Bartlett to clean his side of pipe to see if it provides some relief.
Mr. Gardner will also speak with town counsel.

Mr. Gardner asked for a motion to continue to July 20th, George Bain moved, Brian
Colleran seconded, all in favor 6-0.
Notice of Intent – 3 Autumn Lane
Matthew Gardner read public hearing notice. The proposal is to install an in ground
swimming pool. Mark, Goddard Consulting, gave a review of site. The property is 15
years old and has a previous Order of Conditions and Certificate of Compliance, but does
not have a plan of the lawn.
The plan is to remove lawn and install the pool with a concrete pad around it. Trees
proposing to remove are flagged. Pool is outside of 40 ft and no work in 25 ft. A little
grading around apron, using pool fill to smooth out.
Conservation Commission Minutes
June 15, 2017

An abutter is concerned with tree removal using crane and any damage it may cause.
There is 18.5 ft between edge of garage and property line. Mr. Gardner feels there is room
to get a digger back there, but concerned with taking away imperious. Maybe ask to
mitigate? Pervious pavers? A construction fence will also be installed during
construction.
Commission discussed maybe a French drain system around the pool or roof drains from
house. Commission will need to know if blasting is necessary.
Commission requested from Goddard Consulting:
1. Infiltration
2. Ledge
3. Access
4. Grading
5. Planting plan to make up what’s coming out.
Mr. Gardner asked for a motion to continue to July 20th, George Bain moved, Mike
Downey seconded, all in favor 6-0.
Emergency Certification – 133 West Central Street
An old gas station on Speen and West Central Streets has gas storage tanks. The area has
been delineated and gas contamination. Will remove tanks and 400 sf of soil impacted
with gasoline oil.
1. Remove tanks.
2. 10-15 ft contamination
3. 17 ft gas levels
4. Screen soil and replace
The area abuts Fiske Pond, which requires an Emergency Certification. No storm drains
near site. Stockpiling soil will be outside buffer zone. The project will take approximately
a week, maybe two. Not reinstalling any tanks.
Mr. Gardner requested notification of findings. Mr. Bain asked if ConCom and Board of
Health be notified. 60 days required to submit plans (60 days from June 5th). Victoria
Parsons will send Jim White, Board of Health, an FYI.
Mr. Gardner asked for a motion to issue an Emergency Certification, Jeff Richards moved,
Brian Colleran seconded, all in favor 6-0.

Conservation Commission Minutes
June 15, 2017

Notice of Intent – Deerfield Forest Condominium – 1 Walden Drive
Brian, Metrowest Engineering, gave review of site. The property is approximately 34
acres, with 17 condo buildings and two adjacent wetlands. Proposal is to replace all
existing curbing and sidewalks. Would like to add 2-3 parking spaces by the mailboxes.
A Land Disturbance Permit was also filed and will require an O & M plan as well. There
will be minor regrading to runoff on street system. All current stormwater staying in
place.
There will be one large tree removal. The project is large, but simple.
Mr. Gardner asked for a motion to close under the State Wetlands Protection Act, George
Bain moved, Jeff Richards seconded, all in favor 6-0.
Mr. Gardner asked for a motion to close under Natick’s local Bylaw, George Bain moved,
Jeff Richards seconded, all in favor 6-0.
Mr. Gardner asked for a motion to close under the Stormwater Bylaw, George Bain
moved, Jeff Richards seconded, all in favor 6-0
Mr. Gardner asked for a motion to issue Order of Conditions under the State Wetlands
Protection Act, Natick’s local Bylaw, and Stormwater Bylaw with the following special
conditions:
1. Compost base or woodchip base
2. Pre-construction meeting
3. Notify DPW/Fire Dept./Police Dept.
Brian Colleran moved, George Bain seconded, all in favor 6-0.

Invoices
Brian Colleran - $701.00
Mr. Gardner asked for a motion to reimburse Brian Colleran $701.00 for attending
Conservation Seminar, Mike Downey moved, Doug Shepard seconded, all in favor 6-0.
Minutes
March 16th
April 6th
April 20th
May 10th
May 17th

Conservation Commission Minutes
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Mr. Gardner asked for a motion to accept the above minutes, Brian Colleran moved, Doug
Shepard seconded, all in favor 6-0.

Meeting adjourned 10:00 pm

Conservation Commission Minutes
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On-Line Survey 3/14/2017 – August 15, 2017

Natick, MA Hazard Mitigation Plan Update

SurveyMonkey

Q1 Which of the following hazard events have you or has anyone
in your household and/or business experienced in the past 20
years within the Town of Natick? (Check all that apply)
Answered: 202

Skipped: 21

Flood-Related
Hazards...
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Hazards (Sno...

Wind-Related
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Fire-Related
Hazard...
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Answer Choices
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Responses

Flood-Related Hazards (Riverine/Flash Flooding, Inland/Urban Flooding)

27.72%

56

Winter-Related Hazards (Snow, Ice, Extreme Cold)

95.05%

192

Wind-Related Hazards (Hurricanes, Tornadoes, High Winds, Lightning/Thunderstorms, Hail)

61.39%

124

Geologic-Related Hazards (Earthquakes)

2.48%

5

Fire-Related Hazard (Drought, Extreme Heat)

35.15%

71

Total Respondents: 202
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Q2 In your opinion, how prepared is your household and/or
business to deal with a natural hazard event?
Answered: 223

Skipped: 0
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Not at all

6.73%

Somewhat

45.29%

101
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21.52%

48

Well

16.59%

37

Very Well

4.93%

11

Not Sure

4.93%

11

TOTAL

15

223
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Q3 Which of the following have provided you with useful
information to help you prepare for a hazard event? (Check all
that apply)
Answered: 195

Skipped: 28
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Responses

Attended meetings about disaster preparedness

6.67%

13

Community Emergency Response Training (CERT)

3.08%

6

Personal experience with one or more natural hazards/disasters

62.56%

122

Local news/social media

75.90%

148

Civic organizations

10.77%

21

Total Respondents: 195
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Q4 How concerned are you about the following hazards in the
Town of Natick? (Check one response for each hazard)
Answered: 222

Skipped: 1
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Very Concerned
41.67%
90

Total
6.94%
15

216

Natick, MA Hazard Mitigation Plan Update
Winter-Related Hazards
Wind-Related Hazards
Geologic-Related Hazards
Fire-Related Hazard

SurveyMonkey
13.57%
30

61.54%
136

24.89%
55

221

19.27%
42

62.84%
137

17.89%
39

218

81.34%
170

17.22%
36

1.44%
3

209

37.04%
80

53.70%
116

9.26%
20

216
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Q5 Which of the following steps has your household and/or
business taken to prepare for a hazard event? (Check all that
apply)
Answered: 221

Skipped: 2
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Made a fire escape plan

37.56%

83

Designated a meeting place

31.67%

70

Identified utility shut-offs

55.20%

122

Stored sand bags

0.90%

2

Prepared a disaster supply kit

19.91%

44

Installed smoke detectors on each level of the house

95.48%

211

Stored food/water/batteries

42.53%

94

Prepared a medical supply kit

34.84%

77

Purchased natural hazard insurance

14.48%

32

Purchased/Learned how to program a NOAA Weather Radio

11.31%

25

Total Respondents: 221
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Q6 In your opinion, which of the following methods do you think
are most effective for providing hazard and disaster information?
(Check all that apply)
Answered: 218

Skipped: 5
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Radio ads

27.98%

61

Internet

70.64%

154

Social Media/Cell phone apps.

76.15%

166

Fire/Rescue Department

47.25%

103

Academic Institutions

10.09%

22

Public Library

31.65%

69

Telephone Book

0.92%

2

Informational Brochures

30.73%

67

Public Meetings/Workshops

32.57%

71

Auto-Dial Information (Code Ready or similar)

63.30%

138

Total Respondents: 218
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Q7 Is your property located in or near a FEMA designated
floodplain?
Answered: 223

Skipped: 0
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Q8 Do you have flood insurance?
Answered: 222

Skipped: 1
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Q9 Do you have any special access or functional needs within
your household and/or business that would require early warning
or specialized response during disasters?
Answered: 223

Skipped: 0
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Q10 Are you interested in making your home, business or
neighborhood more resistant to hazards?
Answered: 220

Skipped: 3
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Q11 Would you be willing to spend your own money on your
current home and/or business to help protect it from impacts of
potential future natural disasters within the community?
Examples could include: Elevating a flood-prone home; Elevating
utilities in flood-prone basements; Strengthening your roof,
siding, doors, or windows to withstand high winds; Removing
trees/low branches.
Answered: 223

Skipped: 0
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51.12%

114
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79

TOTAL

223
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Q12 In your opinion, what types of projects do you believe local,
county, state or federal government agencies could be doing to
reduce the damage and disruption of natural disasters in Natick?
(Select your top three choices)
Answered: 220

Skipped: 3
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Responses
47.73%
105

Retrofit/Strengthen essential public facilities such as police, fire/emergency, schools
60.91%
Retrofit public infrastructure, such as elevating roadways and improving drainage systems

134

Work to improve utilities resiliency (electric, communications, water/wastewater facilities)

74.55%
164

Install/improve protective structures (floodwalls)

14.09% 31
51.82%
114

Replace inadequate/vulnerable bridges
26.36%
Strengthen codes/ordinances to require higher hazard risk management standards and/or provide greater control over
development in high hazard areas
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18.18%
40

Buy out flood prone properties and maintain as open space
51.82%

114

Inform property owners of ways they can reduce the damage caused by natural events
43.18%
Provide better information about hazard risks and high hazard areas
Assist vulnerable property owners with securing funding to make their properties more resilient
Total Respondents: 220
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Q13 Additional comments?
Answered: 41

Skipped: 182

#

Responses

Date

1

The Health Department should be involved.

5/18/2017 5:39 PM

2

Utility resilience is a key concern of mine. I would like Natick to work on developing a local
utility resilience plan. Batteries, microgrid are technologies worth investigating.

4/27/2017 11:32 AM

3

we did install a generator recently since we have lost power a few times.

4/26/2017 1:18 PM

4

Who pays for damage caused by solar panels (from light frame mounts along the highways) fling
through the air in a hurricane?

4/24/2017 12:16 PM

5

place utility wires underground!! sewer/drainage system definitely could use upgrading in many
places, especially on busy roads. the telephone alert system that natick uses is fabulous! could
only be better with a text option too

4/24/2017 8:45 AM

6

Review existing infrastructure to identify problematic areas for various threats (natural
hazards, terrorist activities, equipment failures, utilities failures).

4/21/2017 1:51 PM

7

Put the electric wires underground, so we don't have to worry about losing electricity due to a
storm or if a truck knocks down a pole. Contact Eversource--they will do this if Natick pays to
repave the road. Putting electric wires underground is a lot more important than wasting tax
money on more curbstones or stupid bike lanes! (Bikes need to ride on the sidewalk, NOT the
street. The Town could be sued for negligence for putting bike lanes on busy streets! And stop
using leaf blowers to blow all the dirt off the sidewalks! Your DPW created a traffic hazard on Rt
27 this week with the dust storm and poor visibility it created!

4/20/2017 10:55 PM

8

Help homeowners to take care of the trees on their properties.

4/20/2017 8:26 PM

9

Less building in and near flood zones and all the underground streams causing more flooding in
homes already affected by flooding.

4/20/2017 7:22 PM

10

Our biggest problems are snow and/or wind related power outages. Only the MINIMUM is done
to cut back trees and branches that take out power lines. No power=No heat for many of us.

4/19/2017 9:48 PM

11

Flooding seems to grind Natick to a halt. There is always heavy flooding on rt9/27 and even on
wethersfield rd at times.

4/19/2017 9:36 PM

12

Trees are a huge risk when they are within fall distance of homes/buildings, and along roads
where they take down wires and block emergency services. Developers are allowed to build in
flood prone areas - there should be a way to stop that, or require that deeds or other warnings
be given to buyers. Why should taxpayers pay for bad decisions - building in bad areas, permits
being given when everyone knows the area is flood prone, and then the wetlands protection act
doesn't allow owners to do things like raise the level of their land to help stop flooding. The
town should have a large map available showing flood prone areas to show to anyone inquiring
about a property. Maybe even have it as advice on an application for a municipal lien certificate
- "purchasers are advised to check the flood prone area maps". Much of the snow and wind
damage is from falling trees, We cleared all trees within fall distance of our home, and that
should be common sense. I have seen enough death & destruction from trees to know. Buy out
flood prone properties? Seriously? Only if the price reflects that the land is unbuildable or if
there is a building on it, that it is of little value because of its vulnerability to flooding. I am
totally against flood insurance paying people to build expensive homes in stupid locations.
Before flood insurance, you couldn't get a mortgage or insurance and risked your own money, so
people built small cottages. Now with flood insurance, they build mcmansions as close to the
water as they can, then want the taxpayers to bail them out - which is why the flood insurance
program is insolvent and it's only getting worse. If someone wants to build on top of the water,
taxpayers should not have to bail them out.

4/19/2017 8:14 PM

13

Our biggest problems are snow and/or wind related power outages. Only the MINIMUM is done
to cut back trees and branches that take out power lines. No power=No heat for many of us.

4/19/2017 8:02 PM

14

Natick should maintain the pagean brook pipe line that runs through town and dumps out into
dug pond. It has not been cleaned out in years and it over flows in heavy rains to flood my
property and other properties in the Coolidge hill area.

4/19/2017 7:57 PM
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15

Natick should maintain the pagean brook pipe line that runs through town and dumps out into
dug pond. It has not been cleaned out in years and it over flows in heavy rains to flood my
property and other properties in the Coolidge hill area.

4/19/2017 7:44 PM

16

Work with the Red Cross in there program that offers free smoke alarms to home owners who
need them. Have a Red Cross lieason in LEPC

4/19/2017 4:45 PM

17

The town of Natick needs to assess roads that were permitted to be build as private but open to
the public. Ex: Kendall Lane in Natick is barely wide enough for two way traffic, yet it's not a
one-way street and is full of potholes. Who maintains such roads? The town or the property
owners? This needs to be addressed throughout Natick's roadways.

4/15/2017 8:46 PM

18

TV. is still a good way to get information. Natick feels pretty safe

4/14/2017 6:24 PM

19

Would love to have local class on prepping and creating a "bug out bag" ie basic backpack kit to
have in case of a disaster and need to evacuate. Maybe at the library?

4/14/2017 4:13 PM

20

We had improvements done to our basement after the floods 2010

4/14/2017 3:33 PM

21

Put all power and cable lines under ground.

4/14/2017 2:49 PM

22

Worthwhile thsnks

4/14/2017 12:25 PM

23

clear all vegetation from overhead power lines (trees, vines etc). Seriously, you allow trees to
grow through power lines!!!

4/14/2017 11:16 AM

24

In very heavy rain (more than 1" / day) the storm drains often overflow in the area bounded by
Bennett, Curve, So Main, and High St Extension. This causes backyard and basement flooding. A
high volume of rainwater flowing down the Grace Cir and Elmwood Ave hills into So Main seems
to contribute much to this. Increased capacity for drainage is needed.

4/14/2017 10:38 AM

25

Prevent building in these areas. Monitor how building is done. In our neighborhood the newer
houses did not have their land graded properly such that route 27 south floods when there are
heavy rains. That was preventable!

4/14/2017 7:48 AM

26

This is a great initiative. Please let the public know how we can get involved.

4/14/2017 6:30 AM

27

Thank you for asking these questions

4/13/2017 10:27 PM

28

This survey spent a lot of time on floods, I don't have flood insurance nor have I needed it in the
last 35 years. What I do see as an issue is the trees that are obstructing or could obstruct power
lines. Tress that if not maintained could cause serious damage to homes and power lines.

4/13/2017 10:02 PM

29

I wasn't aware there are any flood zones in Natick so this is interesting. We just removed a tree
that we thought might be a danger to our house so I'm not interested in doing any more of this!

4/13/2017 8:42 PM

30

I like the town service system that leaves residential phone messages warning residents of
potential storm or hazardous potential problems.

4/13/2017 8:40 PM

31

Natick does not have chronic disaster risk

4/13/2017 8:33 PM

32

Natick has a very strong public safety presence. It is a strong and, in clusters, a fairly close-knit
community. If the town set an agenda for the common good, here it seems more likely to be
adopted than in many other places. Thanks for surveying this community. It's important and
welcomed.

4/13/2017 8:27 PM

33

Bury utility cables to make them less susceptible to weather events!

4/13/2017 7:08 PM

34

Info about generators -- what the options are, how to safely store them and use them

4/13/2017 6:58 PM

35

Na

4/13/2017 6:13 PM

36

Many homes in West Natick do not have basements so no safe cover for tornado warnings.
Identify and allow public access to buildings with basements e.g. Kennedy Middle School,
churches during these events.

4/13/2017 6:10 PM

37

I really appreciate the telephone calls I get from the Town of Natick during a weather
emergency.

4/13/2017 5:53 PM

38

Road infrastructure should not be power-grid reliant on signalization. i.e Intersections that
depend on red/green lights jam traffic for public safety and evacuation, whereas roundabouts
operate without power.

4/13/2017 3:08 PM
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39

Large and medium size employers are in a position to help influence their workforce by
reinforcing emergency preparedness at work. Natick could reach out to those employers and
ask what percentage do so.

4/10/2017 3:04 PM

40

Consolidate developments. Everything being all spread out in town adds time to Everything,
which is critical in a disaster

4/7/2017 6:06 PM

41

Thank you for your attention to these matters. I think informing the town residence of why this
is important and providing support to address the low hanging fruit is the first step.

3/18/2017 10:36 AM
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Local Hazard Mitigation Committee Meeting #2: September 18, 2017

Natick Hazard Mitigation Plan Update
Local Hazard Mitigation Committee Meeting
Natick Town Hall – Board of Selectman Meeting Room
13 East Central Street
Natick, MA 01760
September 18, 2017
10:00 AM – 11:00 AM

Agenda

1.

Mission Statement/Goals

2.

Mapping

3.

Vulnerable Areas Review

4.

Hazard Mitigation Actions for Consideration

5.

Next Steps
a. LHMC Meeting #3 – Prioritization of Mitigation Actions
b. Public Workshop/Public Hearing

Horsley Witten Group

Memorandum of Meeting
To:

Victoria Parsons

CC:

Natick Local Hazard Mitigation Committee

From:

Craig Pereira

Date:

9/20/2017

Re:

Town of Natick Hazard Mitigation Plan 2017 Update – LHMC Meeting No. 2

In attendance:

See attached sign-in sheet
The second LHMC meeting was held on September 18, 2017 at Natick Town Hall, Board of
Selectman Meeting Room to discuss the Hazard Mitigation Plan Update. The following items were
discussed:
 Project Update. Craig Pereira provided an update since the last LHMC meeting. Some time has
passed due to delays in the Public Workshop (2 weather-related, and 2 participants-related).
Craig also provided a draft of the update, Sections 1 – 3 several weeks ago. In particular,
LHMC should review/comment on the “Property at risk from…” for each identified hazard
(Flood-related, Wind-related, etc.). All LHMC members should review/comment on these draft
sections and return comments/required revisions to Craig by October 13, 2017.
 Mission Statement/Goals for the Update. The existing plan does not include a mission
statement, but does have 8 goals included. It was decided to add a mission statement, and
consolidate the goals in more broad-brush, overarching goals. Craig presented a draft mission
statement and 4 new goals for consideration by the LHMC.
 Mapping. Craig commented that only Mark Coviello, Town Engineer (since retired) provided
comments on the draft mapping provided back in the spring. Mark identified 6 additional
critical facilities that were added to the list/mapping.
Flood-related Hazards mapping. Victoria provided the general areas associated with the 5
repetitive flood loss properties. Craig will update this map with this information.
The in-home daycare list was recently updated by the Dept. of Education. Lt. Brian Lauzon will
provide this list to Craig for confirmation with the existing in-home daycare list on the Critical
Facilities map.
Chief Hicks commented that the Town’s evacuation routes have been delineated and approved
locally, but are not signed. The question is if the state-evacuation plan has been adopted, as
there were some concerns regarding coordination amongst various regions and where traffic is
being funneled. Chief Hicks to provide graphic that illustrates locally-approved evacuation
route.



Craig will resend updated maps and list to Victoria who will distribute to the LHMC for
review/comment. LHMC to return comments/required revisions to Craig by October 13, 2017.
Hazard Mitigation Actions for Consideration. Craig provided a list of mitigation action items
not completed and carried over from the existing plan, in addition to several recommended

September 20, 2017



actions, sorted based on the 6 primary topic areas. LHMC to review this list and add others and
return to Craig by October 13, 2017.
Draft Update Sections 1 – 3. Craig went through the draft Update, Sections 1 – 3 and identified
the remaining data gaps with the LHMC. Outstanding data needs to be completed by October
13, 2017.
o Dam Failure…Charles River Dam last inspected: October 2016.
o Locally Identified Areas of Flooding…
 Speen Street/Route 135: Remove, cause due to trash, since
remediated.
 Route 9 and Overpass 27: actually Route 9, cause is elevated water
table (low-spot) inhibiting drainage…state-owned, currently being
reconstructed.
o NFIP data…since the 2010 Plan, number of repetitive loss claims and total
amount paid out? Victoria?
o Primary Shelter…Natick Community Senior Center, capacity 110. Secondary
is Natick High School, capacity 5,488.
o FEMA Disaster Grant Assistance…Chief Hicks to provide, based on template
below:
 Title:
 Disaster No.:
 Amount:
 Main Items for Funding Provided for:
o 2030+ Master Plan…Jamie to provide brief description of Master Plan status,
and if/how hazard mitigation will factor into this update.
o Medical Reserve Corp…Chief Hicks to provide brief statement about this
group.
o Table 3-1 Actions for Continued Compliance with NFIP…Victoria to
complete.

Next Steps:
 Craig to update Draft Sections 1 – 3 after this meeting, and forward to Victoria to distribute to
Board of Selectmen to keep them updated throughout the process.
 LHMC to confirm final set of hazard mitigation actions to be included in Update via email, by
October 27, 2017 in advance of final LHMC meeting the following week.
 Next LHMC meeting…week of October 30, 2017 – prioritization of Mitigation Action items.
 Complete Draft Update 30-day public comment period beginning November 20, 2017...posted
on Town website, sent to adjacent communities, Board of Selectmen.
 January 2018…schedule 2nd Public Workshop to review updated maps and mitigation actions
prior to MEMA submission.
 MEMA Submission…by February 1, 2018.
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Public Education and Awareness
- Develop Natural Hazards Pamphlet
- Educational program for residents of flood zones and nearby downstream
neighborhoods
- Public Information, Outreach – Signage



Property Protection
- Acquire prioritized open space parcels for increased flood storage/protection
(2010 Plan Mitigation Action #6A).
- Conduct feasibility/ engineering study to earthquake-proof municipallyowned buildings (2010 Plan Mitigation Action #5).
- Prepare an “After the Storm Recovery” Plan for the Community (Debris
Management Plan, Recovery and Reconstruction Ordinance)
Natural Resource Protection
- Retrofit of paved parking areas..
- Japanese Knotweed on riparian corridors (erosion)/structural elements.








Structural Projects
- Replace culvert and develop maintennce plan at Sunkaway Area at Route 9
(2010 Plan Mitigation Action #12).
- Roadways (1 action, several categories: Maintenance (not covered by HMGP),
Monitoring, Structural/Replacement, Pavement Management)
Emergency Services
Planning and Prevention
- Develop Maintenance Program for older drainage infrastructure (2010 Plan
Mitigation Action #3B).
- Upgrade drainage system record keeping system (2010 Plan Mitigation
Action #4).
- Develop Maintenance Program for the Jennings Pond Dam (2010 Plan
Mitigation Action #17B).
- Conduct Public Outreach Campaign for residents/businesses located within
an inundation zone.
- Work with the state to sign evacuation routes.
- Coordinate Evacuation Plans with Neighboring Municipalities

Local Hazard Mitigation Committee Meeting #3: December 19, 2017

Natick Hazard Mitigation Plan Update
Local Hazard Mitigation Committee Meeting
Natick Town Hall – Board of Selectman Meeting Room
13 East Central Street
Natick, MA 01760
December 19, 2017
9:00 AM – 11:00 AM

Agenda

1.

Hazard Mitigation Actions - Prioritization

2.

Mapping Update

3.

Outstanding Data Needs

4.

Next Steps
a. Public Comment Period
b. Public Workshop/Public Hearing

Horsley Witten Group

Memorandum of Meeting
To:

Victoria Parsons

CC:

Natick Local Hazard Mitigation Committee

From:

Craig Pereira

Date:

12/19/17

Re:

Town of Natick Hazard Mitigation Plan 2018 Update – LHMC Meeting No. 3

In attendance:

See attached sign-in sheet
The third LHMC meeting was held on December 19, 2017 at Natick Town Hall, Board of Selectman
Meeting Room to discuss the Hazard Mitigation Plan Update. The following items were discussed:
 Hazard Mitigation Actions for Consideration. Craig provided an overview of the STAPLEE
prioritization approach utilizing the Quantitative Method C – Simple Score approach to the
LHMC.
o LHMC proceeded to conduct the Benefit Cost Analysis (Review) for the mitigation
actions presented (attached).
o Action #9 Develop Drainage Infrastructure Maintenance Program/Drainage
Record-Keeping System (Asset Management Plan) was relocated to Section 3
Capability Assessment, as this remains ongoing.
o Actions #14, #15, and #16 were combined under Action #13 as separate
components.
 Mapping Update. Critical Facilities mapping has been completely updated.
o An additional map ‘Traffic Control Points/Evacuation Routes’ has also been
developed.
 Outstanding data needs:
o NFIP data…since the 2010 Plan, number of repetitive loss claims and total
amount paid out?
o Table 3-1 Actions for Continued Compliance with NFIP…LHMC completed.
o Craig to develop Invasive Species section for hazards and create new
mitigation action (requested at the Conservation Commission Meeting/Public
Workshop. LHMC will need to prioritize this action once developed.
Next Steps:
 Craig to provide talking points to Victoria for a Board of Selectmen update.
 Complete Draft Update 30-day public comment period beginning March 1 – 31, 2018...posted
on Town website, sent to adjacent communities, Board of Selectmen. Victoria to publicize
availability of draft Hazard Mitigation Plan.
 March 8, 2018 2nd Public Workshop to review updated maps and mitigation actions prior to
MEMA submission (Sustainability Commission meeting). Victoria to publicize 2nd Public
Workshop.
 MEMA Submission…2nd week of April 2018.

PUBLIC EDUCATION AND AWARENESS
Action #1
Distribute Informational Natural Hazards Pamphlet
Develop a pamphlet to be distributed to all residents and business owners that describes the
natural hazards that threaten the community and describes steps they can take for each hazard
to mitigate damages to their property. Include evacuation routes and shelter locations along
with items that can and cannot be taken to the shelters as well as information regarding the risk
to our community for brush/forest fires and how residents can help prevent them.
Part 1: Review Benefits and Costs
Review Tool 2: Benefits
Action Type: Planning, Pre-Disaster
Public Education and Awareness
Benefits
…protection of property
…protection of life/infrastructure
…increased awareness of vulnerabilities
Costs
...minimal
...personnel time to develop pamphlet
Part 2: Prioritize Actions – Quantitative Method
Method C – Simple Score
Criterion:
Social: Is the action compatible with present and future local community needs
and values?
Technical: Is the action feasible with available local resources (or as supplement
by outside resources as necessary)?
Administrative: Does the community have the administrative capacity to
implement the action?
Political: Is there strong public support to implement and maintain the action?
Legal: Does the community have the legal authority to implement the action?
Economic: Is the action cost-effective?
Environmental: Does the action impact environmental resources, and is the
impact positive, negative, or neutral?
Sub-total
Total Score
Priority

Cost

Benefit

2

2

2

2

2
2
2
2

2
0
2
2

0
12
22

0
10

Ranking Descriptions:
Very Beneficial: 2
Favorable: 1
Not Applicable: 0
Not Favorable: -1
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PROPERTY PROTECTION
Action #2
Acquire prioritized open space parcels for increased flood storage/protection.
The Town will work with private homeowners in these areas to identify an acquisition project
(s), obtain approval by the State and FEMA, and seek funding to purchase the property. By
purchasing these residential properties, the Town is utilizing an effective program designed to
remove people and property from high-risk areas and reduce disaster losses, while also
expanding open space land holdings. The buildings are either demolished or relocated, and the
land is then restricted to open space in perpetuity.
Part 1: Review Benefits and Costs
Review Tool 2: Benefits
Action Type: Planning, Pre-Disaster/Post-Disaster
Property Protection
Benefits
…property protection
…reduced damage claims
Costs
...Significant
Part 2: Prioritize Actions – Quantitative Method
Method C – Simple Score
Criterion:
Social: Is the action compatible with present and future local community needs
and values?
Technical: Is the action feasible with available local resources (or as supplement
by outside resources as necessary)?
Administrative: Does the community have the administrative capacity to
implement the action?
Political: Is there strong public support to implement and maintain the action?
Legal: Does the community have the legal authority to implement the action?
Economic: Is the action cost-effective?
Environmental: Does the action impact environmental resources, and is the
impact positive, negative, or neutral?
Sub-total
Total Score
Priority

Cost

Benefit

1

2

-1

-1

1
-1
2
-1

1
-1
2
-1

1
2
5

1
3

Ranking Descriptions:
Very Beneficial: 2
Favorable: 1
Not Applicable: 0
Not Favorable: -1
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Action #3

Acquire properties in the Special Flood Hazard/Repetitive Flood Loss Areas
Natick now includes 4 commercial and industrial severe repetitive flood loss properties as well
as various properties subject to periodic flooding. The Town will work with the commercial and
industrial property owners in these areas and FEMA to identify an acquisition project (s),
obtain approval by the State and FEMA, and seek funding to purchase the property. By
purchasing these residential properties, the Town is utilizing an effective program designed to
move people and property away from high-risk areas to reduce disaster losses. The buildings are
either demolished or relocated, and the land is then restricted to open space, recreation, or
wetlands in perpetuity.
Part 1: Review Benefits and Costs
Review Tool 2: Benefits
Action Type: Planning, Pre-Disaster/Post-Disaster
Property Protection
Benefits
…property protection
…reduced damage claims
…improved resiliency
…multiple community objectives
Costs
...Significant
Part 2: Prioritize Actions – Quantitative Method
Method C – Simple Score
Criterion:
Social: Is the action compatible with present and future local community needs
and values?
Technical: Is the action feasible with available local resources (or as supplement
by outside resources as necessary)?
Administrative: Does the community have the administrative capacity to
implement the action?
Political: Is there strong public support to implement and maintain the action?
Legal: Does the community have the legal authority to implement the action?
Economic: Is the action cost-effective?
Environmental: Does the action impact environmental resources, and is the
impact positive, negative, or neutral?
Sub-total
Total Score
Priority

Cost

Benefit

1

2

-1

-1

1
-1
2
-1

1
-1
2
-1

1
2
5

1
3

Ranking Descriptions:
Very Beneficial: 2
Favorable: 1
Not Applicable: 0
Not Favorable: -1
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Action #4
Prepare an “After the Storm Recovery” Plan for the Community.
The Town should utilize the opportunity of a disaster to improve its’ disaster resilience. Once
critical life and safety issues and vital public services have been addressed and re-established,
emphasis should be placed on the long-term recovery of the community, balancing the need to
rebuild rapidly and return to normal against the objective of building back better and stronger.
Additional items for consideration as part of the Plan’s development include the completion of
Community Assessments, a Recovery and Reconstruction Bylaw and development of a Debris
Management Plan. The Town will coordinate with applicable statewide agencies to review the
permitting processes and develop/adopt an ordinance to streamline the process in the aftermath
of a hazard impact including the process to allow homeowners to retrofit structures in order to
reduce risk. Formalize this process, and also consider waiving permit fees for building permits
to repair storm-damaged properties as an incentive.
Part 1: Review Benefits and Costs
Review Tool 2: Benefits
Action Type: Planning, Pre-Disaster/Post-Disaster
Property Protection
Benefits
…improved resilience
…accelerated recovery
Costs
...minimal
…personnel/consultant time to develop plan/regulatory amendments
Part 2: Prioritize Actions – Quantitative Method
Method C – Simple Score
Criterion:
Social: Is the action compatible with present and future local community needs
and values?
Technical: Is the action feasible with available local resources (or as supplement
by outside resources as necessary)?
Administrative: Does the community have the administrative capacity to
implement the action?
Political: Is there strong public support to implement and maintain the action?
Legal: Does the community have the legal authority to implement the action?
Economic: Is the action cost-effective?
Environmental: Does the action impact environmental resources, and is the
impact positive, negative, or neutral?
Sub-total
Total Score
Priority

Cost

Benefit

2

2

2

2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

1
13
26

1
13

Ranking Descriptions:
Very Beneficial: 2
Favorable: 1
Not Applicable: 0
Not Favorable: -1
4

STRUCTURAL PROJECTS
Action #5
Develop an implementation strategy to address Property and Streets Subject to Flooding from Poor Drainage and
Run-Off.
Determine what mitigation activities…maintenance (catch basin cleaning) v. monitoring (State
road) v. structural/replacement (undersized pipes) v. pavement management (roadway
crown/ponding) can alleviate the problem while creating the most benefit to the community for
each street. (e.g. address those roads that are part of the town evacuation route first, once
developed, then main thoroughfares, etc.). If structural/replacement, identify general costs
associated with each.
Streets/Properties Subject to Flooding
Maintenance (Included here to illustrate a comprehensive review of flooding issues,
however, not applicable for funding under any hazard mitigation grant programs)
Dean, Mercer, and Strathmore Roads Area
 Flooding Cause: Reduced access due to high standing water levels. Older pipes
partially cleaned by Mass Mosquito. Periodic cleaning is required after significant
storms..
Windsor Street at DPW Yard
 Flooding Cause: Culvert requires periodic cleaning and maintenance to ensure
proper flow.
Burning Tree Road/Beaver Brook
 Flooding Cause: Periodic cleaning and maintenance is required (via agreement with
Town of Framingham) to maintain drainage conditions.
Monitoring
Lincoln/Water/River/Cohns/Cape Streets Area
 Flooding Cause: Areas flood when the Charles River is elevated.
Oak Street/Rathbun Road
 Flooding Cause: Area floods periodically when the wetlands are high.
Cottage Street/Pine Ridge Road
 Flooding Cause: Elevated water table in this area inhibits adequate drainage at times.
Structural/Replacement
Highland Avenue/Middle Street
 Flooding Cause: Culvert is undersized and also includes issues where it discharges at
railroad tracks. Drainage system requires upgrading. Town has appropriated funds
(Capital Improvement Plan) to complete Drainage Master Plan for this area.
Sunkaway Area
 Flooding Cause: Culvert is undersized compounded by excessive silt buildup which
reduces/backs up flow.
5

Part 1: Review Benefits and Costs
Review Tool 2: Benefits
Action Type: Mitigation, Pre-Disaster
Property Protection
Benefits
…property protection
…protection of infrastructure
…maintain evacuation/access
…improved public safety/street drainage
Costs
...Significant
Part 2: Prioritize Actions – Quantitative Method
Method C – Simple Score
Criterion:
Social: Is the action compatible with present and future local community needs
and values?
Technical: Is the action feasible with available local resources (or as supplement
by outside resources as necessary)?
Administrative: Does the community have the administrative capacity to
implement the action?
Political: Is there strong public support to implement and maintain the action?
Legal: Does the community have the legal authority to implement the action?
Economic: Is the action cost-effective?
Environmental: Does the action impact environmental resources, and is the
impact positive, negative, or neutral?
Sub-total
Total Score
Priority

Cost

Benefit

-1

1

-1

2

1
-1
2
-1

1
-1
2
-1

-1
-2
3

1
5

Ranking Descriptions:
Very Beneficial: 2
Favorable: 1
Not Applicable: 0
Not Favorable: -1
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PLANNING AND PREVENTION
Action #6
Develop Operations and Maintenance Plans for Town-owned dams, including:
 Charles River Dam
 Jennings Pond Dam
An Operations and Maintenance (O & M) Manual is a detailed written description of
systematic procedures for ensuring that a dam is operated and maintained in proper fashion.
Adequate operation and maintenance is critical for ensuring the ongoing safe functioning of the
dam, as well as continued productive use of the structure and its associated reservoir.
Part 1: Review Benefits and Costs
Review Tool 2: Benefits
Action Type: Planning, Pre-Disaster
Property Protection
Benefits
…property protection
…protection of life/infrastructure
Costs
...Minimal
…personnel time to develop plan
Part 2: Prioritize Actions – Quantitative Method
Method C – Simple Score
Criterion:
Social: Is the action compatible with present and future local community needs
and values?
Technical: Is the action feasible with available local resources (or as supplement
by outside resources as necessary)?
Administrative: Does the community have the administrative capacity to
implement the action?
Political: Is there strong public support to implement and maintain the action?
Legal: Does the community have the legal authority to implement the action?
Economic: Is the action cost-effective?
Environmental: Does the action impact environmental resources, and is the
impact positive, negative, or neutral?
Sub-total
Total Score
Priority

Cost

Benefit

2

2

2

2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
14
28

2
14

Ranking Descriptions:
Very Beneficial: 2
Favorable: 1
Not Applicable: 0
Not Favorable: -1
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Action #7
Develop Operations and Maintenance Plans for State-owned dams, including:
 Fiske Pond Dam
An Operations and Maintenance (O & M) Manual is a detailed written description of
systematic procedures for ensuring that a dam is operated and maintained in proper fashion.
Adequate operation and maintenance is critical for ensuring the ongoing safe functioning of the
dam, as well as continued productive use of the structure and its associated reservoir.
Part 1: Review Benefits and Costs
Review Tool 2: Benefits
Action Type: Planning, Pre-Disaster
Property Protection
Benefits
…property protection
…protection of life/infrastructure
Costs
...Minimal
…Coordination with State/personnel time to develop plan
Part 2: Prioritize Actions – Quantitative Method
Method C – Simple Score
Criterion:
Social: Is the action compatible with present and future local community needs
and values?
Technical: Is the action feasible with available local resources (or as supplement
by outside resources as necessary)?
Administrative: Does the community have the administrative capacity to
implement the action?
Political: Is there strong public support to implement and maintain the action?
Legal: Does the community have the legal authority to implement the action?
Economic: Is the action cost-effective?
Environmental: Does the action impact environmental resources, and is the
impact positive, negative, or neutral?
Sub-total
Total Score
Priority

Cost

Benefit

2

2

2

2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
14
28

2
14

Ranking Descriptions:
Very Beneficial: 2
Favorable: 1
Not Applicable: 0
Not Favorable: -1
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Action #8
Implement Public Outreach Campaign for residents/businesses located within a dam inundation zone.
Utilize existing Emergency Action Plans ( Jennings Pond Dam and Fiske Pond Dam classified as
‘Low Hazard’ structures, and thus do not have EAPs developed)) to conduct a public
information session for residents and businesses within the various inundation areas regarding
what they should do in the event of a dam breach. This could be completed in one general
session, or individual sessions for each structure and affected neighborhood.
Part 1: Review Benefits and Costs
Review Tool 2: Benefits
Action Type: Planning, Pre-Disaster
Property Protection
Benefits
…property protection
…protection of life/infrastructure
Costs
...Minimal
…personnel time to develop campaign
Part 2: Prioritize Actions – Quantitative Method
Method C – Simple Score
Criterion:
Social: Is the action compatible with present and future local community needs
and values?
Technical: Is the action feasible with available local resources (or as supplement
by outside resources as necessary)?
Administrative: Does the community have the administrative capacity to
implement the action?
Political: Is there strong public support to implement and maintain the action?
Legal: Does the community have the legal authority to implement the action?
Economic: Is the action cost-effective?
Environmental: Does the action impact environmental resources, and is the
impact positive, negative, or neutral?
Sub-total
Total Score
Priority

Cost

Benefit

2

1

2

1

2
1
2
2

2
1
2
2

1
12
22

1
10

Ranking Descriptions:
Very Beneficial: 2
Favorable: 1
Not Applicable: 0
Not Favorable: -1
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Action #9
Develop Drainage Infrastructure Maintenance Program and Drainage Record-Keeping System (Asset
Management Plan)
An asset management plan can serve as a long range planning document that provides the
framework for understanding the assets (infrastructure) the Town currently owns, services the
Town currently provides, risks the Town assumes, and financial investments it takes to
maintain operations. An asset management plan can help the Town to be more proactive in its
management of both physical and financial resources. Since the 2010 Plan, utilizing Geographic
Information Systems (GIS), the Town’s drainage system is mapped and recorded as part of the
Phase II Stormwater Management Plan. With additional software/technology, the Town will be
able to track cleaning, maintenance, and ‘hot spot’ trouble areas within the system and extend
investments made to infrastructure.
Part 1: Review Benefits and Costs
Review Tool 2: Benefits
Action Type: Planning, Pre-Disaster
Property Protection
Benefits
…property protection
…protection of life/infrastructure
Costs
...Significant
Part 2: Prioritize Actions – Quantitative Method
Method C – Simple Score
Criterion:
Social: Is the action compatible with present and future local community needs
and values?
Technical: Is the action feasible with available local resources (or as supplement
by outside resources as necessary)?
Administrative: Does the community have the administrative capacity to
implement the action?
Political: Is there strong public support to implement and maintain the action?
Legal: Does the community have the legal authority to implement the action?
Economic: Is the action cost-effective?
Environmental: Does the action impact environmental resources, and is the
impact positive, negative, or neutral?
Sub-total
Total Score
Priority
Move to Section 3 – Capability Assessment
Ranking Descriptions:
Very Beneficial: 2
Favorable: 1
Not Applicable: 0
Not Favorable: -1

Cost

Benefit
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Action #10
Conduct feasibility/engineering study to earthquake-proof municipally-owned buildings..
There are several older municipally-owned buildings constructed of un-reinforced masonry
(Johnson School, the Coolidge Garden elder housing building, and the Eliot School). An
engineering study will identify the feasibility of the financial investments necessary to protect
these structures.
Part 1: Review Benefits and Costs
Review Tool 2: Benefits
Action Type: Planning, Pre-Disaster
Property Protection
Benefits
…property protection
…protection of life/infrastructure
Costs
...Moderate
Part 2: Prioritize Actions – Quantitative Method
Method C – Simple Score
Criterion:
Social: Is the action compatible with present and future local community needs
and values?
Technical: Is the action feasible with available local resources (or as supplement
by outside resources as necessary)?
Administrative: Does the community have the administrative capacity to
implement the action?
Political: Is there strong public support to implement and maintain the action?
Legal: Does the community have the legal authority to implement the action?
Economic: Is the action cost-effective?
Environmental: Does the action impact environmental resources, and is the
impact positive, negative, or neutral?
Sub-total
Total Score
Priority

Cost

Benefit

-1

-1

-1

-1

-1
-1
-1
-1

-1
-1
-1
-1

-1
-7
-14

-1
-7

Ranking Descriptions:
Very Beneficial: 2
Favorable: 1
Not Applicable: 0
Not Favorable: -1
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NATURAL RESOURCE PROTECTION
Action #11
Retrofit of paved parking areas within the Town
There may be opportunities to include improved drainage (Green Infrastructure/Low Impact
Development) practices, such as infiltration strips and reduced pavement, in existing
commercial and municipal parking lots that are being resurfaced. The Town is presently
assessing the feasibility of a Stormwater Management Utility District which should also
consider the development of ‘criteria’ relative to incentive credits for stormwater improvements
across three typologies: retrofit of existing paved surfaces (reductions); new/expansion of
parking for commercial sites; and, residential conversions.
Part 1: Review Benefits and Costs
Review Tool 2: Benefits
Action Type: Mitigation, Pre-Disaster
Property Protection
Benefits
…reduced flow/loading to drainage infrastructure
…increased infiltration on-site
…property protection
Costs
...Significant
Part 2: Prioritize Actions – Quantitative Method
Method C – Simple Score
Criterion:
Social: Is the action compatible with present and future local community needs
and values?
Technical: Is the action feasible with available local resources (or as supplement
by outside resources as necessary)?
Administrative: Does the community have the administrative capacity to
implement the action?
Political: Is there strong public support to implement and maintain the action?
Legal: Does the community have the legal authority to implement the action?
Economic: Is the action cost-effective?
Environmental: Does the action impact environmental resources, and is the
impact positive, negative, or neutral?
Sub-total
Total Score
Priority

Cost

Benefit

1

2

-1

2

-1
-1
1
1

1
-1
1
2

2
2
11

2
9

Ranking Descriptions:
Very Beneficial: 2
Favorable: 1
Not Applicable: 0
Not Favorable: -1
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Action #12
Invasive Species Eradication Programs
The Town should increase community awareness and participation in hazard mitigation
activities to include hazardous vegetation abatement and forest management projects
Part 1: Review Benefits and Costs
Review Tool 2: Benefits
Action Type: Mitigation, Pre-Disaster
Property Protection
Benefits
…protection of stream/river banks (minimized erosion)
…protection of drainage infrastructure
…property protection
Costs
...Staff time/Minimal
Part 2: Prioritize Actions – Quantitative Method
Method C – Simple Score
Criterion:
Social: Is the action compatible with present and future local community needs
and values?
Technical: Is the action feasible with available local resources (or as supplement
by outside resources as necessary)?
Administrative: Does the community have the administrative capacity to
implement the action?
Political: Is there strong public support to implement and maintain the action?
Legal: Does the community have the legal authority to implement the action?
Economic: Is the action cost-effective?
Environmental: Does the action impact environmental resources, and is the
impact positive, negative, or neutral?
Sub-total
Total Score
Priority

Cost

Benefit

1

1

-1

1

1
1
1
-1

1
1
1
-1

-1
1
6

1
5

Ranking Descriptions:
Very Beneficial: 2
Favorable: 1
Not Applicable: 0
Not Favorable: -1
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EMERGENCY SERVICES
Action #13
Develop, Map and Maintain Viable Evacuation Routes
As part of the Town’s Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan and coordination at both
the regional and state level, develop, map and maintain emergency evacuation routes.
Part 1: Review Benefits and Costs
Review Tool 2: Benefits
Action Type: Planning, Pre-Disaster
Property Protection
Benefits
…public safety
…accelerated evacuation
…uninterrupted access
Costs
...Moderate
…personnel time to develop/map routes, personnel time to maintain
Part 2: Prioritize Actions – Quantitative Method
Method C – Simple Score
Criterion:
Social: Is the action compatible with present and future local community needs
and values?
Technical: Is the action feasible with available local resources (or as supplement
by outside resources as necessary)?
Administrative: Does the community have the administrative capacity to
implement the action?
Political: Is there strong public support to implement and maintain the action?
Legal: Does the community have the legal authority to implement the action?
Economic: Is the action cost-effective?
Environmental: Does the action impact environmental resources, and is the
impact positive, negative, or neutral?
Sub-total
Total Score
Priority

Cost

Benefit

2

2

2

2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

0
12
24

0
12

Ranking Descriptions:
Very Beneficial: 2
Favorable: 1
Not Applicable: 0
Not Favorable: -1
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Action #14
Publish Evacuation Routes
Contact the local phone company in regards to putting the Natick Evacuation Routes Map,
including emergency shelter locations, in the Community Section of the local phone book.
Part 1: Review Benefits and Costs
Review Tool 2: Benefits
Action Type: Planning, Pre-Disaster
Property Protection
Benefits
…public safety
…accelerated evacuation
…uninterrupted access
Costs
...Minimal
…personnel time for coordination
Part 2: Prioritize Actions – Quantitative Method
Method C – Simple Score
Criterion:
Social: Is the action compatible with present and future local community needs
and values?
Technical: Is the action feasible with available local resources (or as supplement
by outside resources as necessary)?
Administrative: Does the community have the administrative capacity to
implement the action?
Political: Is there strong public support to implement and maintain the action?
Legal: Does the community have the legal authority to implement the action?
Economic: Is the action cost-effective?
Environmental: Does the action impact environmental resources, and is the
impact positive, negative, or neutral?
Sub-total
Total Score
Priority
Combine with Action #13
Ranking Descriptions:
Very Beneficial: 2
Favorable: 1
Not Applicable: 0
Not Favorable: -1

Cost

Benefit
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Action #15
Coordinate Evacuation Plans with Neighboring Municipalities
The Police Department will work with neighboring communities and the State to coordinate
evacuation plans.
Part 1: Review Benefits and Costs
Review Tool 2: Benefits
Action Type: Planning, Pre-Disaster
Property Protection
Benefits
…public safety
…accelerated evacuation
…uninterrupted access
Costs
...Minimal
…personnel time for coordination
Part 2: Prioritize Actions – Quantitative Method
Method C – Simple Score
Criterion:
Social: Is the action compatible with present and future local community needs
and values?
Technical: Is the action feasible with available local resources (or as supplement
by outside resources as necessary)?
Administrative: Does the community have the administrative capacity to
implement the action?
Political: Is there strong public support to implement and maintain the action?
Legal: Does the community have the legal authority to implement the action?
Economic: Is the action cost-effective?
Environmental: Does the action impact environmental resources, and is the
impact positive, negative, or neutral?
Sub-total
Total Score
Priority
Combine with Action #13
Ranking Descriptions:
Very Beneficial: 2
Favorable: 1
Not Applicable: 0
Not Favorable: -1

Cost

Benefit
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Action #16
Tourist Evacuation and Shelter
Out of state tourists may not be familiar with local authorities, evacuation routes, locations of
designated shelters, or know what to expect if police-enforced evacuation becomes necessary.
The Police Department will distribute information on town evacuation routes and emergency
shelters to hotels, Bed and Breakfasts, real estate agencies dealing with seasonal rentals, and
other facilities and events hosting tourists.
Part 1: Review Benefits and Costs
Review Tool 2: Benefits
Action Type: Planning, Pre-Disaster
Property Protection
Benefits
…public safety
…accelerated evacuation
…uninterrupted access
Costs
...Minimal
…personnel time for coordination
Part 2: Prioritize Actions – Quantitative Method
Method C – Simple Score
Criterion:
Social: Is the action compatible with present and future local community needs
and values?
Technical: Is the action feasible with available local resources (or as supplement
by outside resources as necessary)?
Administrative: Does the community have the administrative capacity to
implement the action?
Political: Is there strong public support to implement and maintain the action?
Legal: Does the community have the legal authority to implement the action?
Economic: Is the action cost-effective?
Environmental: Does the action impact environmental resources, and is the
impact positive, negative, or neutral?
Sub-total
Total Score
Priority
Combine with Action #13
Ranking Descriptions:
Very Beneficial: 2
Favorable: 1
Not Applicable: 0
Not Favorable: -1

Cost

Benefit
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Action #17
Public Information, Outreach – Signage
Post signs that indicate where major access routes are and areas where early evacuation is
necessary. This is important not only for the residents but for the general public, including
tourists, who may be visiting the area.
Part 1: Review Benefits and Costs
Review Tool 2: Benefits
Action Type: Planning, Pre-Disaster
Property Protection
Benefits
…public safety
…accelerated evacuation
…uninterrupted access
Costs
...Minimal
…personnel time for coordination
Part 2: Prioritize Actions – Quantitative Method
Method C – Simple Score
Criterion:
Social: Is the action compatible with present and future local community needs
and values?
Technical: Is the action feasible with available local resources (or as supplement
by outside resources as necessary)?
Administrative: Does the community have the administrative capacity to
implement the action?
Political: Is there strong public support to implement and maintain the action?
Legal: Does the community have the legal authority to implement the action?
Economic: Is the action cost-effective?
Environmental: Does the action impact environmental resources, and is the
impact positive, negative, or neutral?
Sub-total
Total Score
Priority

Cost

Benefit

2

2

2

2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

0
12
24

0
12

Ranking Descriptions:
Very Beneficial: 2
Favorable: 1
Not Applicable: 0
Not Favorable: -1
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Natick, MA 01760
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Town of Natick, MA
Hazard Mitigation Plan
2010 Update

Public Workshop
April 18, 2018
7:30 pm
Natick Town Hall
3rd Floor Training Room
Horsley Witten Group

1

Why Hazard Mitigation Planning?

Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000, Interim Final Rule, 44 CFR Parts
201 and 206 states, “All communities must have an approved
Multiple Hazards Mitigation Plan in order to qualify for future
federal disaster mitigation grants”.

Reduction or elimination of long-term risk to life, property, and the
environment.

Horsley Witten Group
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Natick Local Hazard Mitigation Committee














James Errickson, Director Community and Economic Development
Victoria Parsons, Conservation Agent/Planner
Jeremy Marsette, Director Public Works
Mark Coviello, Town Engineer (retired)
Bill McDowell, Town Engineer (current)
John Digiacomo, Assistant Town Engineer
James Hicks, Police Chief
Brian Lauzon, Police Lieutenant/Executive Officer
Richard White, Fire Chief
James White, Director Public Health
Craig Pereira, Consultant – Horsley Witten Group, Inc.

Horsley Witten Group
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Mitigation Process

Assess Risks
 Establish Goals
 Identify Projects/Actions
 Update/Maintain Plan


Horsley Witten Group
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What we have accomplished…

Kickoff Meeting MEMA (October 26, 2016)
 Municipal Interviews (Winter 2016)
 Public Workshop #1 (June 15, 2017)
 Natick Local Mitigation Committee Meetings
 2010 Plan ‘Report Card’
 Survey (Spring/Summer 2017)


Horsley Witten Group
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Improved Risk Assessment

Hazard Identification
 Hazard Event profile


Horsley Witten Group
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Confirmation of …
Hazards Affecting Natick (2010 Plan)


Flood Related
 Estimated 200 acres of land area subject to flooding, largest areas associated
with:
Northeast corner of Town (Sunkaway wetlands)
Lincoln and Water Streets
Burning Tree Road
South Main Street (Rockwood/Elmwood)
Liberty
 Dam



Failure…Charles River Dam and Jennings Pond Dam
Winter Related
 Severe Winter Storms… Heavy snow and winter storms continue to increase
in frequency and severity. Power outages are a primary concern.
Horsley Witten Group
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Confirmation of …
Hazards Affecting Natick (2010 Plan)
Wind Related
 Hurricanes…Flooding, downed trees, power outages.
 Tornadoes…the risk of tornado is minimal, yet real.
 High Winds…strong winds can create debris problems including downed
power lines.
 Geologic Related
 Earthquakes…Town is susceptible, but unlikely to occur.
 Fire Related
 Brush fires
 Coolidge Hill
 Town Forest


Horsley Witten Group
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Additional Considerations for …
Hazards Affecting Natick (2018 Plan)




Invasive Species Related
 Japanese Knotweed
Climate Change
 The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) indicates there is recent, strong
evidence that most of the warming of the Earth’s surface temperature over the past 50
years is a direct result of human behavior.
 By 2100, Massachusetts could see moderate temperature increases in the winter,
spring, summer, and fall.
 Increased temperatures and frequency of heat waves could also impact the number
of heat-related illnesses and/or deaths in Massachusetts,.
 The very same warming and climate increases could also expand the habitat and
infectivity of disease-carrying insects, increasing the potential for malaria, Eastern
Equine Encephalitis and Lyme Disease.
Horsley Witten Group
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Hazard Index (2018 Update)…
based on historical frequency and severity
Criteria for Frequency Categorization:

Very low frequency: events that occur less frequently than once in 1,000 years (less than
0.1% per year).
Low frequency: events that occur from once in 100 years to once in 1,000 years (0.1% to
1% per year).
Medium frequency: events that occur from once in 10 years to once in 100 years (1% to
10% per year).

High frequency: events that occur more frequently than once in 10 years (greater than
10% per year).
Horsley Witten Group
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Hazard Index (2018 Update)…
based on historical frequency and severity
Criteria for Severity Categorization (based on past hazard events):

Minor: Limited and scattered property damage; no damage to public infrastructure;
contained geographic area; essential services not interrupted; no injuries or fatalities.
Serious: Scattered major property damage; some minor infrastructure damage; wider
geographic area; essential services are briefly interrupted; some injuries/fatalities.
Extensive: Consistent major property damage; major damage to public infrastructure;
essential services are interrupted for several hours to several days; many injuries and
fatalities.
Catastrophic: Property and public infrastructure destroyed; essential services stopped;
thousands of injuries and fatalities.
Horsley Witten Group
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Horsley Witten Group
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GIS Mapping…
Development of Risks/Critical Facilities/Evacuation Routes

Horsley Witten Group
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GIS Mapping…
Development of Risk/Critical Facilities/Evacuation Routes

Horsley Witten Group
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GIS Mapping…
Development of Risk/Critical Facilities/Evacuation Routes

Horsley Witten Group
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GIS Mapping…
Development of Risk/Critical Facilities/Evacuation Routes

Horsley Witten Group
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Hazard Vulnerability Assessment

Since the 2010 plan, Natick’s vulnerability to natural disasters has not
significantly changed. In fact, new developments are in compliance
with the updated State building codes and stormwater standards,
and in turn, these more restrictive codes help facilitate decreases in a
structures’ overall vulnerability.

Horsley Witten Group
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Hazard Vulnerability Assessment



Social Vulnerability
 Public Infrastructure/Emergency Lifelines
• Number of public buildings/structures and access roads located
within the flood zone.
 Evacuation/Population at Risk
• Evacuation routes are locally-approved, however not signed.
• Natick’s EMD working with the State on this.
• Primary and Secondary Shelters (Community Senior
Center/High School), in addition to 10 Mass Care
Shelters/Reception Centers.
Horsley Witten Group
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Hazard Vulnerability Assessment



Economic Vulnerability
 NFIP-Insured Property Damage
• 59 policies/$18.9 million in coverage
• 5 repetitive flood loss structures
 Impacts of FEMA Flood Zones
• 100- and 500-Year Vulnerability Analyses

Horsley Witten Group
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Hazard Vulnerability Assessment


Environmental Vulnerability
 Weather-related hazard events, in addition to Japanese
Knotweed have particular impacts on the natural and built
environment.
 Both direct and indirect costs (direct: loss of habitat and
salinization of land/ groundwater, indirect: widespread
inland damage to the built environment, threats to
ecosystems/ species, and contamination of potable water
supply).
Horsley Witten Group
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Develop Goals and Objectives
Mitigation Goal…
“Reduce the loss of or damage to life, property,
infrastructure, and natural, cultural, and economic
resources from natural disasters”

Horsley Witten Group
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Develop Goals and Objectives
Mitigation Objectives…
• Protect the public health, safety and welfare.
• Reduce both public and private property damages caused by hazard
impact.

• Minimize social distress and economic losses/business disruption.
• Provide an ongoing forum for the education and awareness of natural
hazard mitigation issues, programs, policies, projects and resources.
Horsley Witten Group
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Analyze Existing/Research New Strategies

Coordination with neighboring communities
 Natick Comprehensive Master Plan 2030+
 Natick Open Space Plan, 2012
 Flood Plain Overlay District
 Land Use and Subdivision Control Regulations
 Wetlands Protection Bylaw
 Stormwater Management/Erosion Control Bylaw


Horsley Witten Group
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Analyze Existing/Research New Strategies

MA State Building Code
 Emergency Management Planning Committee
 Medical Reserve Corp
 Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness Working Group
 Municipal Administration and Staff
 Federal/State Grant Opportunuities


Horsley Witten Group
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Develop Comprehensive Range of
Actions/Projects
Public Education and Awareness
 Property Protection
 Natural Resource Protection
 Structural Projects
 Emergency Services, and
 Planning and Prevention


Horsley Witten Group
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Preliminary Mitigation Measures
Public Education and Awareness
Distribute Informational Natural Hazards Pamphlet
Develop a pamphlet to be distributed to all residents and business owners that describes the natural
hazards that threaten the community and describes steps they can take for each hazard to mitigate
damages to their property. Include evacuation routes and shelter locations along with items that can
and cannot be taken to the shelters as well as information regarding the risk to the community for
brush/forest fires and how residents can help prevent them.
Acquire prioritized open space parcels for increased flood storage/protection
The Town will work with private homeowners in these areas to identify an acquisition project (s),
obtain approval by the State and FEMA, and seek funding to purchase the property. By purchasing
these residential properties, the Town is utilizing an effective program designed to remove people
and property from high-risk areas and reduce disaster losses, while also expanding open space land
holdings. The buildings are either demolished or relocated, and the land is then restricted to open
space in perpetuity.
Horsley Witten Group
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Preliminary Mitigation Measures
Public Education and Awareness
Acquire properties in the Special Flood Hazard/Repetitive Flood Loss Areas
Natick now includes 5 commercial and industrial severe repetitive flood loss properties as well as
various properties subject to periodic flooding. The Town will work with the commercial and
industrial property owners in these areas and FEMA to identify an acquisition project (s), obtain
approval by the State and FEMA, and seek funding to purchase the property. By purchasing these
properties, the Town is utilizing an effective program designed to move people and property away
from high-risk areas to reduce disaster losses. The buildings are either demolished or relocated, and
the land is then restricted to open space, recreation, or wetlands in perpetuity.
Prepare an “After the Storm Recovery” Plan for the Community
The Town should utilize the opportunity of a disaster to improve its’ disaster resilience. Once critical
life and safety issues and vital public services have been addressed and re-established, emphasis
should be placed on the long-term recovery of the community, balancing the need to rebuild rapidly
and return to normal against the objective of building back better and stronger. (Community
Assessments, Recovery and Reconstruction Bylaw and Debris Management Plan)
Horsley Witten Group
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Preliminary Mitigation Measures
Natural Resources Protection
Retrofit of paved parking areas within the Town
There may be opportunities to include improved drainage (Green Infrastructure/Low Impact
Development) practices, such as infiltration strips and reduced pavement, in existing commercial
and municipal parking lots that are being resurfaced. The Town is presently assessing the
feasibility of a Stormwater Management Utility District which should also consider the
development of ‘criteria’ relative to incentive credits for stormwater improvements across three
typologies: retrofit of existing paved surfaces (reductions); new/expansion of parking for
commercial sites; and, residential conversions.
Invasive Species Eradication Programs
The Town should increase community awareness and participation in hazard mitigation activities to
include hazardous vegetation abatement and forest management projects.
Horsley Witten Group
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Preliminary Mitigation Measures
Structural Projects
Develop an implementation strategy to address Property and Streets Subject to Flooding from Poor
Drainage and Run-Off
Determine what mitigation activities…maintenance (catch basin cleaning) v. monitoring (State road) v.
structural/replacement (undersized pipes) v. pavement management (roadway crown/ponding) can
alleviate the problem while creating the most benefit to the community for each street. (e.g. address those
roads that are part of the town evacuation route first, once developed, then main thoroughfares, etc.). If
structural/replacement, identify general costs associated with each.
- Maintenance
- Monitoring
- Structural/Replacement
…Highland Avenue/Middle Street
…Sunkaway Area
Horsley Witten Group
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Preliminary Mitigation Measures
Emergency Services
Evacuation Routes
Develop, Map and Maintain Viable Evacuation Routes
As part of the Town’s Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan and coordination at both the regional
and state level, develop, map and maintain emergency evacuation routes.
Publish Evacuation Routes
Contact the local phone company in regards to putting the Natick Evacuation Routes Map, including
emergency shelter locations, in the Community Section of the local phone book.
Coordinate Evacuation Plans with the State and Neighboring Municipalities
Work with neighboring communities to coordinate evacuation plans.
Public Information, Outreach – Signage
Post signs that indicate where major access routes are and areas where early evacuation is necessary.
Horsley Witten Group
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Preliminary Mitigation Measures
Emergency Services
Tourist Evacuation and Shelter
Out of state tourists may not be familiar with local authorities, evacuation routes, locations of designated
shelters, or know what to expect if police-enforced evacuation becomes necessary. Distribute
information on town evacuation routes and emergency shelters to hotels, Bed and Breakfasts, real estate
agencies dealing with seasonal rentals, and other facilities and events hosting tourists.

Horsley Witten Group
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Preliminary Mitigation Measures
Planning and Prevention
Develop Operations and Maintenance Plans for Town-owned dams, including:

Charles River Dam

Jennings Pond Dam
An Operations and Maintenance (O & M) Manual is a detailed written description of systematic
procedures for ensuring that a dam is operated and maintained in proper fashion. Adequate operation and
maintenance is critical for ensuring the ongoing safe functioning of the dam, as well as continued
productive use of the structure and its associated reservoir.
Develop Operations and Maintenance Plans for State-owned dams, including:

Fiske Pond Dam
An Operations and Maintenance (O & M) Manual is a detailed written description of systematic
procedures for ensuring that a dam is operated and maintained in proper fashion. Adequate operation and
maintenance is critical for ensuring the ongoing safe functioning of the dam, as well as continued
productive use of the structure and its associated reservoir.
Horsley Witten Group
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Preliminary Mitigation Measures
Planning and Prevention
Implement Public Outreach Campaign for residents/businesses located within a dam inundation zone
Utilize existing Emergency Action Plans ( Jennings Pond Dam and Fiske Pond Dam classified as ‘Low
Hazard’ structures, and thus do not have EAPs developed) to conduct a public information session for
residents and businesses within the various inundation areas regarding what they should do in the event
of a dam breach. This could be completed in one general session, or individual sessions for each
structure and affected neighborhood.
Conduct feasibility/engineering study to earthquake-proof municipally-owned buildings
There are several older municipally-owned buildings constructed of un-reinforced masonry (Johnson
School, the Coolidge Garden elder housing building, and the Eliot School). An engineering study will
identify the feasibility of the financial investments necessary to protect these structures.

Horsley Witten Group
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Preliminary Mitigation Measures

Additions?

Horsley Witten Group
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Update Plan Maintenance/Implementation
Maintain periodically, recommended annually
 Update every 5 years per DMA 2000


Horsley Witten Group
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Next Steps…





Public Comment Period
Board of Selectmen…approve to submit
MEMA Submission

Horsley Witten Group
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Contact Us…

If you have general questions and/or comments about the Hazard Mitigation Plan Update, please
contact:
Victoria Parsons – Conservation Agent/Planner
Town of Natick
13 E. Central Street
Natick, MA 01760
vparsons@natickma.org
Phone: (508) 647-6452

Craig Pereira—Project Manager
Horsley Witten Group
55 Dorrance Street, Suite 200
Providence, RI 02903
cpereira@horsleywitten.com
Phone: (401) 272-1717

Thank You!
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Appendix C – Correspondences

Availability of Draft Update – Town Posting
Availability of Draft Update – Adjacent Communities
Availability of Draft – Municipal Departments, Natick

